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ABSTRACT

Carbon fibre composites are increasingly being used in
aircraft structures due to their superior physical and
mechanical properties. The process of drilling of carbon
fibre composites in aircraft manufacture is economically
important since the extremely abrasive nature of the fibres
limits drill life. The hole quality produced by drilling
in terms of fibre pullout and matrix cracking affects the
notch sensitivity of the hole.
The present thesis describes an experimental and analytical
study of drilling of the carbon fibre composites carried
out with the support of British Aerospace (Military
Aircraft Division). Full drill life testing was carried out
using four low cost commercial cemented carbide drills,
three of which had brazed inserts, and drill life was
determined by measuring the outer drill corner wear. Hole
quality was measured in terms of diametrical tolerance
using accurate plug gauges. Drill forces were measured
using a two component Kistler dynamometer and attempts were
made to measure residual stress in the workpiece using the
birefringent photoelastic technique. The hole quality was
related to drill wear, cutting forces and heat generated
during drilling.
Independent tasks were carried out to relate cemented
carbide physical and mechanical properties to wear using
several standard sliding wear experiments. Three different
cemented carbide tool materials were investigated in terms
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of cobalt layer thickness, carbide distribution and
physical properties including hardness and fracture
toughness. Independent sliding wear tests were performed
using a Pin-on-Disc machine, lathe and machining centre.
These tests allowed the materials to be ranked in terms of
wear resistance when rubbing against carbon fibre
composite. The fracture toughness was measured using the
techniques developed by Palmqvist. The wear resistance was
correlated to the physical and mechanical properties of the
tool materials.
Hole quality was studied experimentally using scanning
electron microscopy and fibre pullout shown to be primarily
dependent on the fibre-matrix interface bond strength and
the intrinsic strength of the fibres. The surface
morphology of the fractured fibres in areas of fibre
pullout showed inultimode damage due to anisotropy of the
carbon fibre composite and the dynamics of drilling. The
degree and pattern of damage developed in the drilled holes
was found to be highly directionally dependent. The
experimental results and theoretical analysis showed that
the degree of hole damage depends not only on drilling
parameters but also on the material composition and the
manufacturing process of the carbon fibre composite.

1
Chapter One
INTRODUCTION

In the brief history of the aerospace industry, a
progressive evolution of new materials and design concepts
has occurred. In the quest to fly faster with a greater
load carrying capacity, stronger and lighter materials have
been developed. These have ranged from wood, aluminum,
titanium to advanced carbon fibre reinforced composite
materials (CFC). As new composites with unique properties
are being developed, the optimisation of their processing
technology is eagerly being sought. Even if primary
processing of a composite system is well established, quite
often it is the secondary processing which determines the
purchase price and the flight performance of the aircraft.
One of the key secondary processes is drilling. Drilling
has become a major cost factor because a fighter may have
250,000 to 400,000 holes and a bomber or transport aircraft
1,000,000 to 2,000,000 holes [1]. The drilling labour may
account for as much as 50% of the total manufacturing cost
of the airframe [2]. Billions of holes are drilled annually
with a total cost, in the United States alone, estimated
to be over 300 million dollars. If through advancement of
the drilling processes the life of the drill could be
extended by a modest 10%, the industry would not only save
30 million dollars but there are benefits in the sequential
processes of reaming, boring and tapping [3].
The determination of the tool change time becomes important
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for the automated drilling process. Frequent drill changing
increases production cost and using the drill longer than
it should be used produces substandard holes. Substandard
hole quality accounts for as much as 60% of aircraft part
rejection during final assembly [4]. The drilling induced
defects in composite materials can be classified into two
categories, the geometric and the non-geometric defects.
The geometric defects are those defects ordinarily
encountered in drilling metals i.e. hole taper quality,
alignment and surface roughness. The non-geometric drilling
defects are characteristically found in drilling CFC i.e.
fibre pullout, matrix cracking and delamination. The
presence and growth of such flaws have a

highly detrimental

effect on aircraft damage tolerance, survivability and
reliability. It is important to take into account drilling
defects when making allowances for possible manufacturing
defects and in-service damage. These types of real-life
machining defects are extremely difficult to comprehend due
to the inherent material anisotropy and the complexity of
drill geometry. Additionally fibre orientation, ply
stacking sequence and the damage pattern in relation to the
dynamics of the drill point make the problem even more
intractable.

3
1.1 Research Objectives:
The present research work is concerned with analysing and
understanding the drilling of carbon fibre composites. The
work follows the following logical sequence:

• An investigation of the wear processes during drilling
of four different types of cemented carbide drills
including the determination of tool life after numerous
regrinds.

I A study of the hole quality in terms of fibre pullout and
matrix cracking in relation to the micromechanics of
drilling using scanning electron microscopy and to
determine the fractography of failure modes, fracture
pattern and fracture sequence.

• A comparison of the wear rates of three different types
of cemented carbides in terms of their physical properties
i.e. inicrostructure, hardness and fracture toughness.

The present work was supported by British Aerospace
(Military Aircraft Division) who supplied carbon fibre
composite materials, drills and special equipment including
a Kistler two component drill dynamometer. The drills were
reground and the CFC panels/holes were sectioned at the
Aircraft Manufacturing Division of British Aerospace PLC
at Preston.
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1.2 Summary of thesis:
The origin, composition, fabrication, processing and
applications of CFC in aircraft structures are presented
and discussed in Chapter 2. The important properties of
CFC's which influence the machining behaviour are also
presented in this chapter.

The important geometric parameters of the drill and the
effect of these parameters on the drill performance when
drilling CFC are given in Chapter 3. This chapter presents
the mechanism of drilling, drill wear and drill failure
criteria. This chapter also includes the latest state of
the art in drilling carbon fibre composites.

Chapter 4 presents the experimental investigation of
drilling including the drilling tests, tool material
classification and hole quality in terms of fibre pullout
and matrix cracking.
The drilling tests were performed in three phases:

• Preliminary assessment of all the drills.
• Detailed investigation of the best two types of drills
in terms of drill wear and drill failure.
I Determination of drilling forces, residual strains in CFC
and structural analysis of the drills.

The results of the drilling tests, hole quality and
material classification are discussed in Chapter 5. This
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chapter includes the results of dynamometer tests, the
birefringent photoelasticity measurements, structural
analysis of the drills, effect of coolant on hole quality,
fractography of carbon fibres, Vickers hardness tests, the
Palmqvist fracture toughness measurements and the results
of independent wear tests.
The main discussion of the experimental observations is
presented in Chapter 6. The results are discussed in terms
of appropriate theoretical models. The performance of the
drills are ranked in terms of penetration distance and
machining parameters. The manufacturing, machining and
material aspects which promote the onset of fibre pullout
and matrix cracking during drilling CFC are also discussed
in this chapter. The tool materials are also discussed in
terms of wear properties. The experimental results are
discussed in terms of the appropriate theoretical models.
Finally the conclusions are presented in chapter 7.
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Chapter Two
GENERAL SURVEY OP COMPOSITE MATERIALS

The advent of CFC has heralded a new era of materials
science to meet the challenging requirements of aerospace
vehicle design. This relatively new material is however
based on the ancient practice of combining several
materials to evolve an integral material system which
exhibits superior physical and mechanical properties than
each of its constituents.

2.1 Evolution of Composite Materials:
In early times (5000 B.C.) chopped straw was used to
toughen mud bricks and Maya potteries to prevent them from
cracking. Egyptian mummy cases were made of a composite
material made from sheets of papyrus which were used as
writing material in Egypt. Medieval swords were made of
different layers Toledo and Damascus steel [5]. Around 1500
B.C., the consumption of bronze determined the world
powers. Much later, around 1850, it would have been steel
followed by the light alloys. The period between 1940 and
1960 saw maximum consumption of metals and alloys with
respect to their relative importance to other materials in
terms of their usage at that time as shown in Fig. (1) [6].
From this point on, the application of metals and alloys
in the aerospace industry in particular has been, as a
percentage of total material utilised, declining and
production of composites has been expanding. The first
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modern synthetic resin, Gordon Aerolite was developed by
Aero Research Limited, UK, in the late 1930's [7]. A series
of experiments at the Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Farnborough England by Watt, Phillips and Johnson led to
the manufacture of high strength, high stiffness carbon
fibres and their composites in early 1964 [8]. At about the
same time, Epoxy quickly established its superiority over
other matrix materials for structural applications. Since
then production of advanced composites has been increasing
at a rate of 30 percent per year and is now a $10 billion
market. It is forecasted that the growth rate of composite
materials is such that their usage will increase to 50
percent of the total for structural applications by the
turn of the century [9].
Over more than a decade, the use of composites in aerospace
industry has progressed from the simple beginning of access
panels and cowling to secondary structural components of
aircrafts as shown in Fig. (2). The current and future
trends of composite application in military aircraft
applications are given in Fig. (3). A detailed description
of these applications is summarised in Appendix 'A'
[10,11].

2.2 Structure of Composite Materials:
Composite materials are defined as the combination of two
or more mutually insoluble macro-constituents that differ
in physical form and chemical composition [12]. Composite
materials are superior to ordinary engineering materials
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for a variety of reasons. Notably amongst these are their
high strength to weight ratio and high modulus to weight
ratio as shown in Table (1). The ability to tailor their
strength properties to fit a particular structural
situation and the flexibility of design in terms of reduced
part count makes them even more attractive. Composite
materials consist of three main elements, the matrix
(resin), the structural reinforcement and the interphase.
The matrix binds the reinforcement together to allow
effective distribution of load, protects the notch
sensitive reinforcement from self abrasion and externally
induced scratches. The resin also protects the
reinforcement from environmental moisture, chemical
corrosion and oxidation. The shear, compression and
transverse tensile properties and failure mechanism of a
composite are resin dominated. The general thermomechanical behaviour of composites is dominated by the
resin's heat resistance. Many types of thermoplastic and
therinoset resins are being used in the fabrication of
composite materials. Thermoplastic resins, cured by
reversible chain extension chemical reaction can be melted
repeatedly. Polyphenylene Suiphide (PPS), Polyvinylchloride
(PVC) and Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) are some of the
thermoplastic resins. Thermoset resins, once cured by an
irreversible crosslinking chemical reaction, cannot become
liquid again. Crosslinking is the chemical linkage between
the molecular chains. This restricts movement between
adjacent chains which results in greater dimensional
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stability. Epoxies, polyimides and phenolics are some of
the commonly used thermosetting resins. Epoxy based
matrices have several attractive features for aerospace
applications. The epoxy resin is compatible with fibres,
thereby eliminating many of the interfacial problems that
may be evident in other resin systems. They are also
resistant to aircraft fluids such as jet fuel and hydraulic
fluid. Finally large data bases and long flight histories
exist for these systems both in military and commercial
aircrafts [13].
There are four general categories of structural
reinforcement in a matrix, particulate, flake, whisker and
fibre. Particulate composites consist of particles of one
or more material suspended in a matrix of another. The most
common example of this type is concrete in which particles
of sand and rock are bound together by a mixture of cement
and water. Likewise a cobalt matrix is reinforced by
tungsten carbide particles to produce tool materials. Such
composites have good compression strength but have poor
tensile properties. Flake reinforcement offers a number of
advantages in composites due to their two dimensional
geometry. Overlapping of flakes provides an effective
barrier against solvent penetration but difficulties arise
with their alignment in composites. Alumina matrix can be
reinforced by silicon carbide whiskers to produce cutting
tool materials but in spite of their high strengths,
whiskers are not ideally suited for aerospace structural
applications because of their short lengths. Long and

-1
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continuous fibres are more desirable in aircraft composites
since they impart better structural properties, creep
resistance and crack stopping properties. It is fibre
reinforcement which primarily determines the tensile
strength, flexural strength and stiffness of a composite
system. The longitudinal mechanical properties and failure
mechanism of a specific layup are determined by the type,
stacking sequence and orientation of the fibres. The four
types of commercially available fibres are Glass, Boron,
Keviar and Carbon fibres. The glass fibre reinforced
plastics (GFC) are easy and inexpensive to manufacture.
They are widely used in the manufacture of various things
such as kitchen sinks, bath room tubs and motor car bodies.
However the higher specific gravity of glass fibres (2.5)
and lower stiffness (72 GPa) as compared to other fibres
do not suit high performance applications (Table 1). The
higher stiffness property of boron fibres (420 GPa) made
possible their early use in primary aircraft structures.
However their high manufacturing cost, difficulty in
handling and high specific gravity (2.5) have kept them
from high volume applications. Kevlar fibres combine their
extremely high toughness with good impact resistance.
However, relatively poor compression strength and poor
bonding characteristics to resin limit their applications.
At a compressive load of about 20% of ultimate tensile
load, a deviation from linearity occurs leading to internal
buckling. Carbon fibres are the most widely used in
aerospace applications because of the best balance of
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properties. The best combination of highest specific
strength and stiffness (0.95 GPa and 200 GPa respectively
for type-I carbon fibre, 1.52 GPa and 118 GPa respectively
for type-Il carbon fibres) ratios as compared to other
types of fibres (Table 1) makes them ideally suitable for
high performance structural applications. The main
advantages, disadvantages, applications and cost indices
of carbon, kevlar and glass fibres are summarised in Table
(2) [5,12].

2.2.1 The Epoxy Matrix:
The polyfunctional epoxy resin contains more than two
epoxide groups (-CH-CH-) per molecule in its pre-cured
monomer form. Opening of the epoxide ring by the
appropriate curing agent leads to crosslinking of the
resin. The resin is very often modified by the addition of
plasticisers, diluents and fillers to impart specific
properties [14].
Besides specific strength and stiffness, damage tolerance
and environmental durability are two key parameters which
determine the structural performance of composite
materials. The term 'Damage Tolerance' is used to describe
a design philosophy whereby the structural integrity of an
aircraft is maintained while a defect of a given size is
present in the structure. The performance of an aircraft
structure made of composite material is seriously affected
by its operation in high temperature and humid
environments. The 'hot/wet performance' of an aircraft is
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attributed to its structural response in hot and wet
environments. Different resin systems have varying
performance in terms of fracture toughness and
environmental stability [15].

(a) First Generation Epoxy System:
The first generation, Ciba Geigy 914 epoxy resin system has
the following four major constituents.
(a) The tetraglycidyl derivative of 4 ' 4 '-diaminodiphenyl
methane, TGDDM, (Ciba-Geigy nomenclature: MY 720): This is
the basic prime epoxy component.
(b) The triglycidyl ether of para aminophenol, TGPAP,
(Ciba-Geigy ERLA 0510): This increases the mean molecular
weight of the epoxy polymer.
(C) Dicyandiamide, DICY: This is a heat activated catalyst

and hardener used as a curing agent.
(d) Polyethersulphone, PES: This is a thermoplastic
included to increase matrix viscosity during cure and
provides a toughening mechanism. It decreases the shear
modulus of the system.
The first generation, Ciba Geigy matrix system 914 could
retain a higher degree of strength in hot and humid
environments than the second generation epoxies but their
inherent brittleness led to lower damage telorance than the
later. Some of the important properties of composite
systems based on Ciba Geigy 914 matrix are given in Table
(3) [16,17].
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(b) Second Generation Epoxy System:
The second generation epoxy matrix system, Ciba Geigy 924C
has been evolved by modification of the Ciba Geigy 914
system by the addition of carboxyl terminated butadiene
acrylonitrile rubber (CTBN) which leads to phase separation
during cure. The cured elastoiner modified epoxy resin
consists of finely dispersed rubber or thermoplastic rich
domains (0.1-0.2 m) chemically bonded to the epoxy matrix.
This modification significantly improves the damage
tolerance of the resin system by arresting crack
propagation. However the relative increase in fracture
toughness for the composite is not as high as in the case
of bulk resin. It has been observed that the 25 fold
increase in fracture energy of the resin will increase the
interlaminar fracture energy of a woven composite by 4-8
fold. The rubber additives degrade the dimensional
stability of the finished composite because of substantial
increase in water pick up. The environmental stability of
a system modified in this manner is drastically reduced
making them of limited use in primary structures. Some of
the important properties of composite systems based on Ciba
Geigy 924C matrix are given in Table (3) [18,19,20]. The
physical properties of Ciba Geigy 924C matrix system are
given in Table (4).

(C)

Interleaved Systems: In this concept, a composite

within a composite (sandwich structure) is produced by
interleaving the first generation epoxy, Ciba Geigy 914
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with a discrete layer of a very high toughness and strength
resin, Ciba Geigy R398 at critical locations i.e. holes.
The interleaved matrix co-cures with the resin matrix as
a discrete layer throughout the entire process. The
interlayer acts to increase resistance to the compressive
impact damage and the high temperature stability is
provided by the first generation epoxy having better
performance in high temperature environments. A localised
adhesive interlayer of graphite epoxy composite
significantly increases the mode-I fracture toughness
(peel) by ten fold and mode-Il fracture toughness (shear)
by seven fold as compared with the fracture toughness of
the non-interleaved counterpart. The combination of epoxy
resins with novel interleaving materials has been shown to
result in weight saving of over 40% as compared to 2024-T3
aluminum alloy [21,22,23,24].

(d) Brominated Epoxy Systems:
The heat resistance of the polymer can be increased by
maxiinising the crosslinking density. The high dissociation
energy of the well-bonded molecules imparts a high degree
of thermal stability to the resin system. This strategy has
been used to formulate heat resistant brominated epoxy
systems. This has been evolved by physical mixing 10 parts
of poly functional epoxy resin, TGDDM and from 6 to 12
parts of brominated diglycidyl additive and from 0.65 to
1.2 parts of an amine containing an epoxy curing agent. The
brominated polymers also retain much higher shear strength
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than does the material without such additives. An optimum
combination of physical and mechanical properties is
attainable with the combination of 38% bromine and 10%
CTBN. Investigations at NASA Ames research centre, USA have
confirmed that brominated-CTBN modified epoxy systems have
better toughness, thermal stability, moisture resistance,
environmental stability and ease of manufacture than the
CTBN modified epoxies [25,26).

2.2.2 The Carbon Fibre:
The sheets of covalently bonded carbon atoms arranged in
a hexagonal pattern as in benzene ring are held together
by much weaker Van-der-waal forces between aromatic planes
which leads to the formation of the crystalline chains as
shown in Fig.(4). Aromatic planes are the plane formed by
the hydrocarbons containing one or more benzene rings which
consist of six carbon rings (these benzene rings produce
a characteristic aromatic smell) [27]. The formation and
combination of longitudinally inter-twisted crystallite
chains characterize carbon fibre. The degree of heat
treatment to the polymer leads to rapid oxidation, an
ordered arrangement of the surface layer and the formation
of a surface 'sheath'. The relatively less oriented chains
inside, form the 'core' of the carbon fibre [28). The thin
skin of circumferential layered planes and a core with
random crystallites in carbon fibres are produced by the
displacement of the aromatic component in the acrylonitrile
monomer by a '-CN group' which operates as an ionic
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initiator. Ionic initiators are synthetic resins containing
chemically active groups which promote ionic reaction [27).

The carbon fibres are produced from the polymers in a
process involving controlled pyrolysis of organic
precursors as shown in Fig. (5) in the following discrete
stages [17].
(a) Oxidation: Involves heating the organic precursor in
an oxidising atmosphere at 200-250° C.
(b) Carbonizing: Heating in a non-oxidizing atmosphere at
1000° C or above which produces high strength fibres.
(C)

Graphitizing: Heating in a non-oxidizing environment

to promote the crystalline alignment optimized either for
high strength at 1300-1500°C or high modulus at
temperatures exceeding 2000°C.

There are three types of carbon fibres. The high tensile
strength fibres (Type-l), high strength (Type-2) and
moderate modulus/strength fibres (Type-3). The degree of
heat treatment in the graphitizing stage determines the
microfibrillar alignment and the modulus of the carbon
fibre. The type-I carbon fibres are graphitised to give
maximum stiffness (350-550 GPa) but have a relatively low
strength (1.7-3.5 GPa). The type-Il fibres are graphitised
to produce maximum strength (2.8-4.0 GPa) but have a
relatively lower modulus (230-250 GPa). The type-Ill fibres
have intermediate values of strength and modulus [29].
Carbon fibres are made from Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) or
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Pitch precursors. The PAN based fibres are generally
selected for their high strength and efficient property
translation into the composite. The pitch based fibres are
not as strong as the PAN based fibres but their ease of
processing and manufacturing cost make them attractive.
The diameter of a single carbon fibre ranges from 5 to 10
microns. The carbon fibres are assembled in the form of
unidirectional 'tows' usually containing between 1000 and
10,000 fibres. Tows are stitched into various weave
patterns i.e. plain, satin and twill etc for subsequent
resin impregnation. The weave style determines the handling
of the fabric and controls the ability to conform to a
contoured shape. In plain weave, each warp yarn is woven
over one fill yarn and under the next repeatedly as shown
in Fig. (6). Twill weaves have one or more warp yarns
passing over and under two or more fill yarns in a regular
pattern. In a satin weaves, one warp yarn repeatedly passes
over several fill yarns then under one fill yarn. The fibre
tows are layed at appropriate orientations to each other
to achieve desirable structural properties. There is a
family of laminates having four ply orientations spaced at
450 intervals that are symmetric with respect to the midplane and are called ir/4 laminates. The
fibre composites, also categorized as quasi-isotropic
laminates have the best combination of 00, 90° and ± 45°
fibres for a variety of longitudinal, transverse and shear
loads respectively and are usually the preferred choice in
aerospace applications [30].
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2.2.3 The Interphase:
The interphase is a separate constituent located between
the resin and the structural reinforcement within the
composite. It may result from the interaction of structural
constituents or it may be a separate phase which improves
the adhesion of the structural reinforcement to the resin
system.
The interface acts as the coupling agent to provide
adhesion between the resin and the structural
reinforcement. The degree of adhesion between carbon fibres
and a matrix material depends primarily on the quality and
state of the carbon fibre surface. Carbon fibres have a
highly active surface and readily absorb gases which affect
the surface properties. A range of active functional groups
[(-C-OH), (-C=O), (-CO2H)] can be produced on the surface.
The functional groups can form chemical bonds directly with
unsaturated resins. The reactivity of the surface is a
major contributor to the strong bonding associated with
carbon fibres. An additional factor is the high specific
surface area due to the large amount of surface
microroughness. After graphitization, the carbon fibres are
treated with a peroxide etch to promote good adhesion. This
leads to the formation of carbonyl groups on the fibre
surface which interact with epoxides. The production
process is completed by coating with a 'size' of basic
epoxy, MY-720, that is compatible with the required matrix
resin. This prevents damage accumulation while handling.
The interface has a marked influence on the transverse,
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shear and flexural properties of the composite material.
If the interface bond is weak, fibre pullout is responsible
for rupture (cohesive failure). If the fibres are not
matrix bound, they slide in their bedding and load transfer
can no longer take place leading to tensile fracture or
compression buckling. Strong interfacial bonding transfers
the load to the fibre until the breakage point is reached
(adhesive failure). In this case the failure is sudden and
catastrophic. Fibres with a skin of greater microfibrillar
alignment parallel to the surface (high modulus) are
susceptible to cohesive failure rather than adhesive
failure due to weaker bonding [31,32,33].

2.3 Properties of Carbon Fibres Composites Relative
to Hole Generation:
With any fibre, the material used for the resin must be
chemically compatible with the fibres and must have
complementary mechanical properties. The carbon-epoxy
system is used for high performance aerospace applications
because the highest specific stiffness and modulus of
carbon fibres are physically and chemically compatible with
an epoxy matrix. The epoxy matrix provides good chemical
resistance, superior adhesive characteristics and
dimensional stability as compared to other resin systems.
The epoxy matrix can be formulated in a wide range of
viscosities for different fabrication processes and cure
schedules. They have long shelf life, provide relatively
low cure shrinkage and are available in many thoroughly
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characterised standard forms.
The properties of epoxy matrices and carbon fibres relative
to drilling are given below.

2.3.1 The Properties of the Epoxy Matrix:
The important properties of the resin which influence hole
generation by drilling are given below. The available
technical information about the Ciba Geigy 924 Epoxy system
is given in Table (4) [19,20];
(a) Heat Bensitivity: The thermo-mechanical behaviour of
a composite is dominated by the resin. The important
drawback of the polymer resins is that they have a low heat
distortion temperature e.g. the softening temperature of
Ciba Geigy 924 is 210°C. The thermosets have better heat
resistance as compared to thermoplastics. Despite the
superior thermal properties of epoxy resin as compared to
other thermoplastic materials, they do not have the desired
degree of heat resistance. As the temperature increases,
the matrix shear modulus and the fibre matrix bond strength
decrease [20,34].
(b)Brittleness: A fundamental drawback of epoxies is their
brittleness due to cross-linking of polymers and therefore
poor resistance to crack propagation. The addition of
rubber based tougheners decreases the brittleness, the
shear strength and the temperature resistance of epoxies
[18,24].
(C)

Hydrothermal (Hot/Wet) Response: The transverse and

shear properties of composites, which are very much

2].
affected by the matrix properties, degrade upon absorption
of moisture and exposure to elevated temperatures. The
moisture penetration in CFC brings about dimensional
changes. The hydrothermal response of composites is
determined by exposing the test specimen to controlled
temperature and moisture environments in an oven. The
difference in the size and weight of the specimen before
and after the test determines the hydrothermal absorption
of the system. When exposed to humid environments for a
length of time, carbon fibre reinforced composites
containing up to 60% volume of fibres can absorb up to 2%
by weight of water. The water absorption in Ciba Geigy-924
Epoxy system ranges between 0.1 to 0.4 % by weight when the
specimen is exposed to 20°C for 24 hours [15,20,36,37].
Cd) curing Stresses: When an epoxy is being cured, a stress
free state exists at the interface. The cure is not
complete until the resin is post-cured to a higher
temperature. This temperature difference leads to the
generation of radially directed thermal stresses at the
interface. When the composite is cooled down to room
temperature, a significant drop of temperature leads to a
secondary state of compressive stresses in the fibre that
are of considerable magnitude. They lock onto the fibre and
augment the shear strength of the fibre-matrix bond. The
drilling heat relieves the radial clamping stresses exerted
by the matrix over the fibre by an amount corresponding to
the drilling temperature thereby promoting fibre pullout
and re-ordering the residual stresses in the composite. The
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higher the stress free curing temperature, the greater is
the retention of radial stresses after drilling. Hence
higher curing temperatures are advantageous from the view
point of drilling [34,38,39].

2.3.2

The Properties of Carbon Fibre:

Carbon fibres have the following properties which are
influenced by drilling [20,40].
(a) Abrasiveness: The inherent abrasiveness of carbon

fibres leads to excessive drill wear, limits drill life and
leads to premature drill failure.
(b) Elastic Modulus: The elastic modulus of carbon fibres

depends on the degree of heat treatment during carbon fibre
manufacture. Higher processing temperatures lead to a
greater degree of perfection of alignment along the fibre
axis. This is accomplished by an increased axial ordering
and decreased interfibrillar coupling. The T-800 carbon
fibres have a tensile modulus of 295 GPa and a compression
modulus of 267 GPa [41].
(0)

Compression Strength: The carbon fibres have a

compression strength of 8 GPa in monolithic form as
indicated in Table (5). They have a tendency to recede
within the matrix instead of being cut off in the drilling
process. The compressive stress-strain response of CFC
T800/924C is given in Fig. (7). The maximum attainable
compressive strength of T800/924 laminate is about 1.5 GPa.
There is rapid deterioration in the compressive strength
of CFC laminate when it is exposed to heat. The compressive
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strength response at different temperatures for 1st
generation CFC is given in Fig. (8) [42]. It shows that the
fibre failure mode above 100°C is governed by the
niicrobuckling of fibres. It has been determined that 2nd
generation CFC follows the same trend at temperatures
exceeding 100°C and they also fail due to microbuckling at
high temperatures under compressive load [54].
The compressive strength of the carbon fibres is determined
by statistical imperfections in fibres and fibre
misalignment. The local inhomogeneities lead to wide
variations of compressive and tensile strength in the same
type of fibres. In a single batch of type-I fibre, the
strength varies between 0.5 and 4.3 GPa and Young's modulus
varies between 270 and 580 GPa. The initial misaligrunent
and curvature of the fibres which can easily arise during
laying up pre-impregnated tapes may impose
disproportionately high stresses in the composite system.
For an XAS/9l4 carbon-epoxy system, a misalignment of only
0.25° reduces the predicted strength from 2720 MPa to 1850
MPa. At 3° this is reduced to 700 MPa [29,43].
(d) Brittleness: The flexibility of carbon fibre is
inversely proportional to its elastic modulus when
subjected to bending loads. The higher elastic modulus of
the carbon fibres lead to a lower flexibility of the carbon
fibres and a higher degree of brittleness. This results in
limited drill grabbing and promotes brittle failure [29].
Ce) Fibre Orientation & Weaves: The angular layers are
easier to machine than the unidirectional ones and plain
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weaves are easier to drill than satin weaves due to better
distribution of drilling forces. Even within individual
weaves, differences are found. Dense fabrics generate
better hole quality than loose ones because of better load
distribution [35].
(f) High Temperature Resistance: Carbon fibres can
withstand high drilling temperatures as they have a high
decomposition temperature (3600'C) but the composite cannot
withstand these temperatures because of temperature
limitations of matrix [34].

2.4 The Fabrication of Composite Materials:
Carbon fibre composites are fabricated in the following
three stages [12,17].

Stage-i: Pre-impregnation of Carbon Fibres
Fabrication of a composite laminate starts with the fibres
and a viscous matrix resin. The fibres are first
impregnated with the resin and then wound with a backing
sheet onto a mandrel in the form of a tape. The tape is
passed through resin baths, rollers, ovens and combs in a
continuous process as shown in Fig. (9). In this form the
resin is dry enough to allow handling of the tape without
excessive loss of resin but is still tacky and drapable.
The tape has all the fibres oriented in the same direction;
this process is called pre-impregnation of fibres and the
pre-impregnated product is called 'prepreg'.
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Btage-2: Layup of CFC
The prepregs are cut and stacked according to the desired
structural shape and geometry over a mould. The layup is
protected by various films and bagged. This provides an
inert atmosphere for the curing reaction to take place.

Stage-3; Curing of CFC
The bag is cured in an autoclave by slowly heating and
pressurising the autoclave for the specified time duration
as shown in Fig. (10). The post curing cycle is followed
by debagging and demoulding.

2.5 The Drilling of Carbon Fibre Composites:
Drilling is an important secondary process in the
manufacture of CFC aerospace components. The high strength
and stiffness capabilities of CFC make it suitable for use
in airframe skins, panel stiffeners, web stiffeners, wing
spans, floor beams, wing ribs and fuselage frames in a
variety of cross-sections i.e. I's, C's, Z's and angles.
If we consider an I-structure member of an aircraft, a
titanium faced aluminium honeycomb core sandwich is
normally used as a shear web. The compression strength of
CFC is optiiuised by using high modulus epoxy resin in the

compression (top) flange. A lower modulus epoxy resin is
used in the tensile (bottom) flange to enhance the process
by which the tensile strength of the carbon fibres is used.
Numerous fasteners are used to attach the CFC flange firmly
onto the shear web to ensure that the whole sandwich
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structure behaves like a rigid body as shown in Fig. (11).
Fasteners are generally not as adversely affected by
thermal cycling or humidity as the bonded joints. They
permit disassembly without destroying the substrate and are
readily inspected for joint quality.
Slight dimensional inaccuracies in bolt tightening in
metals that deform plastically seldom cause problems. The
material around the hole can yield to distribute load to
adjacent bolts. This is not true of advanced composites
which have no yield point. If one bolt is tighter in its
hole than others, the bearing stress at that hole remains
higher. The brittleness of an epoxy/carbon fibre structural
composite could cause ultimate failure of the material
around a hole and the sudden distribution of its entire
load to other holes; this may affect the safety,
survivability and manufacturing cost of the entire aircraft
[110]. The presence of drilling induced flaws changes the
stress-strain behaviour, degrades the local material
properties and reduces the failing strain in the fibre
direction by causing a localised stress concentration in
the hole. The plastic flow or failure of the matrix on the
hole boundaries may lead to initiation of cracks in the
laminate. The combination of longitudinal and transverse
cracks are often termed 'Characteristic Damage State' in
reinforced composites [32]. The characteristic damage state
affects the values of important design parameters and
introduces unexpected failure modes. High temperature
environments result in a rapid deterioration of the matrix
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shear modulus and a marked reduction of the compressive
strength of the fibres. This affects the fibre damage mode
and failure may occur at stresses far below the expected
value. Many of these effects are likely to be aggravated
by moisture penetration. Moisture is absorbed by cracks at
a substantially greater rate than the normal equilibrium
level for the matrix and the rapidly changing temperature
might well subject the moisture to a freeze-boil-freeze
cycle with consequent disastrous effects. High performance
aircraft may experience 'thermal spikes' by cruising at
high altitude (skin temperature may fall to -50°C) and then
sprinting to supersonic speed (aerodynamic heating may
raise skin temperature to well above 100°C) Special care
is required to ensure that moisture absorption in the hole
boundaries does not degrade the high temperature
performance of composites used in these situations (42].

2.5.1 Basic Aspects of Drilling of Carbon Fibre Composites:
The machining of carbon fibre composites differs from metal
drilling in many respects. Carbon fibres are very hard,
abrasive and quickly dull sharp tools. Worn tools tear up
the filaments and ruin the surface of the CFC inateri1.
Dull drills apply high drilling forces which split, tear
and pull out/push down of the fibres. Hence the
reinforcement of abrasive carbon fibres in a heat sensitive
epoxy matrix leads to a number of aspects of the drilling
of CFC's which are different from the drilling of
metals (34].
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(a) High Drill Cost: One of the high cost elements
identified in composites manufacturing is the cost of
cutting, machining and drilling. Tighter hole tolerances
are required when drilling composite materials. This
requirement arises from the desire not to crush or
delaminate the composite locally when inserting fasteners.
The tighter hole tolerances for CFC requires lower drill
feeds and longer times as compared to metal drilling. This
increases drilling cost and affects the productivity.
Composite materials are particularly severe on drills and
this leads to increase in wear rate. HSS drills produce
poor hole quality and limited drill life [44]. Although
carbide tipped drills are relatively more expensive than
the HSS drills, they are preferred for their better hole
quality and longer life as compared to later. The high
initial cost of the carbide drill dictates that they be
reground as least 3-4 times [45].
Hole quality defects accounted for 65% of all rejections
during final assembly of CFC structural components of the
A-7D attack aircraft: the majority of the defects were
attributed to an improper drilling cycle and the use of
drills longer than necessary produced substandard holes.
On the other hand if frequent drill regrinding is used, it
increases production cost [4].

(b) Poor Dimensional Tolerance: When a hole in a [O/9O]
laminate cools from the drilling temperature to the room
temperature, the O fibres expand in a longitudinal
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direction by an amount, e, (coefficient of thermal
expansion, CTE: -0.2 x 10- 6 m/m°K) and the 90° fibres
contract in transverse direction by an amount,

(CTE: 35

x 10.6 in/rn 0 K) on the same axis (Table (5)). This difference
between CTE of 0° and 90° fibres leads to geometric
mismatch between the 0° and 90° plies and for geometric
compatability residual stresses are set up in the material.
This makes it difficult to attain a high degree of
dimensional accuracy in CFC holes and the drilled holes
have a smaller diameter than the diameter of the drill
used [34,39].

Cc) Drilling Temperature: Drilling of CFC is limited by the

softening temperature of the matrix system. Though carbon
fibres can withstand high temperatures (decomposition
temperature 3600°C), the cutting temperature must not
exceed the softening temperature of the matrix [34].
(d) Localized Heat Build-up: The thermal conductivity of

the CFC is determined by the resin matrix. The low thermal
conductivity of epoxy matrix (0.2 W/in°K) favours localized
heat build-up in the drilling zone (Table (4)). Since there
is little heat dissipation into the material, the greater
part of the heat has to be carried away either through the
swarf or the drill; the latter leads to an increase in
drill wear [34].
(e) Safety: Drilling of CFC'S must be carried out under a

controlled situation to prevent the inhalation of dust. A
filtered vacuum collection system should be used although
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face mask filter systems will reduce dust effects. Fine
abrasive particles generated during machining of CFC can
also be detrimental to equipment. Dust control measures
must be taken to protect men and machines from carbon
dust [44].

2.5.2 Drilling Defects in Carbon Fibre Composites:

The defects in CFC arising from drilling can be categorized
into the following two classes.

2.5.2.1 Geometric Defects:

These are commonly found when drilling metals. This
category includes mislocated, oversized, misdrilled holes
etc.
2.5.2.2 Non-Geometric Defects:

The non-geometric defects are characteristically induced
whilst drilling in CFC. The various types of possible
non-geometric drilling defects are as follows:

(a) Drill Wear: Abrasive drill wear is defined as the

removal of solid particles from the tool face by the
ploughing action of hard asperities on the opposing surface
or by the hard particles trapped between the sliding
surfaces. Machining of workpieces containing a hard phase
generally leads to an abrasive wear mechanism which limits
the tool life and increases production cost [46].
(b) Delamination: Separation of plies from the laminate

when the drill enters or exits the workpiece is called
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external delamination. Internal delamination takes place
when the plies split or separate inside the hole as a
result of improper drilling [47].

(C) Fibre Pullout and Matrix Cracking : The tearing away

of the fibres or resin from the wall of the hole caused by
drilling is called fibre pullout and matrix cracking [48].

2.5.3 Failure Mechanism in Carbon Fibre Composites:

In the theory of laminates, only 2-dimensional stresses in
the plane of the laminate (ar,

as,, r,)

are considered and

this does not take into account the out-of-plane
interlaminar stresses (

a,

r,

r)

as shown in Fig. (12).

For a high modulus carbon fibre composite panel whose width
(2b) is four times the thickness; the distribution of
stresses and ',a) across the width of the laminate
is shown in Fig. (13). As the free edge approaches, ax
decreases and r,, goes to zero. This simplification is not
valid at the hole boundaries where a large out-of-plane
stress

occurs to counterbalance the effect of

decreasing stresses (a and The out-of-plane stress
components are the result of the ply interface load
transfer mechanism. These stresses are localised and
effectively reduce to zero beyond a distance approximately
equal to the laminate thickness. These stresses at the free
edge of the hole are considered to be instrumental in the
generation of delamination and fibre pullout and matrix
cracking. The magnitude of these stresses depends on the
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elastic properties, orientation and stacking sequence of
the fibres [5,49).
Standard laminate analysis of graphite epoxy, AS3501 having
fibre orientations of [0°, ±45°, 90°], subjected to
thermo-mechanical loading (1 kip axial load + thermal
residual stresses) revealed that the maximum normal
interlaminar stress existed between the _450/900
interlayer. It was determined that if the magnitude of
interlaminar stress is positive and large, it will cause
delamination regardless of shear stress distribution. Hence
the -45°/90° interlayer is the most sensitive region when
a [0°, ±450, 9O°] laminate is subjected to thermomechanical loading [50].
The three dimensional interlaminar shear stress
distribution around a CFC hole can be explained by
considering a hole having radius, R, in an orthotropic
plate in polar coordinates (r, ,O , z) where r denotes the
distance of any point from the centre of the hole, 0 is the
angular position of the fibres and z represents the height
of the hole from its base. The distribution of interlaminar
shear (r) with respect to angular orientation and the
distance from the centre of the hole is given in Fig. (14).
It reveals that for the (r-R)/R value of 0.78 i.e. r =
1.78R, the interlaininar shear stress has the minimum value
irrespective of the orientation of carbon fibres. The peak
value of the interlaminar shear stress exists for the
fibres oriented at 450 that are located at the distance of
(r-R)/R= 0.05 i.e. r = 1.05R from the hole boundaries [51].
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2.6 Residual Stresses in Carbon Fibre Composites:
The residual stresses in composite materials are those
stresses which are induced in the object without the
application of external loads and result from primary or
secondary processing such as curing or machining. The
residual stresses have a detrimental effect on hole quality
and it is difficult to obtain high dimensional accuracy
under these conditions.
There are various techniques and methods to determine
residual stresses around holes such as strain gauge and
birefringent photoelastic techniques. The birefringent
technique is superior to the strain gauge technique because
of its higher sensitivity and its ability to display an
entire strain field with the associated strain gradients.
The birefringent strain field around a hole is given by the
order and location of fringes according to the stress optic
rule. The rule states that when the principal axes of the
stress and the refractive index tensors coincide, the
birefringence, n (difference in principle refractive
indices) is proportional to the difference in the principal
stresses [52,53];

An = (n1 - n2 ) = Cr, ( O - 0 2)

...................... Eqn.

(1)

Where C, is the stress optic coefficient.
and 02 are the principle stresses in the direction
parallel and perpendicular to the fibre.
Based on the stress-optic rule, the following empirical
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relations have been evolved to determine the residual
strains and stresses.

ResidualStrain = (N

f) ......................... Eqn.

(2)

and

Residual Stress = ( N f

E)

(i+v)

Eqn. (3)

Where N = Numerical Fringe Order = 0,1,2,3....

f = Fringe Value = A / 2 t k.
A = Wavelength of white light = 575 x l0 m.
t = Thickness of coating.
k = Sensitivity factor.
E = Elastic Modulus
= Poisson's Ratio

When an optically active transparent strip is subjected to
strains, changes in optical properties in the film take
place that are directly proportional to the stresses
developed. These changes can be followed in a polariscope
by observing the photoelastic colour sequences called
isochroinatic patterns. The order and location of fringes
give the distribution of residual stresses around the hole
according to the stress optic rule.
Various researchers have used other techniques to determine
the stresses around holes under various load
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configurations. Based on finite element analysis, a plot
of the normal strain distribution (c r ) as a function of far
field compressive strain (ia) around a hole in a T800/924C
specimen under compressive loading is given in Fig. (15)
where 'x' denotes radial distance from the centre of the
hole and 'R' is the radius of the hole. The graph indicates
that the ratio of the compressive strain at the hole
boundary to the strain at an infinite point on the plate
reaches an optimum value at the hole boundaries (i.e. x =
R) and at a distance of about 3 times the hole radius, the
strain ratio levels to a constant value of '1' [54,55].

2.7 Fractography of Carbon Fibre Composites:

Unidirectional composites can fail in three different modes
in compression. They can fracture along the fibre axis when
loaded in compression. This may lead to the generation of
transverse cracks in the matrix due to Poisson's ratio
mismatch between the fibres and the matrix. The second
failure mode of the composites is associated with the pure
compression failure of the fibres in which the fractured
surface is likely to be at 450 to the fibre axis. The third
failure mode of composites, associated with fibre buckling
and kinking initiated due to shear, is called shear
buckling. Kinking is described as the transverse shear
deformation of fibres parallel to their axes followed by
the rotation of parallel laminae away from the original
position as shown in Fig. (16). Macroscopically, shear
crippling is initiated by the shear failure of fibres lying
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at an angle to the direction of loading. Microscopic
inspection indicates that shear crippling is frequently the
result of buckling. The microbuckling may occur in various
planes and indeed the overall fracture surface may consist
of a series of steps, the height of each step being a
multiple of half the buckling wavelength [55,56,57].
The clean fractured surfaces having a pattern of radiating
lines from a point as shown in Fig. (17) characterise the
tensile failure of carbon fibres. The discovery of these
features, termed radials led to the concept of Directly
Attributed Fibre Failure which makes it possible to trace
the path of fracture over significant areas of failure.
For microscopic diagnosis of the compression surface, the
most useful feature is the rough nature of the fractured
surface and the large amount of debris. In fact the post
failure movement of the mating surfaces destroys the
features which characterise compressive failure. Maximum
compressive strength is achieved when the failure occurs
by compression of the fibres but the relatively low matrix
modulus and weak fibre-matrix bond result in premature
failure by microbuckling and kinking. If the matrix is
ductile and the interface is strong, the fibre can fracture
in bending which results in a bilateral structure; a
tensile fracture structure and a compression fracture
structure [58,59,60,61].
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Chapter Three
DRILL GEOMETRY, PERFORMANCE AND FAILURE CRITERIA

The origin of twist drills can be traced back to
pre-historic times when bone drills were used to make holes
in animal skin and flint drills were used to drill holes
in wood. Twist drills in their present form were introduced
about 2000 years ago. The first power drill was used by
James Naysmyth in the U.K. during the 1840's in the
Manchester area [2]. From 1860 onwards, the emphasis has
shifted from the development of the machine tools and the
know-how of production of the required shapes and accuracy,
to the problems of machining new materials and the
reduction of machining costs. The introduction of
numerically controlled drilling machines in the last few
decades has greatly improved the output per worker
employed. The replacement of carbon tool steel by high
speed steels and cemented carbides has allowed higher
cutting speeds. A major evolution in drilling hard
materials occurred with the introduction of carbide tipped
twist drills. The carbide tipped twist drill combines the
advantages of the lower material cost and higher toughness
of the high speed steel shank with the enhanced cutting
performance provided by the carbide tip. They resist wear
better than high speed steel drills and are capable of
drilling at high speeds and high rates of penetration. The
performance of a twist drill is greatly influenced by the
drill point geometry and the body profile which determine
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its useful life, the penetration rate, the hole quality and
the shelf price. These requirements are often
interdependent on each other (62,63]. Their relationship
is explained in three sections in this chapter. The first
section explains the essential parts and geometry of twist
drills. The second section describes the factors which
affect the drill performance and the third section deals
with drill wear, useful drill life and drill failure
criteria.

3.1 Review of Twist Drill Geometry:
A twist drill is defined as a rotary end cutting tool
having one or more helical or straight flutes for the
passage of chips and the admission of cutting fluid. The
function a twist drill is to produce a hole. Drilling is
done by revolving and simultaneously feeding the drill into
the workpiece. The definition of the basic elements, angles
and dimensions of the twist drill are given in B.S. 328,
Part 1, 1986 which is presented in Appendix 'B'. There are
three main portions of a twist drill i.e. the point, the
body and the shank. These are briefly explained below
together with a description of the interdependence of these
geometric features.

3.1.1 Drill Point:
This is the entire cone shaped surface at the cutting end.
It mainly consists of two cutting lips, the chisel edge and
the flank. The cutting lips are conventional cutting edges
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that shear the fibres. The chisel edge produces severe
deformation in the workpiece. The drill flank is the
surface at the back of the cutting lip. A proper clearance
is provided on the surface so that only the cutting edges
touch the workpiece. The point angle, the rake angle and
the inclination angles have the following effects on the
design features of drill geometry.

(a) Point Angle: The point angle is the included angle
between the drill lips when projected on a plane parallel
to both the cutting edges as shown in Fig. (18). One of the
techniques for measuring point angle involves projection
of the drill point on a shadow graph and measuring the
included angle. The point angle ranges between 9O°135° but
a common point angle is 118° at which angle the cutting
edges form a straight line due to the shape of the flutes.
The cutting edges will be convex or concave if the angle
is decreased or increased from the angle which produces
straight lips.
(b) Chisel Edge Angle: The chisel edge angle is the
included angle between the chisel edge and the cutting lip
as shown in Fig. (18). The chisel edge angle ranges between
120° to 135°. Large chisel edge angles result in long
chisel edges whilst small chisel edge angles results in
inadequate clearances.
(C)

Rake Angle: The rake angle

(cx)

is the angle between the

deformed workpiece and the top of the cutting edge as shown
in Fig. (19). The rake angle is largely determined by the
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helix angle. The greater the helix angle, the greater is
the rake angle. The rake angle of a twist drill varies from
being equal to the helix angle (defined in Appendix 'A')
at the outside diameter to zero or a negative angle at the
centre.
(d) Clearance Angle: The lip clearance angle or relief
angle, (a), as shown in Fig. (19), increases from the
periphery to the axis of the drill. It keeps • the drill
flank from rubbing with the workpiece. If the lip clearance
angle is less than the feed angle, the drill cutting edge
will rub against the bottom of the hole. A large clearance
angle can improve tool life by reducing friction, but as
the clearance angle increases, the strength of the tool
decreases.

3.1.2 Body Profile:
The section of the drill between the shank and the drill
point is referred to as the body. This forms the core of
the twist drill for it has a direct influence on the
drilling process, the chip removal, the tool life, the
torsional strength and the vibrations of the twist drill.
A large cross sectional area for the body is able to
withstand higher cutting forces but seriously restricts the
chip flow space. It is said that for good torsional
strength, the area of the cross section of the drills
should be as large as possible and be distributed as far
as possible, away from the cutting axis. The weight and
bulk of longer drills add to the generation of undesirable
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vibrations because of the large overhang from the drill
spindle bearing and the physical problems caused by drill
buckling [64].
The drill body comprises the flutes, the web, the land and
the margin and their detailed description is given below.
(a) Helix Angle and the Flutes: The helix angle is the
acute angle between the leading edge of a land (Section
3.1.2, para (c))and the drill axis as shown in Fig. (18).
It is given by tan 1 (2irr/l) where 'r' is the radial
distance and '1' is the pitch length. A graphical method
of determining helix angle consists of wrapping the drill
in carbon paper and a sheet of plain paper. When the drill
is rolled under even pressure, a series of lines are
produced due to the impression of the lands. The ends of
the lines are joined by a straight line. The angle between
the straight line and the series of lines forms the helix
angle.
Most twist drills are made in three basic helix angles i.e.
high helix (typically 39°), medium helix (around 30°) and
slow helix (typically 15°). High helix angles aid quick
disposal of cutting debris and result in keener but weaker
cutting edges. These contradictory requirements are
balanced by compromising on the geometric features for the
specific application. Typically a 15° helix angle with a
small rake angle is used for cutting abrasive materials
(Bakelite and plastics) where the edge strength is
important [65].
The flutes are spiral grooves cut around the body. The
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flutes determine the helix angle, allow cutting debris to
escape and permit cutting fluids to reach the cutting edge.
(b) Web Thickness: The drill web is the central part of
the drill body between the roots of the flutes as shown in
Fig. (18). The most common web styles are parallel,
standard increase and heavy increase. A major problem in
resharpening increasing web tools is that the web thickens
rapidly as the tool is ground back. The weakening of the
cutting edge due to a high helix angle is partially
overcome by having a thicker web. Increasing the web
thickness is undesirable because of the increased thrust
requirements. A thicker web increases drilling forces and
produces bad hole quality. The web thickness is a
compromise between ininimising the axial thrust of the drill
and the provision of sufficient rigidity for the drill.
Optimum combinations are used in various drill designs to
provide the required web strength at minimum thrust [66].
(C)

Land and Margin: The drill lands are the peripheral

portions of the drill body between adjacent flutes. A
portion of the lands at the periphery is cut to provide
clearance; the land determines the drill diameter. The
remaining uncut portion forms the drill margins. The
purpose of the margin is to hold the drill straight in the
hole.

3.1.3 Drill Shank:
The shank fits into the driving chuck or spindle. Drills
are made with either a straight shank or a tapered shank.
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The straight shank drill is held in a drill chuck and a
tapered shank drill fits into a slot in a tapered sleeve.

3.2 Factors Affecting Drill Performance:

For drilling, as for any metal cutting process, there is
an optimum rate of metal removal for either maximum
production or minimum cost since as metal removal rate
increases, particularly as a result of increased cutting
speed, the life of the cutting tool reduces. The drill life
is influenced by many factors. For metal drilling, Galloway
(68] has outlined five main elements for determining the
optimum drilling performance which include the drill
geometry, the cutting conditions, the work material, the
drilling machine and the cutting fluid. The factors
affecting CFC drilling performance as proposed by the
author are outlined in Fig. (20).

3.2.1 Effect of Drill Geometry on Performance:

Drill performance is affected by changes in the drill
geometry variables. These affect the drilling performance
in terms of thrust, torque, life and hole quality in the
following manner;
(a) Point Angle: An increase in point angle leads to an

increase in thrust values and a slight decrease in torque
values. A large point angle (more than 118°) extrudes less
material from the workpiece and reduces burring when the
drill breaks out as shown in Fig. (21), 'a'. They have
sharp and fragile cutting corners that tend to wear out
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rapidly due to greater degree of applied thrust. Small
point angles (less than 118°) extrude more material from
the workpiece but have more stable cutting edges as shown
in Fig. (21/b). For every workpiece material there is an
optimum point angle which best compromises drill thrust,
wear and burring [65].
(b) Rake Angle: The cutting tool may be positively raked,
neutrally raked or negatively raked. The positively raked
tool pulls the reinforcing fibres away from their original
position and shears or breaks them between the cutting edge
and the uncut material as shown in Fig. (22/a). The
original position of the fibres is shown by solid lines and
the deformed position is given by dotted lines. The
positively raked cutting edge facilitates chip flow,
reduces the cutting forces, power consumption, improves the
surface finish but weakens the cutting edge. The fragile
and sensitive cutting edges of the positively raked tools
leads to shorter drill life. Neutrally raked cutting edges
tend to push the fibres out in front requiring a greater
pressure to penetrate the workpiece as shown in Fig. (22/b).
This pressure leads to generation of heat and this in turn
causes hole quality deterioration. Negative rake is the
worst geometric feature in drilling composite materials
which results in the generation of maximum heat, poor hole
quality and poor quality chips as shown in Fig. (22/c).
When the chips formed during cutting are pushed in front
of the cutting edge, they are forced into a pack that
eventually blocks the flutes and hence the operation of the
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tool. The rake angles determine the direction of strains
during the cutting action as shown in Fig. (23). The amount
of wear measured on several tools having varying rake
angles for Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) resin is given in Fig.
(24). This shows that there exists an optimum value of rake
angle for minimum wear [67].
(c) Chisel Edge Length: The chisel edge is responsible for
almost two thirds of the thrust force generated during
drilling. The cutting action under the chisel edge is
partly cutting and partly extrusion. The chisel edge length
is a function of chisel edge angle (A) the web thickness
(2t) and is given by (2t/sin A). An increase in chisel edge
angle tends to decrease the thrust values but the torque
tends to stay constant [64].
Cd) Web Thickness: Although an increase in web thickness
strengthens the cutting edge, it raises the drill thrust
needlessly very high. The effect of the web thickness on
the drill thrust and torque forces is shown in Fig. (25).
It can be seen from the figure that the thrust increases
sharply with the web thickness while the torque value tends
to stay the same [68].
The thrust force generated by a thicker web can be
appreciably reduced by various thinning techniques which
increase the active length of the cutting edge and reduce
the specific pressure per unit length of the cutting edge.
Web thinning also decreases the length of the chisel point
and the lip angle at the web. These factors lead to a
reduction in overall thrust force and increase in drill
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life. Reducing the web thickness is thus an important
design feature for reducing the drilling forces.
Ce) Helix Angle: The helix angle has a pronounced influence
on the drilling forces. An increase in helix angle reduces
the thrust and torque forces. However it should be noted
that an increase in helix angle tends to weaken the cutting
edge and consequently shorten the drill life. An optimum
value is selected to suit the material to be drilled.
(f) Clearance Angle: The orthogonal single point cutting
tool machining of CFC revealed that increasing lip
clearance (relief) angle leads to an almost unchanged
horizontal force, but to a drastic drop of vertical force
as shown in Fig. (26). ThIS can be explaIned by the size
of the contact area between the tool and the workpiece.
This area is a function of the clearance angle in such a
way that a decreasing angle results in a larger area and
thus an increasing vertical force [69].

3.2.2 Effect of Cutting Conditions on Drilling Performance:
The cutting conditions such as cutting speed and feed rate
are important factors which affect drilling performance.
The upper limit of cutting speed is limited not by the most
effective tool life but by the risk of thermal damage to
the CFC. This is ascribed to the drilling temperatures
which exceed the softening temperature of the resin. Fig.
(27) shows the relationship between the cutting temperature
and the cutting speed in orthogonal cutting of glass fibre
reinforced epoxy resin for which the rate of temperature
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rise increases with an increase in cutting speed. The lower
limit is defined by a quality decrease caused mainly by the
receding of the individual fibres in front of the
penetrating cutting edge. The optimum speed must be high
enough to allow efficient cutting of fibres with minimum
heat dissipation. The industrially accepted optimum speed
in drilling CFC using carbide drills ranges between 50-100
m/min. The higher the feed rate, the greater the force
required to penetrate the workpiece. Slower feed rates lead
to heat intensive crushing of individual fibres and
increased production time. Higher feed rates result in an
increase in axial thrust and heat flux and are detrimental
because they result in delamination. The industrially
accepted optimum feed rate for CFC drilling using carbide
tooling is 0.025-0.055 mm/Rev [70,71].

3.2.3 Effect of Workpiece Material on Drilling Performance:

The workpiece hardness is one of the factors which has a
significant effect on the drill life. Cook, N. H. carried
out a number of experiments by drilling a number of holes
in Meehanite cast iron specimens (Grade A, ASTM No. 25) of
varying hardness values using HSS drills at 690 RPM to
determine the relationship between workpiece hardness and
tool life. One drill was used for each specimen having a
particular hardness value until it failed at the end of its
useful life (it would no longer cut effectively). It was
found that the drill life is inversely proportional to the
workpiece material hardness as expressed by the
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relationship ( T 1 a where TL is the tool life and Hb
is the hardness of the workpiece i.e. the higher the
hardness values of the workpiece, the shorter the drill
life [72].

3.2.4 Effect of Cutting Fluid on Drilling Performance:

The primary function of the cutting fluid during drilling
of composites is to act as a coolant. The secondary
function of the cutting fluid is to minimize dust
generation and flush away residue. When metal/composite
combinations are encountered, the cutting fluid's primary
function is to cool the epoxy matrix and prevent thermal
damage; the hole quality in terms of surface roughness is
increased by using coolant. Previous research by Grumman
Aerospace Corporation and General Dynamics, USA in CFC
drilling has revealed that the tool life of carbide drills
used for machining carbon epoxy is not increased by using
coolant. Generally the use of coolant when drilling epoxies
is avoided due to its chemical affinity to water. This
often leads to possible chemical material damage and water
penetration. The water penetration results in detrimental
radial swelling of CFC holes [44,74].
For drilling, water soluble oils are the most common
coolant used. The general form of application for these is
spray mist or flooding. In the current study, the effect
of flood lubrication (cooling) on hole quality was
investigated.
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3.3 Drill Wear, Life and Failure Criteria:
The extent of wear on the tool determines whether a tool
has reached the limit of its economical life.

3.3.1 Drill Wear Classification:
There are seven common types of drill wear and these are
shown in Fig. (28). These are outer corner wear, flank
wear, margin wear, crater wear, chisel edge wear and lip
chipping. Varying degrees of edge chipping and the
formation of built-up edge have also been observed in
drilling (73].
The types of drill wear are summarised below;

(a) Outer Corner Wear: 'W' in Fig. (28/a) indicates the
extent of outer corner wear. This is determined using a
travelling microscope to measure the distance, w 1 and the
distance of the other edge of the wear band, w2 . The outer
corner wear, W, is then the difference between w 1 and w2.
In practice, the drill is held so that the lip is
perpendicular to the optical axis of the microscope and the
image becomes parallel to a vertical reference line in the
field of vision. The drill is then set so that the worn
portion is clearly recognised and measured by adjusting the
position of the illuminating lamp.
An extensive study on the tool wear mechanism for drilling
composite materials conducted by Grumman Aerospace
Corporation revealed non-linear relationships between the
outer corner wear development and the linear distance
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travelled by the carbide drill as shown in Fig. (29) [74].
It was noted that, generally, increases in the drill wear
land in the initial phase are followed by a steady increase
in the intermediate phase. This is again followed by a
significant rise in wear development before the final
failure of the drill.

(b) Flank Wear: The flank wear, Wf is measured by noting
the difference between corresponding flank wear readings
using a travelling microscope as shown in Fig. (28/b).
(C)

Margin Wear: The margin wear, Wmi shown in Fig. (28/c)

is measured by placing the centreline of the drill
perpendicular to the optical axis and parallel to the cross
feed direction of the microscope and inspecting the
wearland.
(d) Crater Wear: The symbol, Wk, shown in Fig. (28/d)
represents the width of the crater wear. This is measured
by turning the drill to a position such that its centre
line become perpendicular to the optical axis and the image
of the crater wear is parallel to the vertical reference
in the field of vision. The position of the illumination
lamp is adjusted to identify the crater profile.
(a) Chisel Edge Wear: The width and the depth of the chisel
edge wear is represented by the symbols CM and C1 as shown
in Fig. (28/e). These parameters are measured by holding
the drill such that its centre line is parallel to the
optical axis of the microscope and the position of
illuminating lamp is adjusted so that the worn portion of
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the drill is clearly recognised.
(f) chipping of Cutting Edge: The maximum width M and the
maximum depth, P1 of the chipping that occurs along the
drilling lip is shown in Fig. (28/f). If it occurs on the
cutting edge, it is measured in the same manner as
described for the outer corner wear section. If it occurs
along the flute edge, it should be measured in the same
manner as for the margin wear.
(g) Built-up Edge (B.U.E.):
Built-up edge results from severe deformation and
convergent work-hardening of material flowing across the
tool face in secondary deformation. This material is
progressively built-up because its shear strength is
greater than that of the main body of chip material.
The drilling operation can produce B.U.E's on the drill.
These are significant on the drill lips, the chisel edges,
the margins and the outer corners.
A seriously worn drill having significant flank wear,
chisel edge wear and crater wear with chipped cutting edges
can still be used for drilling as long as its outer corners
and margins survive.

3.3.2 Drill Life & Failure Criteria:
When a drill is removed and reground, this has a cost
associated with it and regrinding too often results in
higher than necessary cost. For this particular operation
because regrinding is carried out every 30 holes, there is,
potentially a significant loss of drilling machine
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utilization as well. On the other hand if the cutting tool
is allowed to become too dull, then unnecessary workpiece
damage and greatly accelerated tool wear are incurred.
Presently there are various strategies employed for
changing the cutting tool. One of the most common methods
is to replace the tool after drilling a predetermined
number of holes. However the high initial cost of
relatively expensive carbide tipped tooling and the solid
carbide drills dictate that they are reground periodically
and replaced after a few regrinding cycles. The number of
regrinds possible is determined by outer corner wear which
determines the hole diameter. The wide variation in tool
life in industrial conditions makes it difficult to
determine the regrind cycle and the tool life whilst
maintaining the hole quality criterion. Commercially, drill
life is determined by one or more of the following
criteria (76];

(a) Workpiece Dimensional Tolerance: Sometimes a drill is
removed from service whilst it is cutting perfectly well
because the hole dimension is considered to be out of
tolerance.
(b) The surface Finish of the Holes: For some applications,
the degradation of surface finish can indicate the useful
life of the drill. The surface finish degradation can be
determined by Talysurf and correlated with, for example,
the number of holes drilled.
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(a) Drilling Bound Quality: Tool failure is also indicated
by the change in the drilling sound by the occurrence of
'screech'. This normally indicates inefficient cutting and,
hence, wear.
(d) Economic Considerations: The high initial cost of
carbide tipped twist drills dictate that they are reground
periodically rather than discarded. This will sometimes
occur before the tool is deemed to have failed because the
hole produced is no longer acceptable. Premature failure
of a drill will often result in either a 'spoiled' hole
and/or a broken drill neither of which is acceptable.
For carbide drilling, a broken drill has two disadvantages.
it is expensive to remove and expensive to replace.

3.4 Forces Acting on the Drill:
The drill exert two types of forces on the hole boundaries,
drilling thrust and torque. The greater the vertical
thrust, the more the drill wear and the poorer the hole
quality. Coincidently, the drilling thrust determines the
buckling stability of the drill which can affect the hole
diameter. If a drill is slender, it may bend or deflect
laterally which degrades the geometric hole quality. The
buckling stability of a drill can be determined by Eulerian
Buckling Theory. The theory states that when a column is
loaded by a vertical load through the centroid of the cross
section which is aligned with the longitudinal axis for the
column that is fixed at the top and pinned at the bottom,
the critical load for onset of buckling is given by [77];
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=
(P)
Cl

(fl2 Er)
(0.699 L)2

. Eqn. (4)

Where ()cr is the critical vertical load.
I is the minimum moment of inertia around x or y
axis.
L is the total length of the column.
E is the modulus of elasticity of the column.
G = Shear Modulus = E/(l+v).
v = Poisson's Ratio.

The torque exerted by the drill is limited by the torsional
rigidity of the drill. The torsional rigidity of the drill
is the product of polar moment of inertia and the shear
modulus. The torsional rigidity, together with the applied
drill torque and effective drill length determine the
angular deflection of the drill according to the following
relationship;

= _L!21

(JxG)

.....................................Eqn.

Where tO Angular Deflection.
T Applied torque.
L = Effective Drill Length.
J = Polar Moment of Inertia.
G = Shear Modulus.

(5)
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The axial deflection of the drill can also be determined
by using Hooke's law;

(AE)
Where

..........................Eqn.

(6)

= Axial Deflection.
P = Drill thrust.
L = Effective drill length.
E = Elastic Modulus.
A = Cross-sectional area.

3.5 Tool Material, Cemented Carbide:

The combination of a high degree of hardness and
compressive strength makes cemented tungsten carbide well
suited for use as a tool material. Cemented carbides are
produced by a powder metallurgy process which involves
pressing the carbide and cobalt binder in powder form
followed by sintering.
Tungsten carbide-cobalt possesses unique wear resistance
due to the composite nature of its microstructure, which
consists of hard carbide particles cemented by a tough
cobalt binder phase. The desired degree of tool hardness,
strength and toughness is achieved by tailoring the
composition and microstructure of the constituents. As the
cobalt content is raised, the hardness and compressive
strength decreases and the transverse rupture strength
increases for a given carbide grain size as shown in
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Fig.(30) [78). For maximum hardness, (HV), the tungsten
carbide grains must be as small as possible, preferably
below one micron. To attain optimum wear resistance, the
carbide grains should be as small and as uniform as
possible [79]. The abrasive wear resistance increases as
the cobalt content is lowered for a given grain size
provided that sufficient cobalt is present (1.5%) to ensure
complete sintering. The amount of plastic deformation
before fracture increases with the cobalt content. The
hardness is balanced against the toughness by precise
adjustment of the cobalt content so that the drill can be
contoured to its complex geometry. The toughness of the
cemented carbides can be determined by the Palmqvist test.
The Palmqvist test provides a simple measure of fracture
toughness by measuring the crack resistance of a brittle
material at the four corners of a Vickers diamond
indentation on a polished surface. The Palmqvist toughness
parameter, (W) is defined as the indentation load (P)
divided by the sum of the crack lengths (L) measured at the
indentation corners. For a specific material, the greater
the parameter, W, the higher the fracture toughness. The
Paliuqvist parameter was used to calculate the bulk fracture
toughness, (G1) using the following relation [80,81];

G1c174x10 6 Wp +l500 ..........................Eqn. (7)
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The test provides a ranking of the cemented carbide grades
in terms of toughness, which is expected to increase with
increasing cobalt content. Abrasive materials are best
machined with a grade that is as hard as possible to
achieve maximum wear resistance with adequate toughness;
this is achieved by carbide drills having 8-12% cobalt and
a minimal (< 1 micron) and regular grain size. Typically,
a grain size less than 0.7 m is rated as microgram, 1 m
as 'fine', 1.5-2.0 m as 'medium' and 3-4 as 'coarse'
grains (79,82,83].
It is usually uneconomical to make an entire tool of
cemented carbide because it is about 20 times more
expensive than steel (weight for weight) and no real
improvement in terms of cutting performance is achieved.
Usually the carbide cutting edge is attached mechanically
or brazed onto a high speed steel shank depending on design
requirements. There is an added benefit that the shank
which is tougher is less prone to breakage [79]. Solid
carbide drills are more difficult to fabricate. They would
offer greater rigidity and less margin wear in deeper holes
to abrasion from the cut surface.

3.6 Btate of the Art of CFC Drilling:

This section consists of a literature survey regarding the
state of the art of CFC drilling technology in two stages.
The first is the systematic examination of the procedures
which may be used for making holes in CFC. It reviews a
number of alternate processes to conventional drilling. The
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second part focuses on the improvements in tooling,
material and processes made using conventional drilling
techniques over the passage of time.

3.6.1 Drilling Techniques:
(a) High Pressure Water Jet: Water jet drilling consists
of drilling a hole by concentrating a small diameter water
jet at a very high speed onto the workpiece. It is a widely
used technique for drilling holes because thermal material
damage is almost completely eliminated. In spite of its
advantages, this technique has two major drawbacks.
• The water jet has limited stability and therefore is
easily distorted in a direction perpendicular to its own
axis.
• The cutting force which acts in the direction of fluid
flow leads to delamination when the jet leaves the
wor]cpiece [34,84).
(b) Pulsed Laser Drilling: It is possible to drill holes
in CFC using a laser by concentrating a pulse beam onto the
workpiece. This technique is useful for drilling holes in
otherwise inaccessible structural members. Only small
mechanical forces are introduced in the workpiece but the
matrix, which can tolerate limited temperature, tends to
be destroyed and this leads to poor hole quality. This hole
making technique results in high power consumption and
costly processing gases which require huge capital
investment and running expenses [34,85].
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(c) Ultrasonic Drilling: Ultrasonic drilling consists of

drilling a hole by means of vibrating abrasive particles
in a slurry at high frequency (about 20,000 cps) by
specially designed tools. Ultrasonic machining has
advantages in both finish and accuracy as compared to other
techniques. Unfortunately this method is slow which
adversely affects productivity [34,86,90].
Cd) Electrochemical Spark Assisted Machining:

In electrochemical machining, sparking takes place at the
tool electrolyte interface above a certain value of applied
voltage. The sparking occurs across the bubbles evolving
at the cathode surface. If the sparking tool is brought in
contact with the CFC, drilling would take place. This
technique can be used for drilling of any

nonconducting

material i.e. composites. The material removal takes place
primarily due to melting out but some vaporisation of
matrix and fibres also take place. This technique is still
in its infancy and requires many refinements before
conimercialisation can be realised [34,87].

(e) Conventional Drilling Technology: Conventional

drilling involves hole making by feeding a rotating drill
into the workpiece which results in acceptable holes but
excessive drill wear. The drill wear can be reduced by
improving drill point geometry and materials. In terms of
materials, conventional drilling is carried out by using
polycrystalline diamond (PCD) or tungsten carbide tooling
for drilling CFC. Polycrystalline diamond consists of
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micron sized diamonds bonded together in a polycrystalline
structure that is of comparable hardness to monocrystalline
diamond but more isotropic and, therefore, resistant to
mechanical shock and impact without fracturing. The hole
quality generated by PCD tipped drills is comparable to
holes drilled ultrasonically. The special PCD drill may
last 75 times longer than the carbide tipped drills. Such
drill can be reconditioned two or three times giving a
significant advantage in terms of drill life. The favoured
PCD drill geometry for drilling composite materials include
a 62° point angle, a 32° helix angle and a two flute point.
More than 2700, 4.85 mm dia. holes were drilled in CFC
using a PCD drill giving a much needed productivity
improvement by reducing the number of tool changes
required. These drills cost 20 times more than solid
carbide drills and are exposed to damage and chipping. Even
if the hole quality and tool life are good, they may not
be suitable for manual drilling [88,89].
Exotic high pressure water jet, pulsed laser jet,
ultrasonic, electro-chemical spark and PCD drilling
techniques have their place but the capital investment and
running costs are currently high. If lower cost and higher
production is the goal within limited hole tolerance, hole
quality and drill wear, then simple refinement of existing
low cost technology using tungsten carbide tipped drills
can produce good results.
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3.6.2 Technology Survey of Tungsten Carbide Drills:
Conventional drilling techniques for drilling holes in CFC
have been developed from well documented metal, wood and
rock drilling techniques. A few early papers have discussed
the peculiarities of drilling CFC. Friend at al., 1973,
examined the technical and cost problems associated with
machining CFC. He offered some solutions to machining
problems and concluded that under certain conditions,
conventional machining can be competitive with an advanced
ultrasonic system [90].
Washington, W. L., outlined the optimum speed and feed
conditions, types of caride drills and drill motors used
to drill various combinations of CFC/Aluminium [91].
Beall, R.T.,1979 suggested drilling deep holes in CFC with
gun drilling technique for introducing coolant at the drill
tip to cool and aid removal of CFC debris. The Lockheed
Aerospace Corporation adapted such drills to portable
equipment for drilling close tolerance holes in CFC [92).
Mackey, B., 1980 has offered practical solutions to the
drilling problems in the CFC. Mackey provided qualitative
recommendations regarding various factors affecting drill
geometry, cutting conditions and noticed that improper
geometric features of the drill lead to poor hole quality
in terms of delamination at the exit plane of the drill
[93]. In another paper he came up with a new tool geometry
with an 'open flute exit' having extreme positive rake
angle and minimum chisel edge [94].
Radhakrishan,

et.

al.,].981

carried

out

dynamic
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characterisation of drilling forces in CFC and related it
to the surface roughness of the holes [95].
Two case studies in CFC drilling were performed by King,
R.I., 1982. He evaluated various drill speeds, feed rates,
drill configurations and presented optimised relationships
for the drilling of various combinations of CFC and
aluminium alloys [96].
Podder, R. K., carried out the evaluation of cutting
forces, tool life and hole tolerance as a function of
speed, feed, tool point geometry and coolant. Optimised
drilling conditions and geometries were developed, tested
and compared [71].
Koplev et. al., 1982 determined the effects of cutting
forces for orthogonal machining of unidirectional CFC
having fibre orientations perpendicular and parallel to the
cutting edge. He discussed general aspects of machining CFC
and provided observations on the damage caused to the hole
in terms of cutting forces [69].
Sakuma, K., 1884 carried out investigations regarding the
wear characteristics of drill materials in the drilling of
glass fibre and carbon fibre composites. He found that wear
of high speed steel drills is very much larger than that
for carbide drills [97]. In an another paper, he determined
the effects of the physical and mechanical properties of
tool materials on wear in cutting CFC. He determined that
an increase in the hardness will increase the wear
resistance of the tool [98].
Major contributions in CFC drilling technology have been
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made by Konig, et. al., 1985. Konig has made an extensive
review of waterjet drilling, laser drilling and
conventional drilling in terms of drilling forces, hole
quality and manufacturing cost. He used a Talysurf machine
to determine the surface roughness of holes. He established
that the 45° fibres had maximum roughness at the hole
boundaries but did not explain the underlaying mechanism.
He concluded that mechanical techniques if performed well
will give superior results if carbide or PCD tools with
keen cutting edges are used (32,34,35]. In a later paper,
he discussed the main parameters concerning surface
roughness and material damage in drilling CFC . He found
that the CFC drilling temperature is of the order
of 300°C (100].
Chanani, J. P., 1985 suggested optimal methods for
generating quality holes in composites and hybrids. He
developed a spade drill for drilling and countersinking
holes in CFC. He found that the spacematic gun drill was
best for drilling deep holes in CFC/aluminiuin hybrids. He
also developed a procedure for peck drilling deep holes in
CFC/titanium hybrids (101]. In a later paper he supported
the use of 8-facet point drills for drilling CFC
holes [102].
Mesom et al, 1988 investigated the machining properties of
advanced plastic and composite materials. He found that the
drilling heat caused burning and gumming at most speeds
using tungsten carbide drills [103].
Miller, J. A., 1987 tested seven drill bits having
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different drill point geometries for CFC drilling and found
that an 8 facet split point geometry produced the best
overall results in terms of hole quality. He added that
dramatic results in terms of greatly improved drill life
and hole quality are expected from 8-facet PCD tipped
drills and further research is in progress (104].
Malhotra, S. K., 1990 compared the results of drilling in
carbon fibre and glass fibre composites. He attributed the
high wear, thrust and torque in CFC drilling to the higher
abrasiveness of carbon fibres compared with glass
fibres (105].
Lauder, E., 1991 has recently evolved a double fluted
router using a ceramic composite comprising an alumina
matrix reinforced with silicon carbide whiskers for
machining non-ferrous materials. He claims to have
demonstrated that such routers can withstand the severe
combination of compressive/tensile/shear stresses and
repeated impact loading without failure at cutting
conditions more severe than those for any material
disclosed so far [106].
Many other papers have addressed drilling techniques in
glass, Keviar and boron fibre composites and provided
useful information and a general insight into the drilling
of CFC's. Petrof, R. C., 1986 found large dynamic
variations in drilling forces due to changes in the
relative orientation of cutting edges and fibre direction
during the machining of glass fibre composites [107].
A systematic review of effective machining and tooling
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techniques for Keviar composite laminates was made by
Doerr, R. et. al., 1982 in a 3-phased programme at Hughes
Helicopters Inc. [108]. Similar approaches have been
adopted during the present investigations regarding
drilling problems in carbon fibre composites.
Sikorsky Aircraft Limited turned to punch drilling the
holes in boron-epoxy to avoid delamination of holes drilled
in UH-60A helicopter airframe in 1982 [109].

The literature survey revealed that most of the research
in drilling CFC was done to suit specific technical
requirements of an establishment i.e. Lockheed, Northrop
or Sikorsky etc and was limited to first generation CFC's.
With advancements particularly in workpiece material and
to a lesser extent in drill materials, the nature of the
drilling problem has changed and British Aerospace, now
using second generation composites, required the problem
areas to be evaluated; i.e. drill life, hole quality and
drill material. For the work which has been done, there has
been no systematic effort made so far to carry out a
fractographic analysis of the pulled out and pushed down
carbon fibres in CFC holes which determine its surface
roughness.
This thesis gives the first systematic review of the damage
modes of carbon fibres in CFC drilling and examination of
these identifies the most critical damage mode. This
information facilitates interpretation of the hole quality
in terms of surface roughness which determines the extent
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of reaming required on production floor. This research aims
to investigate the above mentioned areas in modified, high
performance CFCs using commercially available, low cost,
conventional drilling techniques.
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Chapter Four
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONB

4.]. Introduction:
A drill can normally fail in one of two ways: firstly, it
can no longer cut effectively due to the amount of flank
wear on the major cutting edge of the drill; secondly, the
wear on the secondary cutting edges (flutes) is such that
the hole produced by the drill is undersize. It has been
found when drilling composite materials of the type used
in this work that, starting with a drill on top hole
tolerance and proceeding until the hole size has reduced
to bottom hole tolerance, the drill can be reground several
times to remove the worn flank before the hole it produces
is too small. Standard practice at British Aerospace is to
drill 30 holes between regrinds and to consider the drill
life to be the product of the number of holes drilled and
the penetration distance until the 'hole too small'
criterion is reached. The cumulative penetration distance
is the product of the total number of holes drilled and the
distance drilled for each hole. For through holes, the
distance drilled for each hole is the thickness of the
plate. The measure of hole size is accepted to be the 'no
go' of a suitable size of plug gauge. In the current tests,
drill life in terms of the cumulative penetration distance,
as defined above, for four commercially available drills
was determined. The drills were chosen because they were
currently being used at British Aerospace (Aircraft
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Manufacturing Division).
The drilling tests were sub-divided into three major tasks
i.e. preliminary drill testing, detailed drill
investigation and drill performance characterisation.
The preliminary drill testing was carried out to determine
the two most promising drills of the four types of
commercially available drills. Five drills of each type
were tested for drill life in this phase. The first two
drills were tested to determine the cumulative penetration
distance prior to plug gauge failure. These drills were
only reground when the flank wear was such that the drill
was considered to have failed due to flank wear development
of about 0.2mm or when the drill started to screech. The

remaining three drills of each type were reground after
drilling 30 holes according to the standard practice at
British Aerospace to determine the number of regrinds that
could be achieved before ultimate hole size failure. After
preliminary testing, two of the four commercial drills were
chosen for further testing based on the previous results.
The Kienk drills were rejected because they gave very
inconsistent results which could be unacceptable in
practice. The solid carbide drills proved to be the best,
but British Aerospace indicated that these should be
discounted on cost grounds. Consequently, for the detailed
drill investigation and drill performance characterisation,
the Gandtrack and Precision drills were used.
During the detailed drill investigation stage, one drill
of each type was subjected to an extended drill test of 40
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holes per regrind cycle and a maximum of 9 regrind cycles
to determine the drill having maximum life in terms of
cumulative penetration distance as defined above. For all
this work, the standard test procedure was the same. A test
panel was drilled with 20 holes per row as shown in Fig.
(31) where the drilling sequence was 1-9, 10, 11-19, 20.
With a hole inspection, as required, at 10 hole intervals,
this procedure put the holes to be inspected (10 and 20)
both together on the edge of the plate. This is practically
useful when the holes have to be sectioned afterwards.
The drill performance characterisation tests were carried
out to determine thrust and torque for a range of feeds and
speeds for each of the test drills. The drill thrust was
related to drill wear and drill torque was related to hole
quality.
Some photoelastic work was also carried out to determine
residual strains in the holes using birefringent technique.
Structural analysis of the drills was carried out to
predict their response to recommended drilling conditions.
The axial and angular deflection, torsional rigidity and
buckling stability of the drills were determined using
structural analysis.
The hole quality was assessed by slicing through the holes,
gold plating and examining the holes for fibre pull out!
push down and matrix cracking using scanning electron
microscopy. The surface morphology of the carbon fibres at
+450, -45°, 90° and 0° were systematically analysed and
related to the drilling forces. The aim of this exercise
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was to determine the most critical damage mode during CFC
drilling and to identify all those factors which promote
the damage mode.
Three different cemented carbides were tested for their
microstructure, physical and mechanical properties. The
microstruture was examined by C.C.T.V. studies of scanning
electron micrographs. The hardness and fracture toughness
were determined by Vickers hardness tests and Palmqvist
tests respectively. The wear resistance of cemented
carbides was assessed using sliding tests of various types.
A lathe sliding test led to excessive vibration and a
milling machine sliding test led to delamination. The Pinon-Disc sliding test led to significant wear on the carbide
specimens and produced acceptable results.

4.2 The Investigative Techniques:
The following investigative techniques were frequently
performed during the present work.

4.2.1 Travelling Microscopy:
Travelling Microscopy was the standard optical technique
used to measure the size of the wear land on the outer
corner, the flank, the margin and the chisel edge of the
drill according to procedure given in Section-3.3.l. (a).
The outer corner wear was measured for ease, convenience
and accuracy using a travelling microscope (Beck), having
a magnification of 50 and a least count of 0.005 mm. The
outer corner wear region is shown in Fig. (32).
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4.2.2 scanning Electron Microscopy:
A Cambridge, Stereoscan 600 scanning electron microscope
(SEM) was used during the investigations to monitor the
point wear, the margin wear and damage characteristics of
the drills. Data were collected progressively after every
drilling cycle using this technique. The drills were
immersed in a beaker containing Genklene (1,1,1Trichloroethane) produced by ICI. The beaker was placed in
an ultrasonic cleaner for about 20 minutes to remove
cutting debris. The drills were taken out, soaked in
methanol for degreasing and dried. The drills were mounted
on a support, vacuum degassed to a vacuum of 0.1 torr and
coated with gold. The drills were held in the SEM stage as
shown in Fig. (33) and different geometric features of the
drills were inspected for wear at various magnifications
and orientations.
This technique was also used to examine the cemented
carbide specimen and carry out fractography of damaged
fibres in the CFC holes.

4.2.3 Optical Microscopy:
An optical microscope (Reichert) was used to examine the
body profile of the point geometries to determine the
moment of inertia of the drills for use in the structural
analysis. The cutting edge of the drills was also examined
for side clearance at higher magnifications.
The drill body was sectioned in plane A-A'-B-B' (Fig. (32))
just beneath the point (with the drill facing upwards) by
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a circular diamond saw which was rotated by a low speed
wafering machine. The • sectioned drill point profile was
mounted in thermosetting resin. The mounted samples were
polished down to a 1 micron diamond finish, thoroughly
rinsed in methanol and then etched using !4urakami's Reagent
( K3 Fe(CN) 6 : 10 grams, KOH: 10 grams and H 20: 100 millilitre,
used fresh).
This technique was also used to determine the resin rich
areas in the laminate by polishing a CFC specimen measuring
20mm x 20mm x 10mm and examining the specimen for resin
distribution in the interlayer, (on its side measuring 20mm
x 10mm) when the optical axis of the microscope was aligned
parallel to the centreline of the fibres.

Zetopan optical microscopy was used to determine the depth
of the damage scar on the hole boundaries. The fine zcontrol was directly calibrated in microns. The top and
bottom of the cavity was focused utilizing the limited
depth of field of the lens which directly read off the
depth of the damage scar.

4.3 Experimental Procedure:

The carbide tipped drills were custom-made for this work
by Elenk, Gandtrack and the Precision drill manufacturing
companies according to British Aerospace technical
specification PTS: 62.01.07 as given in Fig. (34). The
drills have been referred to by their manufacturer's name
in this thesis. They had only nominal differences in their
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geometry and had a diameter of 6.035 mm as given in Table
(6) and shown in Fig. (35). The cemented carbide spade
inserts were brazed onto HSS shanks. The solid carbide
drills (diameter: 6.00 mm) having stock No: 2000600 were
manufactured by Klenk as a catalogue item and have been
designated as 'SOLID CARBIDE' in this thesis.
All the drills were inspected for their consistency by
British Aerospace and were used from new during the
drilling tests. The diametrical tolerance of the holes
using 6.035 mm drills was checked using a 6.00 mm carbide
plug gauge and the holes drilled by the 6.00 mm diameter
drill were checked using a 5.965 mm gauge to give the same
relative amount of diametral wear of 0.035 mm. The diameter
and surface roughness of the plug gauges was checked using
a Shadowgraph AP-6A and Talyrond-200 respectively as shown
in Fig. (36).
The through holes were drilled vertically in the carbon
fibre composite, T800/924C panels having fibre orientations
of [90°, +450, -45°, 0°] and fibre volume fraction of 0.650.69. All the plies were balanced and symmetric. This
particular class of material and ply configurations were
chosen in this study because they lead to maximum 'damage
tolerance'; British Aerospace has selected this material
for structual application in future aircraft. The CFC
panels measured 372mm x 210mm and had a thickness of 10mm
as shown in Fig. (31). The panels were supported along the
two short edges such that through holes could be drilled.
Four clamps were used as shown in Fig. (31) to hold the
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laminate and preliminary testing indicated that even at the
centre of the panel, with many holes already drilled, the
deflection of the panel was insignificant.
A fixed bed Wadkin, Drill/Mill NC machine tool was used to
drill the holes as shown in Fig. (37). A computer programme
was developed to suit the drilling sequence and conditions.
The listing, input and output of the computer programme are
given in Appendix 'C/i', 'C/2' and 'C/3' respectively. The
drills were mounted in a collet chuck and the holes were
drilled at a drill speed of 2800 RPM and a feed of 0.05
mm/rev, during the drill assessment phase and the detailed
drill investigation phase. The drilling speed and feed were
varied during the drill performance characterisation phase.
The drilling speed of 2800 RPM and the feed of 0.05 mm/rev.
reproduced the standard drilling practice on the shop floor
at British Aerospace. They regrind the drills after a CFC
penetration distance of 300mm (30 holes in the test
material) and the cumulative life of the drill depth before
it loses its useful life is considered to be 2100 mm; i.e.
6 regrinding operations.
During the first phase of drilling, the drills were
reground by the regrinding department of British Aerospace
using a Brierley Zenith point regrinding system with the
instructions to follow PTS 62.01.07 in every way; the
drills were then inspected by the Manufacturing Development
Division. All the angles were set on the digital control
panel of the machine and set automatically i.e. the errors
in inspectibility should have been zero as long as the
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angles were set properly. The only source of error could
have been due to wheel wear which was thought to be
negligible and would have resulted in angle errors of less
than 0.25°. The drills were inspected by the Manufacturing
Development Division and were passed onto Salford
University for drilling tests. The regrinding and
inspection during the second stage of drilling was carried
out by the Manufacturing Development Division themselves.
A Christan 03-10 regrinding system was used which had a
maximum error potential of less than 0.25° which was also
fully dependent on machine setting.
Special safety precautions were observed for CFC drilling.
A Nilfisk dust collector system, Type GS-80 with 5 micron
filter was used to extract the drilling debris. A
disposable paper gown and mask were worn at all times
during the drilling operations to protect against airborne
CFC particles. At the conclusion of drilling operations,
hands and face were washed to remove any residual cutting
debris. The CFC contaminated clothing was handed over to
health and environmental agency of the University.

4.4 The Drill Life Tests:
Around 10,000 holes were drilled during the three stages
of the experimental programme to determine the drill wear,
life and the failure mechanism of the four commercially
available drills in the following manner.
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4.4.1 stage One-Preliminary Assessment of Drills:
The preliminary assessment of the drills was carried out
to determine the performance, limitations and capabilities
of the four types of drills in terms of their life. The
outer corner wear of 0.2mm was the main criterion used for
determining when regrinding was necessary. Alternatively,
regrinding was considered necessary in some cases when the
drill started to 'screech'. The plug gauge criterion was
used to determine the cumulative penetration distance; i.e.
the total hole length drilled for the drill to the point
at which the hole was undersized.
Five new drills of each of the four types, a total of 20
drills, were subjected to preliminary drilling tests. The
1st and 2nd drill of each type drilled holes until the
flank wear development and/or the 'screech' was significant
enough to warrant regrinding. After wear development of
about 0.2mm on the outer corner, the drills were taken to
British Aerospace for regrinding, and inspection, to the
original geometry.
The 3rd, 4th and 5th drill of each type were tested using
a 30 holes per regrind cycle strategy. The outer corner
wear was monitored using a travelling microscope and the
hole diameter was checked using a carbide plug gauge after
every tenth hole. In addition, a detailed inspection using
scanning electron microscopy of the point wear, margin wear
and damage characteristics was carried out at the end of
every drilling cycle. These drills were also taken to
British Aerospace for regrinding, and inspection, to the
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original geometry. Inspection of the drills after the
fourth regrinding operation by the Manufacturing
Development Department revealed that they were not within
the specified tolerance and further drilling tests using
these drills were discontinued. These tests however
revealed the two most promising drill point geometries in
terms of drill life and these were selected for further
tests and trials after discussion, agreement and approval
of British Aerospace.

4.4.2 stage Two-Detailed Drill Inspection:
Detailed drilling tests involving detailed inspection and
a thorough examination of the two most promising point
geometries i.e. Precision and Gandtrack were carried out.
One new drill of each type was tested for the extended
drill life of 40 holes per regrind cycle. The plug gauge
criterion was used for determining the cumulative regrinds
possible for each drill before it was no longer
serviceable. Scanning electron microscopy was used for a
detailed examination of the point wear, margin wear and
damage characteristics after every drilling cycle. The
drill body profile and the side clearance were also
examined using optical microscopy during this stage.

4.4.3 stage Three-Drill Performance Characterisation:
Three activities took place in drill performance
characterisation
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I Cutting forces were measured using a drill dynamometer
I An attempt was made to measure the residual strains using
a birefringent photo-elasticity test
I The Structural analysis of the drills was carried out to
determine the torsional rigidity, critical buckling load,
axial and angular deflection of the drills.

(a) The Cutting Forces: A Kistler two component drill
dynamoineter type 9271A having a thrust sensitivity of 1.8
pc/N and a torque sensitivity of 1.5 pc/Ncm was used to
assess the performance characteristics of the four types
of drills. The dynamometer was connected to the Kistler
charge amplifier type 5006, X-Y plotter and digital
oscilloscope as shown in Fig. (38). After calibrating the
dynamometer, the drilling torque and thrust response were
determined with respect to the speed, feed and penetration
distance in two stages. In the first stage, the drilling
thrust and torque was determined at feeds of 0.01, 0.025,
0.035, 0.05, 0.075, 0.01 nun/rev, and speeds of 2250, 2500,
2800, 3000, 3250 RPM. The cutting force response was
interpreted to determine the onset of delamination, fibre
pullout and matrix cracking.
In the second stage the cutting force response was
determined at a constant cutting speed of 2800 RPM and a
feed of 0.05 nun/rev, for the 10th, 20th, 30th and 40th
holes. Most of the holes were drilled on the main CFC panel
that was mounted on the machine bed and every 10th test
hole was drilled on the CFC strip that was clamped onto the
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dynamometer by metallic strips as shown by arrows 'A' and
'B' respectively in Fig. (39). The CFC strip was made of
the same material and had the same thickness i.e. 10mm as
the main workpiece. The rectangular strips (measuring 185mm
x 34mm and having thickness of 10mm) were cut so that they
could be accommodated, held, clamped and moved easily on
the dynamometer bed whenever required. Just before drilling
the 10th hole on the CFC strip, the dynamometer was
switched on to record the drilling forces. After drilling
the tenth hole on the CFC strip, the machine was stopped
and the drill was removed from the spindle chuck for the
measurement of the outer corner wear. The CFC strip was
moved to accommodate another test hole and the drill was
replaced in the chuck to continue the drilling cycle. This
novel test drilling arrangement, tried for the first time,
ensured maximum economy in terms of material, labour, time
and is now being practised by British Aerospace for their
test drilling on CFC.

(b) The Birefringent Photoelasticity: The birefringent
photoelastic technique was primarily used to establish a
comparison of the residual strains in the bottom ply of CFC
strip for the four types of drill used. The test was
performed in accordance with the Measurement Group, Inc
technical note TN-702. This consisted of bonding the
manufacturer supplied optically transparent film, PS-lA
onto the CFC strip using epoxy hardener, PC-i bipax such
that the bonded surface was reflective. The sensitivity of
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the film was 0.15 and the thickness was 3.00 mm.
Three attempts were made to get a meaningful result for
this test. To increase the accuracy of the results, it was
necessary to minimize effects such as plate bending. To do
this, rectangular strips measuring 50mm x 35mm and having
thickness of 10mm were cut from the main work panel and the
optically transparent film was attached. It was decided
that a method of nullifying the effects of the drilling
induced residual strains in the film would be by reaming
6.035 mm diameter holes through the film (the reamer would
stop just short of piercing the CFC strip), record the
residual strains, invert the plate/film assembly and drill
another hole through the CFC strip using the test drill at
exactly the same location. The subtraction of the residual
strains generated by the film from the one due to CFC hole
drilling was expected to lead to exact values of residual
strains. The practical problem encountered was that of
getting good alignment of the drilled hole in CFC plate and
the reamed hole in the film. Misalignments which could not
be removed gave misleading data.
In the second attempt, the film was glued on the top ply
of the CFC plate and a hole was drilled at a speed of 2800
RPM and feed of 0.05 mm/Rev through the CFC plate/film. The
isoclines were generated around the hole boundaries but
were poorly defined. Because the bottom ply of the CFC
strip was being subjected to maximum forces during the
drill breakthrough, the plate/film were inverted and a hole
was drilled through at the speed of 2800 RPM and feed of

8].
0.05 mm/rev. The strains were transmitted to the coating
and produced a clear pattern of isoclines. The patterns
were examined by reflection polariscope, optical techniques
and recorded by conventional photography for further
analysis. The corresponding strains and stresses were
determined for given film (Sensitivity = 0.15, Thickness
= 3mm) CFC material (Quasi-isotropic Elastic Modulus = 55
x 1O9 Pa, Poisson's Ratio = 0.34) and fringe order using
equations (2) and (3) in Section 2.6.
Efforts were made to minimise interference from external
sources. As the interference due to any other unavoidable
reason would be common to all the tests, the results were
therefore considered to be useful in establishing a
relative comparison of the strains generated by the
different drills.

(C) Structural Analysis:

Structural analysis comprised the determination of
torsional rigidity, critical buckling load and axial and
angular deflections of the drills at a speed of 2800 RPM
and a feed of 0.05 mm/rev.
The polar moment of inertia is the summation of the moments
of inertia of the drill cross-section around the x-axis and
y-axis. The moment of inertia of the drills was determined
by the best fit triangle or rectangle and using the
appropriate equation as shown in Appendix 'D'. The values
of drilling force at a drilling speed of 2800 RPM and a
feed of 0.05 mm/rev. (determined in section 4.4.3 (a)) were
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used to calculate different structural parameters.
The buckling stability of the drills was determined from
the modulus of elasticity of the HSS drill shank (ignoring
the carbide bit), the minimum moment of inertia of the
drills (determined in Appendix 'D') and the effective drill
length (protruding from the machine chuck). Remaining
structural parameters required for the evaluation of
torsional rigidity, axial deflection and angular deflection
of the drills were determined and tabulated in Table (15).

4.5 Fibre Pullout and Matrix Cracking:

The holes were examined in two phases for hole quality in
terms of fibre pullout and matrix cracking. In the first
phase the effect of coolant on hole quality was determined
and in the second phase detailed investigations regarding
fibre pullout and matrix cracking were undertaken.

4.5.1 Effect on Coolant on Hole Quality: The British

Aerospace coolant Clearcent G.B.A. was mixed with water in
the ratio of 1:20 and was dispersed as a flood at the drill
penetration region in the CFC. Holes were drilled wet using
a Precision and a Gandtrack drill. Every hole was inspected
for plug gauge failure. Hole numbers: 0, 20, 40, 100, 140,
and 200 and the corresponding dry holes, drilled during the
drill life investigation tests (Section 4.4), were
sectioned using a diamond saw as shown in Fig. (40).
Maximum care was taken to prevent internal damage and
delamination in the hole. The test specimens were glued
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onto a stub and examined visually by stereo optical
microscopy. The mounted specimens were vacuum degassed to
the pressure of 01 torr and gold plated. The wet holes
were compared with their equivalent dry holes to determine
the effect of coolant on hole quality.

4.5.2 Fractography of Damaged Fibres: In the second phase,
surface morphology of the fractured fibres laying at
various orientations (450, +45°, 0° and 90°) in the dry
test specimens were examined by using scanning electron
microscopy. The micromechanics of fibre pullout and matrix
cracking in terms of the interlaminar stresses were
analyzed to predict the conditions under which fibre
pullout and matrix cracking might occur. The 1st, 30th,
40th, 100th and 140th holes (drilled in section 4.4) were
sectioned, gold plated and inspected in the same manner as
before by the SEM for fibre pullout and matrix cracking.
In the previous section, comparison of hole quality for
'wet' and 'dry' holes was carried out at relatively low
magnification. In this section much more detailed
examination of the surface morphology of damaged fibres was
carried out at much higher magnification.

4.6 Cemented Carbide Classification:
Non-cutting, sliding wear tests were tried to determine
which of three cemented carbides had the lowest wear rate
when in contact with the carbon fibre composite. British
Aerospace specified that all the drill manufacturers should
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fabricate the drill tips from either Sandvik H1OF or
Krupp's THR cemented carbide. The Kennametal F285 cemented
carbide was included in the study to broaden the scope of
the investigation. Of the three manufacturers, only Kienk
used one of the recommended grades (THR) for the tipped
drill as indicated in Table (6).

The microstructure of Krupp's THR, Sandvik H1OF and
Kennainetal F285 cemented carbide were examined using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and their hardness was
determined using a Vickers Hardness Tester at 50 Kg load.
The fracture toughness of the cemented carbides was
measured using the Palmqvist technique. Independent sliding
tests of the cemented carbide specimen were carried out
using a lathe test, a machining centre test and a pin-ondisk test to determine their wear resistance against carbon
fibre composites.
The 'as received' specimens were polished, then etched
using Murakami's reagent and examined for carbide grain
uniformity. The SEM examination of the specimens enabled
the cobalt and tungsten carbide regions to be clearly
distinguished, cobalt areas being relatively bright. The
complex shapes of the sectioned tungsten carbide grains
made it difficult to distinguish a continuous cobalt
network. However an approximate value of cobalt film
thickness was obtained by measurements from the magnified
images of the micrographs produced on a C.C.T.V. monitor
screen. Film thickness was measured directly on the screen
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at intersections with randomly oriented lines on the
micrographs. A minimum of 100 measurements were made on
each micrograph and the mean thickness calculated for each
specimen. A similar technique was used to determine
tungsten carbide grain size. The microstructure of drill
tips was also examined and their grain size was analyzed
for uniformity using SEM and CCTV.
The hardness of the cemented carbide was determined by
taking the average value of the 5 readings of the width of
diamond indentations in the carbide specimens at different
locations in Vickers hardness tests. The Palmqvist fracture
toughness of the cemented carbides were determined by
conducting a number of Vickers hardness tests at applied
loads of 20, 40, 60 and 80 Kg load. The crack lengths at
the four corners of the indentation generated in each
specimen were measured.
Technical information on microstructure and related
physical properties including compressive strength,
transverse rupture strength, thermal conductivity and the
coefficient of thermal expansion were obtained from the
manufacturers of the cemented carbides and Brook's Handbook
of Hard Metals [79].
Independent sliding wear tests of the three grades of
cemented carbide were carried out using the following three
techniques.
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4.6.1 The Lathe Test:
The lathe sliding test was carried out on a Heidenreich &
Harbeck Lathe, V3 by holding a CFC specimen (25mm x 45mm
and thickness of 5mm) on the tool post as shown in Fig.
(41). The stationary CFC specimen was rubbed against the
12 mm diameter rotating carbide. The carbide rods were
rotated by the chuck at a speed of 500 RPM for 10 minutes
with a load of 1 Newton on the weight arm of the lever. As
the ratio of the length of the weight arm to force arm of
the lever was 1:10, the application of 1 Newton load on the
weight arm led to the application of a 10 Newton load by
the CFC specimen onto the carbide rod. The rubbing action
created a 60 mm deep cut in the two CFC specimens (30 mm
in each CFC specimen) without causing any signs of wear on
the cylindrical carbide rod. When the same test was
repeated at a speed of 1000 RPM with a load of 2 Newtons
on the weight arm for 7 minutes, the carbide rod cut
through various CFC specimens diametrically a total
distance of 115mm without having any sign of wear on its
periphery.
It was decided to increase the severity of the rubbing
action by machining a hexagonal cross-section out of the
circular cross-section of the cemented carbide rods. Each
side of the hexagon measured 5 mm. Rotation of the rod at
a speed of 1000 RPM and the application of a 1 Newton force
on the weight arm generated high amplitude vibrations in
the lever which invalidated the results.
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4.6.2 The Machining Centre Test:

The test conditions were reversed on a Kearney & Trecker
Machining Centre experimental arrangement by pressing the
stationary carbide specimen held in the.toolpost of the
force arm against a rotating CFC disc as shown in Fig.
(42).The carbide rods were machined down to a diameter of
10 mm to fit in the toolholder and the 120 mm CFC discs
were rotated by a specially designed template that could
fit in the chuck of the machining centre as shown in Fig.
(43).The disc was rotated in a vertical plane at the speed
of 142 RPM having 1 Newton load on the weight arm for 10
minutes as shown in Fig. (44). The sliding action generated
heat which led to matrix softening and delamination of the
CFC disc edges after 8 minutes. The Clearcent G.B.A.
coolant, mixed with tap water in the ratio of 1:20, was
used to flood the CFC-ceniented carbide contact area to
bring the rubbing temperature down and the test was
performed with a 1 Newton load and times of 10 minutes, 20
minutes and 30 minutes at speed of 142 RPM. The same test
was repeated for 2 Newton and 3 Newton loads for times of
20 minutes and 30 minutes. Detailed examination of the wear
scar revealed that CFC rubbing using this technique merely
polished the carbide surface and did not create the wear
scar necessary for realistic comparison or classification.
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4.6.3 The Pin-on-Disc Arrangement:

Pin-on-Disc wear tests were carried out on a Denison
Machine. Cemented carbide rods were precision machined to
9.8 mm diameter to fit in the holder of the force arm. The
lower end of the rod was machined to a 6 mm radius
hemisphere to reduce its contact area for rubbing on the
CFC disc. The CFC disc was mounted horizontally on a
specially fabricated fixture that was rotated in a
horizontal plane as shown in Fig. (45). The load was
successively increased to 10 Newtons on the weight arm to
achieve the maximum possible wear rate without causing
vibrations as shown in Fig. (46). As the ratio between the
force arm and the weight arm was 1:1, application of a 10
Newton load on the weight arm resulted in the application
of a 10 Newton load on the hemispherical end of the carbide
rod in contact with the CFC disc. The CFC disc was rotated
at a speed of 375 RPM in a circle having a diameter of
45mm. The diameter of the worn area on the end of the
cemented carbide rod was measured by an in-built microscope
after hourly intervals within which the pin covered a
sliding distance of 3180 metres. This resulted in
significant measurable wear. The microstructure of the worn
region was examined to determine the wear mechanism by
scanning electron microscopy after the test.
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Chapter Five
RESULTS

The results of the drill life tests including the pullout
studies and the measurements of material properties are
given below.

5.1 Drill Life tests: The results of the drill life tests,
performed in the three stages, are as follows:
5.1.1 Stage One-Preliminary Drill Performance Evaluation:
The flank wear width was found to increase from the drill
centre to the periphery as shown in Fig. (47). The wear
pattern of all the drills showed characteristic high wear
during the early stage of drilling and a nearly linear
lower wear rate in the secondary wear stage.
Three regrinding cycles were performed to determine the
most promising drill types in terms of their life.
Inspection of the drill points after the 4th regrinding
operation revealed that the point angles were out of
tolerance. Further drilling tests using these drills were
discontinued and the regrinding process was reviewed and
improved. It was found that the drilling performance and
the wear rate were greatly influenced by the regrinding
operation. Slight inaccuracies in attempting to regrind the
drills to their original geometry would lead to a different
flank wear rate and therefore different drilling
performance.
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Although there were nominal differences in the point
geometries of the drills produced by the various
manufacturers, the drills exhibited similar trend in flank
wear and it was considered that these differences in
geometry would produce, at most, a second order effect.
However it was found that the average outer corner wear of
the Klenk drills nearly 1.8 times, the Gandtrack drills
nearly 1.6 times and the Precision drills nearly 1.3 times
that of the solid carbide drills after drilling 200 holes
as shown in Fig. (48). The performance of each drill is
tabulated in Table (7) and is briefly described below.
(a) Kienk Drills: The Klenk-1 and Klenk-2 drills failed
after a penetration distance of 7300 mm and 5600 mm
respectively due to plug gauge failure. For these tests,
the drills were reground when it was considered that the
tool was due to fail because of flank wear (0.2mm/screech).
The remaining three drills of each type were regrinded as
per British Aerospace practice (every 30 holes). Although
the Klenk-3 drill performed satisfactorily until the fourth
regrind operation, the Klenk-4 and Klenk-5 drills failed
after drilling 110 holes due to out of tolerance diameter
(plug gauge failure). These drills had a maximum otiter
corner wear that was grossly non-symmetric on both flanks
and the large differences between the tool life for drills
3. and 2 as compared with the drills 3 and 5 could be
ascribed to different geometric features. The detailed
results are given in Appendix 'E', Fig. (1) to Fig. (5).
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(b) Gandtrack Drills: The Gandtrack-1 and Gandtrack-2
drills failed after a penetration distance of 5400 inn and
2200 inn respectively due to diametrical tolerance (plug
gauge failure). The Gandtrack-3, Gandtrack-4 and Gandtrack5 drills continued to drill satisfactorily until the fourth
regrind operation (120 holes) as shown in Appendix 'E',
Fig. (6) to Fig. (10).
Cc) Precision Drills: The Precision-i and Precision-2
drills failed after a penetration distance of 3390 mm and
5650 mm respectively due to diametrical tolerance (plug
gauge failure). The Precision-3, Precision-4 and Precision5 continued to drill satisfactorily until the fourth
regrind operation (120 holes) as shown in Appendix 'E ',
Fig. (11) to Fig. (15).
Cd) Solid Carbide Drills: The Carbide-i and Carbide-2
drills failed after a penetration distance of 7100 mm and
7050 mm respectively. The Carbide-3, Carbide-4 and Carbide5 drills continued to drill satisfactorily until the fourth
regrind cycle (120 holes) as shown in Appendix 'E', Fig.
(16) to Fig. (20). Excessive wear was recorded after the
second regrind probably due to improper regrinding. These
drills had minimum wear and maximum drill life but the
feedback from British Aerospace revealed that these drills
suffered serious handling problems on the shop floor, due
to their inherent brittleness, and significant cost
problems.
It was noted that the Klenk drills had maximum flank wear
which as stated above was generally due to wear being non-
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symmetric on the two flanks. The random and premature
failure rate of the Klenk drills led to poor performance
and also unpredictability of drill life. The results of
stage one of drill testing indicated that the Precision and
Gandtrack drills were the two most promising in terms of
drill life, freedom from handling difficulties, initial
cost and procurement efficiency. The average flank wear
determined for the three Gandtrack and Precision drills
(Serial No: 3,4 & 5) after drilling 30 holes over four
drilling cycles was determined to be 0.077mm and 0.061mm
which was consider to be very small. It was decided to
carry out further tests at the extended drilling cycle of
40 holes for Precision and Gandtrack drills.

5.1.2 stage two-Detailed Drill Inspection:
The second stage of the drill testing was confined to the
extended drill life testing of the Precision and Gandtrack
drills which were considered to be the most consistent
drills after stage-1 testing. Moreover they had lower flank
wear, drilling thrust (Section 5.1.3 (a)) and better
structural stability (Section 5.1.3 (c)) as compared to
Kienk drills. In most practical situations in metal
cutting, tool users prefer consistency rather than
occasional long life. The outer corner wear width, the
margin wear width, the chisel point wear width, the
diametrical tolerance and the damage characteristics of the
Gandtrack and Precision drills were inspected in detail
after a rigorous drilling sequence of 40 holes per regrind
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cycle. Compared with the preliminary tests, outer corner
wear consistency was improved by accurate drill regrinding
as a similar wear width was recorded for each corner after
every drilling cycle. Nine regrinding operations were
performed for the Precision drill before plug gauge failure
whilst only six regrinding operations could be performed
for the Gandtrack drill before the plug gauge failure. The
performance of each drill is tabulated in Table (8). In
terms of tool life, these results would suggest that the
Precision drills were superior. However other parameters
have importance such as hole quality and this will be
discussed later.
A detailed comparison between outer corner wear, flank
wear, margin wear, chisel edge wear, damage
characteristics, dimensional tolerance and drill body
profile is described as follows.
(a) Outer Corner Wear: The outer corner wear width of the
flanks of both the Precision and Gandtrack drills were
examined by scanning electron microscopy at the end of
every drilling cycle (40 holes). The Precision drills had
an almost symmetrical wear of 60 /tm on both the outer
corners and the Gandtrack drills had asymmetrical wear of
70 j&in and 30 &m on the outer corners as shown in Fig. (49).
Whilst not of great importance, this was considered to be
due to basic drill geometry asymmetry.
(b) Flank Wear: The asymmetric difference in the outer
corner wear of the Precision and Gandtrack drills was also
found to be present for the flank wear in the same
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proportions.
(C) Margin Wear: The drill margin wear was difficult to

examine. It was inspected by precise adjustment of the
image intensity, the image contrast, the drill angle and
by minimising specimen charging in the scanning electron
microscope. A close-up micrograph of margin wear of
Precision and Gandtrack drills, given in Fig. (50).
indicates machining marks on the Gandtrack drill and
evidence of wear which has removed the machining marks. For
the Precision drill there is no evidence of machining marks
but there is some indication of more general rubbing of the
margin.
(d) Chisel Edge Wear: The chisel edge wear on the Gandtrack
drill was of the same order as the Precision drills as
shown in the scanning electron micrograph of Fig. (51).
This indicated that the vertical thrust forces applied by
the Gandtrac]c and Precision drills were of the same order.
Ce) Damage Characteristics: Overall inspection of the
Gandtrack and Precision drills using the SEM revealed
deposition of carbon fibres and epoxy in the braze
porosities of the carbide tips of Gandtrack and Precision
drills as shown in Fig. (52). Most of the porosity was
observed in the non-critical areas of the drill as shown
in Fig. (47). It was observed that the size of the pores
did not change with the penetration distance due to their
location in the noncritical region of the drill which was
not exposed to direct drilling forces.
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Ct) Diametrical Tolerance: The hole diameter was checked
for tolerance using a carbide plug gauge after every 10
holes. The Precision drills failed after 10 drilling
cycles, 9 regrinding cycles (40 holes/cycle) and covered
a total penetration distance of 4000 mm as shown in
Fig.(53). The Gandtrack drills failed after 7 drilling
cycles, 6 regrinding cycles (40 holes/cycle) and covered
a total penetration distance of 2800 mm as shown in Fig.
(54). A comparison of the Precision and Gandtrack drill
life is made in Fig. (55).
(g) Body Profile: The drill body profiles of all the drill
points were examined by optical microscopy as shown in Fig.
(56). The cross-sectional area of the drill point
determined the torsional rigidity and together with length
determined the buckling stability of the drill. Higher
magnification of the drill profile at the outer corner
revealed that the Kienk drills had a maximum side-clearance
angle and the Precision drills had minimum side-clearance
as shown in Fig. (57). The lower the side-clearance angle,
the larger the contact area between the tool and the
workpiece and the greater is the drill rubbing effect
against the hole boundaries which results in higher torque.

5.1.3 stage Three-Drill Performance Characterisation:
(a) The Dynamometer Tests:
A drilling operation can be divided into 3 stages:
increasing thrust in stage-)., reasonably constant thrust
in stage-2 and reducing thrust in stage-3 as shown in Fig.
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(58). The first stage commences as the drill tip touched
the workpiece and finishes when the whole drill tip
contacts the workpiece. The second stage lasts until the
drill tip is just about to break through the workpiece. The
third stage is completed when the drill lip completely
breaks through the workpiece. At each of the three stages,
different defects are generated in the workpiece.
Delamination appears as an impulsive response in the first
and third phase when the drill enters or breaks through the
laminate. Fibre pullout and matrix cracking are attributed
to the second phase of drilling when the drill is actually
drilling the hole.
The maximum value of the drilling torque was observed when
the drill exited from the workpiece as shown in Fig.
(59/a). The magnitude of drilling torque tended to stay
high even though the thrust force went to zero at the point
of drill exit. The magnitude of this residual torque was
seen to gradually approach a value of zero with additional
time. The peak value of the drilling thrust force was
observed when the drill entered the workpiece as shown in
Fig. (59/b). No breakthrough transients were observed when
the drill emerged from the bottom surface of the laminate.
The frequency transients in the drilling forces were found
to be higher than normally found in metal cutting due to
the composite nature of the workpiece.
The dynamic response of all the types of drills in terms
of peak values of thrust and torque at speeds of 2250,
2500, 2800, 3000 and 3250 RPM and feeds of 0.01, 0.025,
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0.035, 0.05, 0.75 and 0.1mm/rev, were recorded and are
tabulated in Table (9), Table (10), Table (11) and Table
(12). The thrust and torque response of all the drills at
a speed of 2800 RPM and for varying values of feed are
given in Fig. (60). The maximum values of thrust and torque
output at a speed of 2800 mm/Rev and varying values of
feeds are shown in Fig. (61) and Fig. (62), respectively.
The maximum values of thrust and torque response at the
speed of 2800 RPM and feed of 0.05 mm/rev, for all the
drills are given in Fig. (63). The maximum drilling thrust
force was found for Klenk drills. Little difference was
found in the thrust response for Gandtrack, Precision and
Carbide drills. The minimum drilling torque was found for
the Kienk drills. Generally the variation of thrust force
with drilling distance was found to be much greater than
the variation of torque with drilling distance for a given
drill geometry. It was noted that the changes in the
cutting speed did not have a profound effect on the thrust
forces whereas the torque rose significantly with an
increase in feed rate. This is consistent with general
metal cutting observations. The maximum thrust, torque and
outer corner wear with respect to the penetration distance
(40 holes) for all the types of drills are shown in Fig.
(64), Fig. (65) and Fig. (66) respectively.

(b) Birefringent Photoelasticity:
The patterns of the residual strains generated in the
bottom ply of the CFC holes for each type of drill are
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shown by isochromatic fringes in Fig. (67). The sequence
of fringes is black, yellow, red, blue, green, yellow and
red etc in increasing order of the residual strains towards
the hole boundaries. The values of the residual strains
were calculated using equation (2) and (3) for the given
film and tabulated in Table (13). Graphical differentiation
of the fringe order versus location gave the strains along
the horizontal axis as shown in Fig. (68). Away from the
hole, the strains were fairly linear but non-linearity
existed close to the hole boundaries. When the results were
analyzed, it was found that the magnitude of the residual
strains are fairly realistic at the boundaries (1261 Mm/rn
for Precision drill) but the corresponding stresses were
found to be unexpectedly high (51.75 MPa). The relative
comparison of the isoclines pattern revealed that the
Precision drills led to generation of maximum residual
strains and the Kienk drills generated minimum residual
strain. The residual strains generated by other types of
drill were intermediate.

(C)

Structural Analysis:

The cross-sectional areas of the drill body profile in Fig.
(56) were determined using a standard geometric technique.
The area was divided into best fit combinations of
rectangles and triangles and the polar moment of inertia
was calculated by using the standard formulae as shown in
Appendix 'D'. The values of the polar moment of inertia for
the Klenk, Gandtrack, Precision and Carbide drills were
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found to be 36.66 mm4 , 47.93mm4 , 53.17mm4 and 64.48 mm4 . The
torsional rigidity, axial deflection, angular deflection,
critical buckling loads of the drills at a speed of 2800
rpm and feed of 0.05 nun/rev, were determined and tabulated
in Table (14). The results showed that for the given load
conditions, Klenk drills had a torsional rigidity of
3512kN-mm2 , a buckling stability of 6471N and were
subjected to an axial strain of about 5.36nn. The torsional
rigidity and the buckling stability of Gandtrack/Precision
drills was about 1.4 times and 4 times the Kienk drill. The
Solid Carbide drill had maximum overall structural
stability.
A brief summary of the performance of Kienk, Gandtrack,
Precision and Solid Carbide drills in terms of drill life,
outer corner wear, hole quality, side clearance, residual
strains, thrust and torque is tabulated in Table (15).

5.2 Fibre Pullout and Matrix Cracking:
5.2.1 Effect of Coolant on Hole Quality: Scanning Electron

microscopy of the holes drilled by the Gandtrack and
Precision drills using coolant revealed that the quality
of the holes drilled wet was superior to that for the holes
drilled dry; this is shown in Fig. (69). When the plug
gauge was used to check the diametrical tolerance of the
holes drilled wet by the new Precision and Gandtrack
drills, it was found the plug gauge failed to go through
the 6th, 7th, 9th, 12th, 14th holes in quite a random
manner. This unexpected observation was demonstrated to
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British Aerospace team during their visit at Salford
University.

5.2.2 Fractography of Damaged Fibres and Matrix:

The extent, pattern and the failure modes of the damage
caused by drilling in terms of fibre pullout and matrix
cracking were examined in detail macroscopically and
microscopically. The macroscopic

examination of the holes

drilled by the four types of drills revealed varying
degrees of damage. The holes drilled by Precision drills
showed maximum damage, followed by Carbide, Gandtrack and
Kienk drills in the decreasing order of severity as shown
in Fig. (70). Clearly the hole surfaces were composed of
softened matrix material which had smeared over the hole
boundaries due to the heat generated during drilling as
shown in Fig. (71). The damage scars produced by the
Precision drill were most pronounced and were observed to
be regularly periodic in nature as compared to the other
drills. They were spaced apart at 450 as shown in Fig.
(72). The depth of the damage scar was found to be
increasing from the apex toward the base of the triangle
as shown in Fig. (73). The damage was mostly characterised
by the right angled triangular shaped pits measuring about
1 mm in length and 0.2 mm base with its apex facing the
direction of the drill rotation as shown in Fig. (74). The
maximum depth of the pit for various drills was found to
be as shown on the next page;
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8/No DRILL TYPE

DEPTH OP PIT, mm

1.

Precision

0.18

2.

Solid Carbide

0.15

3.

Gandtrack

0.12

4.

Kienk

0.1

For a specific drill, the severity of damage increased with
total penetration distance of the drill. For a particular
hole, the damage was found to be more pronounced in the
lower portion of the hole, close to the drill exit plane.
The microscopic examination of the fractured fibres showed
multi-mode damage development due to the inherent
anisotropy of carbon fibre composites and the complexity
of the drilling dynamics. The surface morphology of the
damaged fibres was studied to establish the failure
mechanism. The extent and pattern of damage was found to
be strongly dependent on the direction of cutting relative
to the axis of the fibres lying at -45°, +45 w , 0° and 90°
orientations as shown in Fig. (75) a, b, c & d
respectively.

(a) Fibres at -45 Orientation: Fibres lying at a relative

orientation -45° degrees sustained maximum damage due to
compressive forces imparted by the drill as shown in
Fig. (76). Approximately 80 percent of the damaged region
in the hole surface is attributed to this failure mode
which determines the extent of the subsequent reaming
operation. Damage appears to have started with fibre
buckling and the introduction of buckling in a few fibres
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in the cutting direction. The buckled fibres disrupted the
stability of the neighbouring fibres in the hole having the
same orientation and they in turn failed due to buckling.
This damage mode propagated in the direction of drill
rotation leading to the formation of deep triangular pits.
The pits held bundles of micro-buckled fibres as shown in
Fig. (77). The intact protruding fibres were found to be
in a series of 'steps' that gave the fractured surface its
terraced appearance as shown in Fig. (78). The post-failure
diagnoses of the intact fibres in the pit showed a bi-modal
fracture surface consisting of tensile and compression
regions as shown in Fig. (79).
(b) Fibres at +45 Orientation: Microscopically the failure
mode of +45° fibres was characterised by a fairly rough
outcrop of fibres having a brush like appearance indicating
that the fibres have been pulled out in tension as shown
in Fig. (80). Microscopically the clean fractured surface
of +45° fibres consisted of converging fanwise striations,
termed radials, indicating the origin of fracture at '0'
as shown in Fig. (81). The network of convergence of
radials in a number of fibres indicated the direction of
origin of failure as shown in Fig. (82). The fibre failure
surface was generally perpendicular to the fibre axis.
Approximately 10 percent of the damaged surface area of the
hole is attributed to this failure mechanism.
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Cc) Fibres at 0 Orientation: The fibres lying at a

relative orientation of 00 to the cutting edge sustained
minimum damage. They were stripped of f their supporting
epoxy matrix as shown in Fig. (83). This failure mode was
characterised by the interlaminar shear failure of

00

fibres as shown in Fig. (84). This led to the formation of
the smooth fibre and socket surfaces which are known as
'Cusps'. Minimum damage to the hole is attributed to this
failure mechanism.

(d) Fibres at 90 Orientation: Fractographic analysis of

the fibres lying at a 90 orientation was complicated by
frequent obliteration of the original fracture by postfailure damage caused by the cutting edge as shown in
Fig. (85). In addition, deposition of epoxy on the
fractured surface of the fibre obscired the

ti1e

structure. Despite these limitations, it was observed that
generally most of the 90° fibres were chopped in shear
during the cutting action. As the cutting edge was wearing
out, its radius of curvature increased, leading to a
significant superposition of bending forces which resulted
in propagation of longitudinal cracks along the fibres.
This led to the generation of relatively rough hole
surfaces.

(e) Internal Delamination: The combination of bending

forces with tensile/compressive forces and shear force of
the drill leads to fibre flexure. This created three
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dimensional interlaminar stresses at the free edge of the
hole which consisted of a shear stress component and a
normal stress component. Whereas the interlaminar shear
stress was instrumental in fibre pullout and matrix
cracking, the interlaminar normal stress led to internal
delamination which was pronounced in the intervening region
between the 90° and -45° plies as shown by the diagonal
crack in Fig. (86). Optical microscopy of the CFC specimen
revealed a resin rich region between fibre interlayers as
shown in Fig. (87). The interlayer region was found to be
a potential site for promotion of internal delamination
between -45° and 90° plies.

5.2.3 Bummary of CFC Fractography: The scanning micrograph
shown in Fig. (88) presents a brief summary of all the
failure modes in CFC drilling. The 0° were stripped of
their supporting epoxy and they failed by interlaminar
shear as shown by arrow 'A'. The 90° fibres were mostly
covered by smeared epoxy as shown by arrow 'B'. The -45°
fibres were characterised by damage pits carrying
microbuckled fibres as shown by arrow 'C'. The pulled out
+45° fibres are shown by arrow 'D'. Internal delamination
can be seen in the interlayer region between the -45° and
90° fibres, as shown by arrow 'E'. The most critical mode
appears to be the shear crippling of -45° fibres close to
interlayer region with 90° fibres.
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5.3 Material Properties of Cemented Carbides used for the
Sliding Tests:
The Scanning Electron Microscopy revealed that the
microstructures of Kennametal F285, Krupp THR and Sandvik
H1OF cemented carbides were quite different as shown in
Fig. (89). The grains were uniformly distributed for
Kennametal F285 and Sandvik H1OF materials but were not
uniformly distributed for the Krupp THR material. An
examination of the magnified images of cemented carbide
specimen on a C.C.T.V. monitor screen revealed that the
interlayers between carbide grains were 0.14 m for the
Kennametal cemented carbide, an intermediate thickness of
0.16 m for the Sandvik cemented carbide and 0.17 m for
the Krupp cemented carbide. The observations also showed
that the average carbide grain sizes for Kennametal,
Sandvik and Krupp cemented carbides were 0.83, 0.98 and
1.07 m respectively. The microstructures of all the drill
tips were found to be similar in terms of grain
distribution as shown in Fig. (90). The grain sizes of
Kierik, Gandtrack, Precision and Carbide drill tips were
found to be 1.04, 1.08, 1.04, 1.02 m respectively
indicating nominal differences.
The averaged Vickers hardness tests over five readings at
different locations for the Kennametal F285, Krupp THR and
Sandvik H1OF cemented carbides specimen were found to be
1725, 1580 and 1665 HV respectively as shown in Table (16).
For the Palmqvist test the indentations were made by a
diamond indenter in the Vickers hardness tester at the
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applied loads of 20, 30, 40 and 60 Kg. The crack lengths
at the four corners of the diamond indenter were recorded
in Table (17) and total values were plotted with respect
to the indentation load as shown in Fig. (91). The
Palmqvist fracture toughness parameter for the Kennametal
material i.e. 681 KN/m was found to be lower than that of
the averaged Krupp and Sandvik fracture toughness i.e. 1186
KN/m. The bulk fracture toughness was calculated by using
equation (7) in Section (3.5). The average value turned out
to be 133 J/m2 for Kennametal specimen and 221 J/m2 for
Sandvik H1OF and Krupp THR. The experimental data regarding

grain size, cobalt layer thickness, hardness, Palmqvist
fracture toughness and bulk fracture toughness are
tabulated in Table (18). The data regarding the physical
and mechanical properties of the cemented carbides found
in the literature/provided by the manufacturers are given
in Table (19).
Sliding tests were performed to determine independently of
drilling, the effect of physical parameters on wear
characteristics. The lathe tests led to formation of deep
cuts in the CFC plate without a significant wear pattern
on the carbide rod. Lathe wear tests of hexagonal cross
section carbide rods with CFC generated excessive
vibrations which led to inaccurate results.
The heat intensive rubbing of the CFC plate edges with the
carbide rod led to delamination of the plate in the Kearney
and Trecker wear test as shown in Fig. (92) and by the
arrow in Fig. (44). Although delamination was controlled
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by flooding the contact area with the coolant, it prevented
the development of a prominent wear scar on the carbide
specimen. In the third independent wear test, the pin-ondisk rubbing test, wear was detected on the hemispherical
end of the carbide pin. The diameter of the worn region was
measured by an optical microscope and was plotted against
sliding distance as shown in Fig. (93). The pin-on-disc
sliding wear test indicated that the Kennametal material
had the minimum wear rate whilst the Krupp and Sandvik
materials had similar higher wear rates. Macroscopic
examination of Krupps material using SEM showed cracks and
microfracture on the wear scar as shown in Fig. (94).
Microscopic inspection of the worn regions on all the
specimens indicated that sliding action of the cemented
carbide surface over the CFC plate led to the preferential
removal of cobalt in varying degrees as shown in Fig. (95).
The uprooting of tungsten carbide grains was more prominent
in the Krupp specimen as compared to the rest of the
specimens as shown in Fig. (95/a). Irregular grain sizes
can also be seen in the Krupp specimen. An example of
typical cobalt removal is shown in Fig. (95/b). The
Kennametal F285 specimen in Fig, (95/c) showed minimum
signs of surface damage as compared to Sandvik H1OF and
Krupps THR specimens.
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Chapter six
Discussion

6.1 Drill Performance in Drilling cFC:
Experimental relationships have been determined between
flank wear, drill life, hole quality and cutting forces for
Klenk, Gandtrack, Precision and Carbide drills when
drilling CFC.

6.1.1 Drill Wear and Drill Life:
The width of the wear land on the flank surface has been
found to be a maximum at the outer corner of the cutting
edge. The outer corner is subjected to the maximum angular
velocity, torque and abrasion upon impingement with the CFC
hole boundary. Scanning electron microscopy revealed that
the outer corner wear was characterised by the formation
of a triangular wear pattern. The extent, form and shape
of this pattern determined the severity of the cutting
action of the drills. The drills having a pronounced
triangular pattern had maximum outer corner wear and
produced a good cutting action i.e. good quality holes but
a relatively poor tool life. The drills having a less well
defined triangular pattern and lower flank wear showed
evidence of margin rubbing against the CFC hole boundaries
i.e. poor performance of the drill in terms of the rubbing
action on the fibres but better performance in terms of the
drill life.
It would be reasonable to suppose that high flank wear
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correlates with high margin wear i.e. a drill that requires
regrinding more frequently is also likely to produce an
undersized hole more quickly which, by definition causes
a reduction in the useful life of the drill. Furthermore
uneven flank wear will tend to lead to uneven margin wear
due to uneven margin forces and that will probably tend to
give unpredictable reduction in hole diameter and, hence,
variable useful life for the drill. It was found that Kienk
drills had the maximum flank wear and this was uneven. This
led to unpredictable plug gauge failure which is a bad
characteristic for any drill.
The structural analysis revealed that the lower buckling
stability of the Kienk drills may have been the reason for

non-uniform wear and unpredictable plug gauge failure. The
comparative analysis of the amount of outer corner wear for
the other three drill types showed decreasing wear and
increasing drill life for Gandtrack, Precision and Carbide
drills respectively. The thorough and repeated drilling
tests of Gandtrack and Precision drills showed that the
Gandtrack drill could be used for 7 drilling cycles and the
Precision drills for 10 drilling cycles during the extended
drill life testing of 40 holes per cycle. The Carbide
drills were considered to be unsuitable for production use
due to their high cost and inherent brittleness which with
careless handling in a production environment would result
in chipping.
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6.1.2 Role Quality:
The cutting efficiency of the drill determined the hole
quality (non-geometric) in terms of fibre pullout and
matrix cracking. The sharp cutting edges performed
efficient cutting action, generated lower heat flux and
good hole quality. The drills which rubbed most against the
CFC hole walls and created maximum damage pattern wore the
least. This can be explained as follows. A drill which has
a good cutting action (low torque) will produce a good
quality hole. However this type of drill will suffer most
from outer corner wear because of local force and hence
heat generation. This in turn leads to the major cutting
edge producing an undersized hole and the remaining
material has to be removed by the margins which results in
margin wear. At the same time, tools which cut efficiently
always exhibit more flank wear because of localized
heating.
The hole quality deteriorated from the drill entry plane
towards the drill exit plane due to accumulated drill wear
which led to the generation of higher temperatures. As the
drilling torque also increased towards the drill exit
plane, this led to increased fibre pullout and matrix
cracking. Maximum hole damage was observed for the fibres
loaded compressively at an angle of 450 135°, 225° and
315°. At these angles, the tangential force and the torque
reached maximum values and caused maximum damage.
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6 • 1.3 Photoelasticity:
The birefringent photoelasticity results showed different
levels of strains generated by the four types of drills
which, as expected, tended to zero at a distance three
times the hole radius from the hole boundaries and that
this increased steadily towards the hole boundaries where
the maximum values of strain were recorded. The strain
values at the hole boundaries were found to be fairly
realistic but the magnitude of the corresponding residual
stresses were found to be of a very high magnitude and
close to the hole boundaries a nonlinearity was observed.
The nonlinearity may have been due to appreciable shear
deformation of resin at the hole boundaries which affected
the stress-strain relation and resulted in exaggerated
values of corresponding stresses for a given value of
strain. Moreover it appears that the shear deformation of
resin affected the stress optic coefficient. Changes in
stress optic coefficient (C r ) due to the drilling
temperature altered the refractive index of the film. This
led to invalidation of the basic assumption regarding the
constant value of stress optic coefficient and the elastic
nature of the material which resulted in highly exaggerated
magnitudes of residual stress for the given strain at the
hole boundaries. This technique however showed that the
strain distribution followed the same pattern that was
found by C. Soutis around a CFC T800/924C hole at Cambridge
University in 1990 as shown in Fig. (15) [54]. The test was
therefore found to be useful in establishing a ranking of
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the strains generated by the four types of drills. These
results revealed that Klenk drills, which had the best
cutting characteristics induced minimum strains in the
outer CFC ply, gave the best hole quality but had a limited
life. Although the Precision drills had the maximum life,
their rubbing action, characterised by the deep pits on the
hole boundaries led to maximum strain and poor hole
quality. The Gandtrack drills gave an intermediate hole
quality with a medium drill life.

6.1.4 cutting Porces:
Although the drilling thrust force and torque are closely
related, the magnitude of the thrust force was dominated
by the amount of drill wear and the magnitude of the torque
was influenced by the elastic/plastic point of contact of
the outer drill corner with the carbon fibre. As the drill
wears, the thrust force rises sharply with only a marginal
increase in torque. The dynamic response of the drills
revealed that the holes having superior hole quality were
drilled with the lowest drilling torques. The Klenk drills
had good hole quality because they exerted minimum torque
on the fibres. Their higher thrust value led to generation
of maximum flank wear. On the other hand, the Precision
drills, having the lowest flank wear rate were drilled with
relatively lower thrust forces but higher torques. The
measured thrust forces and torques of the Gandtrack drills
were intermediate between the Klenk and Precision drills.
When the drill penetrated through the lower surface of the
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workpiece, a large residual torque was observed on the
drill and extensive fibre pullout and matrix cracking was
observed in the CFC hole. The therino-mechanical drill
loading of the workpiece generated dynamic visco-elastic
/plastic strains which led to the thermal swelling of the
CFC hole. The inward radial force, that is primarily
applied by the relief side of the drill in the first and
second drilling phase, is applied by the drill lips and the
margin in the third phase due to its cutting/rubbing action
against the swollen CFC hole. After the third stage, the
radial force appeared as a residual torque that fluctuated
with the relative orientation of the tool to the carbon
fibres.

6.1.5 Structural Analysis:
At the drilling speed of 2800 RPM and feed of 0.05 mm/rev.,
all the drills had sufficient margin of safety (critical
buckling load/applied load). However the Klenk drills had
the minimum margin of safety. For manual drilling with the
possibility of high feed rates, and hence high thrust, the
Klenk drills would be most liable to fail due to buckling.
The lower degree of micro-torsional rigidity and buckling
stability of Klenk drills as compared to other drills might
have lead to its asymmetric drill wear and unpredictability
in terms of drill life. Furthermore the poor structural
stability of Klenk drills might have led to poor
diametrical tolerance of the holes. The torsional rigidity
and buckling stability of Gandtrack/Precision drills was
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found to be greater than that of the Klenk drill primarily
due to a higher polar moment of inertia. The solid carbide
drill had maximum torsional rigidity and buckling stability
due to its high polar moment of inertia, superior material
properties and shorter drill length. The holes drilled by
the Solid Carbide drills could be expected to be better in
terms of dimensional tolerance.

6.2 Fibre Pullout and Resin cracking:
6.2.3. Effect of Coolant on Hole Quality:
The thermal conductivity of CFC is 4.19 W/ln°K, of H.S.S.
is around 50 W/m°K and that of cemented carbide about twice
that of H.S.S. As CFC's are poor conductors of heat, heat
is built up in the hole. The accumulated heat is conducted
by the drill to the machine spindle and the body. The
application of water based coolant Clearcent G.B.A. in the
drilling region took away the drilling heat and improved
the hole quality in terms of fibre pullout and matrix
cracking. This can be explained by reference to the effect
of temperature on the epoxy. The higher the temperature,
the softer the epoxy and subsequently the greater the fibre
instability due to microbuckling.
The application of coolant lowered the drilling
temperatures but increased the degree of water penetration
which led to the dimensional changes of the hole and random
plug gauge failures. It appeared that the addition of
rubber additives in epoxy made it more sensitive to the
effects of moisture absorption and high temperatures
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generated during drilling. Wet machining of the composites
having modified epoxy is therefore not favoured due to its
influence on the material properties.

6.2.2 Damage Mechanism of Fibres and Matrix:
The drilling temperature in CFC has been reported by Konig
to be around 300°C [100). This drilling temperature by far
exceed the softening temperature of epoxy-924 which has
been reported to be 210°C [19]. This is supported by the
evidence of the softened epoxy on the hole boundaries.
Generation of drilling heat softened the matrix, reduced
its shear modulus and relieved the radial stresses exerted
over the fibres. The matrix was unable to transfer
efficiently the local strain perturbations to the fibres
and failed to provide sufficient stability to the fibres
against the cutting action of the twist drill. This may
have resulted in premature fibre debonding, slipping and
fracture at some arbitrary distance when the applied drill
load exceeded the ultimate strength of the fibre and the
fibres fractured in compression, tension or shear depending
on the relative orientation of the fibre with respect to
the cutting edge of the drill.

(a) Failure Modes of Fibres: The outer corner of the drill
exerted compressive loading on the -45° fibres and
fractured them by pushing them down. The sequence of
failure mechanism suggest that the first response of the
fibre was to debond and slide in shear due to the impact
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of the cutting edge. The presence of the drilling-induced
heat resulted in a rapid deterioration of the matrix shear
modulus and a marked reduction of the compression strength
of the fibres. This changed the damage mode from
interlaminar shear to the one governed by the fibre
instability which follows the same trend as shown
in Fig. (8) at a temperature exceeding lOOC. This damage
mode is characterised by the microbuckled and kinked fibres
lying on the base of the triangular shaped pits. The
damaged area grew across the width and the height from a
small nucleus of fractured fibres to a deep pit.
Simultaneously the kink band rotated, tilted and realigned
itself in the direction of the cutting force. This induced
elastic and plastic strains in the epoxy matrix and appears
to have generated cracks in the damage pit region.
Deposition of softened epoxy on the holes made it difficult
to examine the matrix cracks along the fibre interface.
Formation of damage pits stopped when the drill loading was
insufficient to cause buckling in the fibre due to its
different relative orientation.
Fractographic analysis of the surface of intact fibres in
the pit revealed bimodal failure, consisting of a tensile
and a compression region separated by a neutral axis. The
tensile portion of the fibre surface, characterised by the
formation of 'radials' (a network of fanwise striations)
suggest that the tensile crack was initiated at the outer
surface that propagated inward as shown in Fig. (96). The
portion of the fibre surface under compression initiated
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the simultaneous propagation of kink bands inward in the
opposite direction as shown in the same figure. When the
propagating fronts of the tensile crack and the kink bands
met, then a ridged fractured surface having different
bilateral textures was formed; the region resulting from
tensile fracture exhibited a smooth topography, while the
compressive failure zone exhibited a rough topography. This
type of fractured surface showed buckling failure of the
fibres and suggests that the cutting edge exerted
compressive load on the fibres.
Maximum damage to -45° fibres which led to the generation
of damage pits can also be explained in terms of three
dimensional interlaininar shear stress around a hole that
is subjected to compressive loading as shown in Fig. (14).
The peak value of the shear stress is exerted on the ±450
fibres at the distance of 0.05 radius from the hole
boundaries. As the radius of the holes drilled is of the
order of 3.00 mm, the peak value of shear stress occurs at
the value of 0.05R i.e. 0.15 mm. This corresponded to the
depth of the hole pits (0.1 nun-O.2 mm) observed during the
present experimental investigation.
The outer corner of the drill fractured the +450 fibres by
pulling them out. The tensile loading by the drill resulted
in the outcrop of +450 fibres. The interlaminar shear
stresses between the fibres and the matrix led to the
fibres debonding, sliding and fracture in tension. It
appears from Table (3) that the tensile strength of carbon
fibres is about 60-70% more their compressive strength. The
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carbon fibres have superior tensile strength in the
laminate (2.3-2.4 CPa) as compared to its compressive
strength (1.5 GPa). The +45 fibres are subjected to a
combination of tensile/bending loading and combination of
compressive/bending loading is exerted on -45° fibres.
Better tensile strength of carbon fibres might have led to
occasional tensile failures of the +450 fibres which were
subjected to tensile drill loading. Poor compressive
strength of -45° fibres might have led to a more frequent
compressive failures of -45° fibres which were subjected
to compressive drill loading in the hole boundaries.
For cutting parallel to the fibres (0°), a surface with
visible fibres, stripped of the supporting matrix was
produced. It suggested that in case of 0° fibres, the
matrix rather than the far more resistant fibres were cut.
As the matrix requires lower cutting forces than the
fibres, it appears that the lowest cutting forces must have
occurred when fibres were cut parallel to their
orientation.

6.2.3 The Mixed Mode; Pullout Initiated Delamination:

In drilling, the thermal and mechanical loading affects the
interlaminar stresses at the free edge of the hole
boundaries. The magnitude and direction of interlaminar
stresses determines the initiation of drilling defects in
CFC; i.e. delamination, fibre pullout and matrix cracking.
It was observed during the sectioning studies that drilling
induced two types of damage mechanisms in the composite
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laminate; i.e. the in-plane (X-Y axis) damage mechanism and
the out-of-plane (Z axis) damage mechanism as shown in Fig.
(40). The interlaininar normal stress in the out-of-plane
direction led to separation of the +90° and -45° plies.
Separation of plies was also found to be dominant in the
region close to the drill exit plane. The tensile nature
of the interlaminar normal force led to delamination
resulting in mode-I (peel) fracture. The presence of
microbuckled 450 fibres close to the resin rich interlayer
may have weakened and promoted internal delamination
between the 450 and +90° layers. This observation was
found to be consistent with Reifsnider's [50], who
determined that when a quasi-isotropic layup is subjected
to thermomechanical loading, maximum normal interlaminar
stresses exist at the -45°/90° interlayer.
The interlaminar shear stresses play an important role in
pulling out or pushing down the fibres in the (x,y) plane.
If the interlaminar shear stress is positive, the fibre is
subjected to tensile stresses and is pulled out. If the
interlaminar shear stress is negative, the fibres are
subjected to compressive stress and are pushed down in the
axial direction. The first response of the fibre to the
compressive or tensile drill loading is to slide in shear
resulting in mode-Il (shear) fracture.
Mixed mode fracture took place as a result of a combination
of mode-I fracture, due to delamination of -45°/90°
interlayer, and the mode-Il fracture due to the
microbuckling of -45° fibres. The interlaininar normal
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stress attributed to mode-I fracture (peel) and the
interlaininar shear stress attributed to mode-Il fracture
(shear) determined the stability of the crack caused by
microbuckled -45° fibres at the -45°/90° interlayer.

6.2.4 Identification of Factors Governing the Fibre Damage:

Many factors are found to be important in the generation
of delamination, fibre pullout and matrix cracking. Drills
with higher axial thrust having greater point angles are
considered to generate higher interlaminar normal stress
and delamination. Drills having lower/negative rake angles
generate higher drilling torques and lead to extensive
fibre pullout and matrix cracking. Drill geometries which
have a smaller point angle (60'-65°) and a high helix
angle, (30°) have maximum cutting edge stability to
withstand abrasive carbon fibres and are ideally suited for
drilling quality holes in CFC. These drill geometries,
however will drastically reduce the drill life of tungsten
carbide tipped drills. This study revealed that good
quality holes and maximum tool life are contradictory
drilling requirements. The ideal combination of good hole
quality with long tool life is possible with materials
which can be contoured for high positive rake/helix angles
and small point angles and at the same time having maximum
abrasion resistance. The reason that these materials have
so far not been used is that in a shop floor environment
with less than perfect tool care they are easily damaged
which with their high cost renders them uneconomical.
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Maximum abrasion resistance and tight geometric features
are possible with PCD tipped drills which can be contoured
for complex geometric configurations. The ceramic
composites comprising an alumina matrix reinforced with
silicon carbide whiskers have also been very recently
proposed (March, 1991) as a cutting material for CFC's
(100].
In terms of workpiece materials, the thermal sensitivity
of epoxies must be improved to sustain higher drilling
temperatures without sacrificing toughness and damage
tolerance. The CTBN modified epoxies are considered to be
more sensitive to heat and more readily lose their
dimensional tolerance than the unmodified epoxies. Improper
resin modification to increase the temperature resistance
of epoxy will make it overly brittle which is an
undesirable feature in aircraft structures. It is possible
to improve the temperature resistance of epoxies without
sacrificing toughness by selectively interleaving
unmodified epoxy (having greater temperature resistance)
in discrete layers of high shear strength polymer at
critical locations i.e. holes. This would cause significant
manufacturing and cost problems and is unlikely to be
commercially successful. Investigations at NASA Ames
Research Centre [25,26] have shown that brominated CTBN
modified epoxy systems have better overall performance in
terms of toughness, thermal resistance and ease of
manufacture than the CTBN modified epoxies; this
possibility needs investigating.
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Most of the damage to the hole boundaries occurred due to
the poor buckling stability of the carbon fibres. T-800
carbon fibres have a high degree of compressive strength
in monolithic form (8 GPa) as indicated in Table (3) but
when they are impregnated with epoxy 924C resin, the
compressive strength decreases to 1.5 GPa as given in Fig.
(7). In a drilling situation, i.e. high temperature
environments, there is drastic deterioration of the
compressive strength of CFC as indicated in Fig. (8) which
leads to premature microbuckling. Premature microbuckling
of carbon fibres in CFC holes indicated that there was
incomplete utilisation of the compressive strength of
carbon fibres in the laminate and that the carbon fibres
fractured much before their intrinsic compressive strength
was realised. Furthermore, increased axial preferred
aligrunent and reduced transverse interfibrillar coupling
in high modulus T-800 carbon fibres seems to have initiated
the microbuckling failure by a shear mechanism at the
interface. The shear initiated microbuckling led to shear
crippling of 450 carbon fibres in CFC holes.
Any improvement in compressive strength of the carbon
fibres is expected to lead to improvement in the hole
quality but this, in turn, also increases the hardness of
carbon fibres. The higher degree of hardness of carbon
fibres limits drill life which is an undesired drilling
requirement. Whilst past efforts in this area have resulted
in improving the compressive strength of T-800 carbon
fibres (8 GPa) in monolithic form by about 270% as compared
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to T-300 carbon fibres (2.88 GPa), poor

translation of

the

compressive strength of T-800 carbon fibres in the
T800/924C laminate (1.5 GPa) led to deterioration of
compression strength by more than 500% and caused
microbuckling in CFC holes. Significant research efforts
are therefore required in the area of better translation
and retention of compressive strength of carbon fibres in
epoxy matrix systems at high temperatures. Over the last
decade, whilst much work has been done to improve the
fracture toughness of epoxies, little advancement has been
made to improve their temperature sensitivity; this area
also needs to be looked at in greater detail.

6.3 Material Classification:

The effects of microstructure and physical/mechanical
properties on wear characteristics of Kennametal, Krupp and
Sandvik cemented carbides were investigated. The following
are the major findings about their wear resistance.

6.3.1 Wear Mechanism:

Scanning electron microscopy of the worn surfaces on the
Krupp, Sandvik and Kennametal cemented carbide specimens
rubbed against CFC during the pin-on-disc sliding test
suggest that the wear process was the result of the
interaction of a number of mechanisms. Interpretation was
made difficult by what appeared to be a thin film of cobalt
covering the surface, nevertheless it could be observed
that both polishing and removal of tungsten carbide grains
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had taken place.
The following sequence of events may be postulated: an
initial high rate of wear due to the removal of damaged
tungsten carbide produced by the final grinding process
followed by a steady state process which involves the
following mechanisms:
First, cobalt is removed from between the

tungsten carbide

grains to a limiting depth, governed by the cobalt film
thickness. The exposed

tungsten carbide

grains would then

be subjected to abrasion by both the CFC and any wear
debris trapped in the contact area. The exposed tungsten
carbide grains would have been subjected to high shear
stresses which could have resulted in brittle fracture, the
resulting debris contributing to the abrasion mechanism.
At some stage depending on the shape, size and remaining
cobalt contact area, tungsten carbide grains would be
pulled out rather than completely abraded away.
The role of the removed cobalt is difficult to assess. In
the metallic form, it could act as a lubricant but once
oxidised it would have abrasive properties.
The rate of wear would be a complex interaction between the
rate of cobalt removal, (dependent on cobalt film
thickness) and those characteristics of the tungsten
carbide grains which determine the rate of abrasion and
brittle fracture.
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6.3.2 Effect of Physical Parameters on Wear Properties:
(a) Microstructure: The removal of cobalt from the test
specimen is the result of an abrasion action by the carbon
fibres in the CFC. The thinner the cobalt interlayer, the
greater is the wear resistance of the cemented carbide. The
abrasion resistance is thereby inversely proportional to
the cobalt layer thickness. As the cobalt layer thickness
of the Kennametal, Sandvik and Krupp materials is in an
increasing order, their abrasion resistance would be
expected to be in decreasing order. The removal of carbide
particles was governed by tearing away of the carbide
grains due to lack of support by the surrounding cobalt.
The wear rate varied with the grain size. As the carbide
grain size decreased, the thickness of cobalt layer
decreased for a given value of cobalt. Hence the finer the
grain size, the more is the surface area, the lesser the
cobalt thickness and the greater is its wear resistance.
The Kennametal carbide, having the finest and most uniform
grain size had the maximum wear resistance followed by the
Sandvik and Krupp carbides in increasing order of grain
sizes and decreasing wear resistance respectively.

(b) Hardness:
In cemented carbides, hardness is principally determined
by the grain size of tungsten carbide and the cobalt
content. The finer grain size of the Kennametal cemented
carbide can be used to explain its high hardness and wear
resistance as compared to the Krupp and Sandvik cemented
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carbides. The slightly reduced cobalt content in the
Sandvik cemented carbide compared with other cemented
carbide explains the intermediate hardness of this carbide.
The Krupp cemented carbide had the minimum hardness for its
relatively bigger and

non-uniform grain size.

The experimentally determined results regarding the
hardness of Kennametal F285, Sandvik H1OF and Krupp
cemented carbides (1725 1W, 1665 1W and 1580

TIffi
1W

respectively) revealed that they had higher magnitudes but
followed the same sequence as the values reported in the
literature or quoted by the manufacturers (1626 liv, 15501650 liv and 1450 HV). It indicated that the manufacturers
of Kennametal and Krupp cemented carbides had quoted the
lower values of hardness.

(b) Toughness:

From the Palmqvist toughness values, it can be seen that
the toughness decreases with decreasing cobalt

content and

grain size. The lowest toughness values for the Kennametal
cemented carbide is attributed to its finest grain size,
resulting in a greater surface area for cobalt

impregnation

and a thinner cobalt interlayer. The effect of the reduced
cobalt

content of the Krupp cemented carbide is balanced

by its larger grain size and the combined effect gave it
the same toughness ranking as the Sandvik cemented carbide
which had a relatively higher cobalt
grain size as compared to the former.

content and a smaller
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6.3.3 Wear Testing:

The independent lathe wear test led to excessive vibrations
and the machining centre test led to the delamination of
the CFC plate. No meaningful results were obtained from
these two tests. The Pin-on-Disc sliding test, however led
to useful results. The Pin-on-Disc sliding tests, which
were completely independent of the drilling tests revealed
that the Kennametal F285 cemented carbide had superior
performance in terms of wear rate. This is attributed to
its fine and regular grain size which gave it high hardness
and wear resistance. The wear rate of the Sandvik H1OF
cemented carbide was found to be almost of the same order
as the Krupp; THR cemented carbide. The Sandvik cemented
carbide had a fine and regular grain size and had a higher
hardness value compared to the Krupp cemented carbide. The
non-uniform, irregular and bigger grain size combined with
the relatively lower cobalt content of the Krupp cemented
carbide led to the generation of cracks on the sliding
surface which in a drilling situation could lead to
catastrophic failure.
Of the cemented carbides tested, only Krupp was used for
the Kienk drills. The other drill manufacturers used drill
materials for which rubbi ng tests were not carried out.
The bigger and nonuniform grain size of Krupp cemented
carbide might have been the reason for maximum wear and
unpredictable life of Klenk drills.
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Chapter Seven
CONCLUSIONS

7.1. An extensive study has been carried out on the drill
life testing of cemented carbide tipped and solid cemented
carbide drills when drilling holes in carbon fibre
composites. These studies have shown that drill
machinability of carbon fibre composites can be described
in terms of drill life and hole quality in terms of hole
dimensions and fibre pullout/matrix cracking. On the basis
of drill life, the Precision drills showed the best
performance. On the basis of hole quality, Klenk drills
showed minimum fibre pullout and matrix cracking but they
had unpredictable drill life, poor torsional rigidity and
buckling stability as compared to other drills. The
Gandtrack drills, which were cheapest to buy and convenient
to procure, showed a good compromise between the other two
carbide tipped drills tested. The solid carbide drill
showed the best drill life but from an economic viewpoint
was too expensive and had poor handling qualities and was
therefore not considered to be suitable for industrial
applications.

7.2. The application of coolant was found to improve hole
quality in terms of reduced fibre pullout and matrix
cracking but was found to lead to more frequent plug gauge
failure of CTBN modified epoxies due to dimensional changes
of the hole caused by water absorption.
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7.3. Measurements of drilling torque have shown that
drilling torque is closely related to hole quality. Lower
drilling torque leads to improved hole quality in terms of
fibre pullout and matrix cracking.

7.4. Measurements of drilling force show that the thrust
force is related to the extent of flank wear. Higher
amounts of flank wear lead to higher thrust force values.

7.5. A study of the fibre pullout and matrix cracking on
the hole surface of the carbon-epoxy T800/924C system has
shown that the CFC failure mechanism is highly directional
in nature. The major failure mechanism in CFC drilling is
shear crippling of 450 fibres due to microbuckling and
delamination at the inter].ayer region close to the drill
exit plane. The heat generated during drilling reduces the
shear modulus of the matrix and the compressive strength
of the carbon fibres which leads to their microbuckling.
The microbuckling failure of the fibres is due to
compressive stress exerted by the outer corner of the drill
on the fibres. The high compressive strength of carbon
fibres in monolithic form is not reflected in the laminate
which is a prerequisite for drilling quality holes in this
composite system. The improved toughness of the 924C resin
has resulted in a sacrifice in the elevated temperature
shear modulus which has had an adverse effect on the
drilling performance.
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7.6. The present work has shown that improved hole quality
in terms of fibre pullout and matrix cracking can be
achieved by optiiuising drill design and operating
parameters,

increasing

the compressive strength of the

carbon fibres in the laminate, improving fibre processing
techniques and perhaps more importantly, improving the
resin chemistry for high temperature resistance in
drilling.

7.7. Independent wear tests have been carried out on three
types of cemented carbides. The superior wear resistance
of the Kennametal F285 compared to the Sandvik H1OF and
Krupp THR is due to the fine, high strength microstructure
and associated high hardness. The Sandvik H1OF had
intermediate performance in term of hardness and
microstructure. The Krupp THR was found to have an
irregular microstructure and the lowest hardness which led
to its poor wear resistance.
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Chapter Eight
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

8.1 From the present work carbide properties and drill
geometry have been shown to affect drill life and hole
quality. Work should now be carried out on combining the
optimum carbide type with optimum drill geometry and
configuration for improved performance.

8.2 It has been found that the drills which had longer life
produced bad hole quality in terms of fibre pullout and
matrix cracking. The drills with keen cutting edges
produced good hole quality but had limited drill life. It
is possible to achieve the optimum combination of good hole
quality and longer drill life by drilling with harder
materials optimised for CFC drilling i.e. PCD tipped
drills. Further drilling tests and cost analysis per hole
is recommended using PCD tooling.

8.3 The brominated CTBN modified epoxy systems have
reported to result in a tremendous improvement in toughness
while providing a good hot/wet compressive strength. This
makes them a potential candidate for applications in the
aircraft structural members and a material that is
friendlier to manufacturing operations. It is recommended
that drilling tests should be carried out on this material
system to determine its suitability from the drilling point
of view.
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8.4 Preliminary attempts have been made to measure drilling
induced residual stresses using birefringent
photoelasticity. Further research efforts are needed to
refine and develop this technique to measure residual
stresses in CFC.

8.5 A single notch leads to a significant reduction of the
compressive strength of a laminate. Drilling induced
defects generate local stresses within stress
concentrations which affect the notch sensitivity. It is
important to take into account these defects when designing
CFC structural components.
The effect of defects in isolated holes in toughened
epoxies and their interaction with other holes under
various load configurations need to be studied in order to
evaluate their effect on design considerations and
production processes.
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Fig. (1): Graph showing the relative importance of engineering

materials with respect to different ages [6].

(a)

(b)

Fig. (2): Application of carbon fibre composites in
military aircraft;
(a) British Aerospace/McDonnell Douglas AV-8B.
(b) British Aerospace, Experimental Aircraft Prototype (EAP)
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Fig. (11): A typical wing box beani showing holes which act as
stress concentrations on a stringer which is attached to the
aircraft skin by rivets.
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Fig. (12): The interlarninar stresses in the composite laminate
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Fig. (21): The effect of large point angle (top) and small point
angle (bottom) on the potential for creating burrs at drill
breakthrough.
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Fig. (22): Drawing showing deformation of fibres (solid lines)
during CFC drilling using tools having positive rake angle (a),
neutral rake angle (b) & negative rake angle(c).
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Fig. (23): Vector diagram showing the effect of rake angle on
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speed of 0.2 rn/sec. and various depths of
cut (67].
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cutting tool when cutting rigid PVC resin at a cutting speed of
440 rn/mm and cutting depth of 0.1 nun[67].
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Fig. (26): Effect of varying relief angle on cutting forces when
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+15' at a speed of 0.6 rn/sec. and cutting depth of 0.1mm [69].
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Fig. (31): The experimental arrangement during the drill life
tests.
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Fig. (32): Sketch of the drill showing the plane of sectioning
(AA'BB') and the position of outer corner wear.
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Fig. (33): Photograph showing the method of holding the drill in
the specimen stage of the scanning electron microscope.
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Fig. (37): Photograph of the Wadkin Mill/Drill machine showing
associated instrumentation.

Fig. (38): Block diagram describing the equipment used for the
dynamoxneter tests.
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Fig. (39): Illustration of the experimental arrangement for the
second phase of dynainoineter tests.
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Fig. (40): Drawing showing the sequence of sectioning for
removing a hole specimen from CFC panel for examination in the
scanning electron microscope.
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Fig. (44): Close-up view of the CFC disc rubbing against the
carbide rod in the holder on the machining centre test.
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Fig. (45): Sketch showing the DenisOn Pin-on-Disc wear test
arrangement.
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Fig. (46): Photograph showing the Denison Pin-on-Disc test.
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Fig. (47): scanning electron micrograph showing a typical flank
wear pattern of a Gandtrack drill where the flank wear increased
toward the periphery of the drill.
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Fig. (49): SEM micrographs of the two flanks at the outer corner
measured after 40 holes of the Gandtrack (left) and Precision
(right) drills showing non-symmetric wear in the case of the
Gandtrack drill.
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Fig. (50): SEM micrograph of the margin wear of Precision (top)
and Gandtrack (bottom) drills.
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Fig. (51): SEM inicrograph of the chisel edge wear of the
Precision (left) and Gandtrack (right) drills.
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Fig. (52): SEM micrograph showing the damage development of the
Precision (top) and Gandtrack (bottom) drills at or close to the
brazed region between the cemented carbide and the HSS shank.
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(top right), Gandtrack (bottom left) and Carbide (bottom
right) drills at.a speed of 2800 RPM & feed of 0.05mm/rev.
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Fig. (69): SEM Micrographs showing a comparison between 20th and
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Fig. (71): SEM inicrograph showing. softened matrix on the hole
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Fig. (72): The periodicity of damage scars in the holes drilled
by Precision drills.
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Fig. (73): SEM micrograph showing close-up view ot tne damage
scar on the CFC hole boundaries.
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Fig. (74): The geometrical features of the damage scar observed
on CFC hole boundaries.
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respect to the cutting edge of the drill.
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Fig. (76): SEM micrograph showing the -45 fibres protruding
against O fibres in the damage scar.
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Fig. (77): SEM micrograph showing the inicrobuckled and kinked
carbon fibres around the damage scar.
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Fig. (78): SEN micrograph showing the -45 fibres protruding in
a series of steps in the damage scar.
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Fig. (79): SEM micrograph showing the bi-modal failure of fibres
in the dimage scar.

Fig. (80): SEM micrograph showing the outcrop of pulled out
fibres fractured in tension.

Fig. (81): SEM inicrograph showing a typical pulled out fibre.
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Fig. (82): SEM micrograph showing radials on the tract'Iirea
surface of the pulled out fibres indicating the origin of
fracture.
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Fig. (83): SEM inicrograph showing the O fibres on the CFC hole
boundaries.

Fig. (84): SEM niicrograph showing the interlaminar shear failure
of the 0 . fibres.
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Fig. (85): SEM nticrograph showing the obliteration of a 90 fibre
by the cutting action of the drill.
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Fig. (86): SEM micrograph showing the delamination at tne
interlayer region of the CFC hole boundaries.
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Fig.(88): Scanning electron micrograph showing all the four
fibre failure modes and internal delamination;
(a) 0 fibres failed by interlaininar shear.
(b) 90 fibres chopped away and smeared epoxy on surface.
(C)

-45 fibres microbuckled and formed pits.

Cd) +45 fibres failed in tension.
Ce) Internal delamination at a -45'/90 interlayer.
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Fig. (89): SEM micrographs showing the Inicrostructure of the

Krupp (top), Sandvik (middle) and Kennanietal (bottom) specimens.
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Fig. (90): SEM micrographs showing the microstructure of cemented
carbide used in Precision (top left), Gandtrack (top right),
Kienk (bottom left) and Solid Carbide (bottom right) drills.
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Fig. (92): Photograph showing comparison between a new CFC
disc (left) and the delaminated CFC disk (right) after the
Kearney and Trecker dry wear test.
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Fig. (96): Drawing showing the mechanism of bimodal failure of
InicrobucklecI -45 carbon fibres in CFC holes.

Material

Spec.
Tens.
Elastic Spec.
Spec.
Modulus, StrenModulus,
Gravity Stren____________ ________ gth,GPa GPa
gth,GPa GPa
Carbon-Epoxy 1.6
0.93
213
0.58
133
( type- I)
________ ________ ________ ________ _________
Carbon-Epoxy 1.5
1.62
1.01
92
148
(type- Il)
_________ _________ _________ _________ _________
Glass-Epoxy

1.31

4].

0.69

22

Kevlar-Epoxy 1.45

1.38

58

0.95

40

Boron-Epoxy

2.0

1.49

224

0.73

110

Steel

7.8

0.99

207

0.13

27

1.9

Aluminum
0.46
0.17
26
2.8
72
Alloy, 2 014T6________ ________ ________ ________ _________
Titanium,
Ti - 6A1 -4V

0.93
0.21
24
4.5
110
________ ________ ________ ________ _________

1.9
Carbon Fibre 2.0
400
0.95
200
(type- I)
_________ _________ _________ _________ __________
Carbon Fibre 1.7
2.6
200
1.52
118
(type-Il)
_________ _________ _________ _________ _________
E-glass

2.54

2.6

84

0.98

33

S-glass

2.49

4.6

72

1.85

29

Keviar

1.44

2.8

130

1.94

90

Boron

2.5

3.5

420

1.4

168

Table (1): The properties of various composite materials,
metals and fibres in terms of specific strength and
modulus [15].

__________ CARBON

KEVLAR (ARAMID) GLASS

MAJOR
N High Specific • Tough, good
impact resist.
ADVANTAG- Strength
U High Specific • Light Weight
ES
Modulus
U Does not
U High Temp.
cause galvanic
corrosion
Resistance

DIBADVAN- U Expensive
TAGES
U Low Impact
Resistance
• When in
contact with
metals and in
presence of
]noisture,galvanic corrosion
occures
• Difficult to
machine

U High
Strength
• High
Temp.
Resistance
• Does not
cause
galvan.
Corrosion
• High
Fatigue
Limit
• Low Notch
Sensitivity

Poor
• High
Density
Compression
Strength
• Low
U Poor Coupling Stiffness
to resins
U Absorbs
Moisture
U Difficult to
machine
U

U High
TYPICAL
APPLICAT- Performance
IONS
Applications

• Leading Edges U Mostly
I Ballistic
used in low
Protection
tech.
I Ropes
applications, housing
__________ ________________ ________________ appliances.
COST
INDEX
(1988)

High (6-7)

Intermediate
(3)

Low (1-2)

Table (2): A summary of the major advantages, disadvantages
and typical applications of carbon, kevlar and glass
fibres.

PROPERTIES OF CARBON
FIBRE COMPOSITE SYSTEM,
ORIENTATION: 0 •
34% RESIN

XA-S/914 Epoxy
(1st
Generation)
______________

T800/924C
Epoxy (2nd
Generation)
_______________

Long. Tensile Strength
(GPa)

1.85
2.3-2.4
_______________ _______________

Trans. Tensile Strength 0.02
0.065
(GPa)
_______________ _______________
Long. Conlpressive
Strength(GPa)
Trans. Colnp. Strength
(GPa)

0.735
1.5
_______________ _______________

Long. Youngs Modulus
(GPa)

126
170
_______________ _______________

Trans. Youngs Modulus
(GPa)

7.4
9.34
_______________ _______________

0.14
_______________ ________________

Torsional Modulus (GPa) 5.58

6.0

Shear Strength (GPa)

0.068

0.10

Poisson Ratio

0.28

0.34

Table (3): Important physical and mechanical properties of
1st generation (Ciba Geigy XA-S/914C) and 2nd generation
(Ciba Geigy T800/924C) CFC [17,19,20].

PROPERTIES OF CIBA GEIGY-924C, EPDXY SYSTEM

VALUE

Matrix Softening Temperature (°C)

210

Tensile Strength (GPa)

0.066

Compressive Strength (GPa)

0.160-0.180

Tensile Modulus (GPa)

4.0

Compressive Modulus (GPa)

2.75

Flexural Modulus (GPA)

4.1

Flexural Strength (GPa)

0.140

Poisson Ratio

0.39-0.4

Water Absorption , 24 hours at 20°C (% by
weight)

0.1-0.4
____________

Table (4) Important physical and mechanical properties of
Ciba GeiGY 924C epoxy matrix [19,20).

PROPERTIES OF CARBON FIBRE T-300
Tensile Strength (GPa)

3.31

Compressive Strength (GPa) 2.88
Tensile Modulus (CPa)

228

T-700
4.48

T-800
5.5

_________ 8.0
248

295

Compressive Modulus (GPa) __________ __________ 267
Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion, Long. (°C)

-0.54x106
-0.2x106
_________ _________ _________

Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion, Trans. (°C)

35xl06
__________ __________ _________

Thermal Conductivity
(W m1 °K1)

0.1x10
________ ________ ________

Density (g/cm3 )

1.75

Diameter of fibre (cm)

7.01

_________ 5.5

Hardness (Could not be
measured) *

N.A.

N.A.

1.80

1.81
N.A.

Table (5): Important physical and Mechanical properties of
T-300i T-700 and T-800 carbon fibres [2040*,41].

DRILL

TYPE-i

TYPE-2

TYPE-3

TYPE-4

Manufacturer Kienk
Gandtrack
Precision Kienk
GmbH
Ltd
Twist
GinbH
____________ __________ ___________ Drill Co. ___________
Address

Mühlstrafle 17, D7959
Balzheim
(Germany)
Tel:07347
66-0

MühlstraWellingtOne
Precision $e 17, Don Mill,
7959
Greenfield Plaza,
Balzheim
Oldham 0L3 Crystal
7AF (UK)
lake, IL
(Germany)
Tel:07347/
60014
Tel:0457
(USA)
66-0
873146

Catalogue
No.

Custom
Custom
Custom
Catalogue
made to
made to
made to
No:
B.Ae.,
B.Ae.,PTS
B.Ae.,PTS 2000600
PTS
62.01.07
62.01.07
_____________ 62.01.07 ____________ ___________
Carbide Tip Brazed
Brazed
Brazed
Solid
______________ ___________ ____________ ___________ Carbide
Tip Material Krupp THR K20

C2

K10

Diameter
(mm)

6.035
_____

6.035
_____

6.00
_____

Total
Length(mm)
Flute
Length(mm)
Point Angle
(deg)

91.5
91
94.65
66
__________ ___________ __________ ___________

6.035
_____

56
58.5
60.65
28
__________ ___________ __________ ___________
125
116
118
118
__________ ___________ __________ __________

Body Helix
28
18
20
30
Angle(deg) __________ ___________ __________ ___________
16
Lip Relief
16
Angle(deg) ___________ ____________ ___________ ___________
Cost of 10
9.75
9.59
20.82
23.59
drills ()
Prices: 1990 ___________ ____________ ___________
Procurement Medium
Fast
Slow
Mediuiu
E fficency
___________ ____________ ___________ ____________
Regrind
Accuracy
(deg)

± 0.25

± 0.25

± 0.25

± 0.25

__________ ___________ __________-___________

Table (6): The specifications and related details about the
four types of drills used in the present study.
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Table (7): SuTninary of drill evaluation, phase-i test results.
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Table (8): summary of drill evaluation, phase-2 test rcsult5.

E
I-.

to

SPEED(rpm) ______ ______ FEED (mm/rev) _______ ______
.01

.025

.035

.05

.075

.1

Thrust

100

148

160

170

200

220

Torque

7.6

10

12

14.5

17

22

125

150

180

190

225

Torque

8

12

13

15

20

24

Thrust

-

160

190

220

240

275

Torque

8

12

14

18

22

25

Thrust

-

172

200

240

260

285

Torque

8.5

13

14

19

22

26

150

185

215

225

-

-

9

12

15

19

-

-

2250

Thrust

247

2500

2800

3000

Thrust
3250
Torque

Table (9) Thrust force (N) and torque measurements (N-cm) for
Kienk drills over a range of speeds and feeds.

FEED (mm/rev) ______ ______

SPEED (rpm) -

.05

.075

.1

-

145

165

180

-

-

20

-

50

150

-

165

195

225

-

36

-

40

215

240

.01

.025

Thrust

-

-

Torque

28.5

Thrust

125

.035

2250

2500
Torque

22

25

Thrust

-

-

170

190

Torque

20

27

31

33

37

48

Thrust

-

-

180

200

235

255

Torque

-

-

30

32

35

44

150

165

190

210

240

275

-

22

29

33

35

44

2800

3000

Thrust
3250

Torque

Table (10): Thrust force (N) and torque measurements (N-cm) for
Gandtrack drills over a range of speeds and feeds.

SPEED(rpm) _____ ______ FEED (mm/rev) ______ ______
.01

.025

.035

.05

.075

.1

Thrust

205

-

230

250

290

320

Torque

22

-

34

35

49

64

185

220

240

255

265

315

Torque

22

31

33

39

57

59

Thrust

120

160

165

184

212

235

Torque

20

29

32

36

45

54

Thrust

140

165

200

215

240

275

Torque

-

-

30

36

45

52

2250

Thrust
2500

2800

3000

Thrust

158

175

210

235

253

295

24

30

36

46

56

3250
Torque

15

Table (11): Thrust force (N) and torque measurement (N-cm) for
Carbide drills over a range of speeds and feeds.

SPEED(in) _____ ______ FEED (mm/rev) ______ ______
.01

.025

.035

.05

.075

.1

Thrust

70

120

-

140

155

185

Torque

26

34

34

-

45

52

105

125

-

160

180

210

Torque

24

30

-

34

41

47

Thrust

-

165

-

175

200

230

Torque

20

29

31

32

33

. 47

Thrust

-

170

-

180

220

240

Torque

14

28

-

32

42

46

135

175

-

200

225

250

22

-

30

40

42

2250

Thrust
2500

2800

3000

Thrust

3250
Torque

18

Table (12): Thrust force (N). and torque measurement (N-cm) for
Precision drills over a range of speeds and feeds.

Fringe Order Residual
Residual
______________ Strain (Lm/m) Stress, MPa

Drill Type

Black0.0

0

___________

Yell ow

210.15

8.62

____________

Red

420.3

17.25

_____________

1st Fringe

630.50

25.8

Blue Green

840.60

34.5

Yellow

1050.75

43.1

Kienk
___________
Gandtrack

_______________ _______________ ________________ / Carbide

Red

1261.0

51.7

2nd Fringe

1261.0

51.7

_____________
Precision

Table (13): The residual strains and stresses generated by
drilling during the birefringent photoelasticity test.

Parameter

Klenk Gandtrack Preci'n Carbide Equa'n

Force, P (N)

220

190

184

175

________

Torque, T
(N- mm)

180
360
330
320
______ _________ ________ _______ ______

Length of
Drill (nun)

91
91.5
94.65
66
_______ ___________ _________ _________ ________

Effective
56
56.5
59.65
31
Length of
Drill, L (mm) _______ ___________ _________ ________ _______
Area, A (mm2 )

10

Polar Moment
of Inertia, J',
(mm' )

36.66 47.9
___

12.95

_____

15.39

15.3

53.17

64.48

____

Minimum Moment 4.37
19.8
25.0
of Inertia, I,
(mm2 )
___ _____ ____

____

_______

___

12.97

____ ___

Elastic
Modulus, E
(kN/min2 )

______ __________ ________ ________ _______

Poisson
Ratio,v

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.22
______ __________ ________ ________ _______

Shear
Modulus,G
(kN/min2 )

95.8

Torsional
Rigidity
(kN/nun2 )
Axial
Deflection,
(mm)

230

230

95.8

230

95.8

630

258

E/{2(1
+v)}

_______ ___________ _________ ________ _______
3512

4589

5094

16636

3 x G

______ __________ ________ ________ _______
5360

(PL)/
(AE)
_____________
3600

3100

560

Critical
6471
20.19
28802
32836
171670
Buckling Load,
(IE/L2
Pe( N)
____ ______ _____ _____ )
Safety Margin 30
178
150
980
PjP
Angular
Deflection,
(Deg.)

0.16

0.23

0.24

0.034

(TL)/
(GJ)
______ _________ ________ _______ ______

Table (14): Summary of results of structural analysis of
Kienk, Gandtrack, Precision and Solid Carbide drills.
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Table (15): Summary of Drill Evaluation Test Results..

V

B/No
Xrupp, THR
___________ (HV)

Bandvik, H1OF
(JIV)

Kennametal,
P285 (liv)

1.

1610

1660

1733

2.

1596

1655

1738

3.

1520

1670

1708

4.

1610

1665

1738

5.

1564

1674

1708

AVERAGE

1580

1665

1725

Table (16): Results of the Vickers hardness test on the
Krupp THR, Sandvik H1OF and Kennametal F285 cemented
carbides.

60
Carbide Material Inden- 20
40
80
tation Newton Newton Newton Newton
corner Load
Load
Load
Load
(gLm)

1

24

56

104

133

Rrupp, THR (Mm)

2

14

64

109

136

Krupp, THR (.Lm)

3

17

40

109

129

Krupp, THR (tim)

4

23

44

105

117

1

20

69

119

131

7

70

103

Rrupp, THR

Bandvik, R1OF
(hm)

________ ________ ____

Bandvik, R1OP
( ILm)

113
____ ____ ________ ___
57
7
151
3
79
________ _______ _______ _______ _______
24
66
4
82
150

Bandvik, H1OF

M

( m)
Sandvik, HXOP

( Mm)

R'metal, P285
(gLm)

Vmetal, P285
(Mm)

K'metal, P285

(Mm)
K'metal, P285

( Mm)

2

____ ____
1

62

____ ___

147

283

________ ________ ________ ________

2

57

____ ____

134

3
140
66
____ ____
4
130
73
________ ________ ________

210

355
_______

170

____ ___
150
____
159
________

200
____
402
_______

Table (17): The crack lengths at the four corners of
diamond indentation made in the Krupp THR, Sandvik H1OF
and Kennametal F285 cemented carbide in the Palmqvist test.

I1M1UFACTURR KRUPPS, TRR

SANDVXK, H1OF KENNAMETAL,
F-285

_________________ _________________ _________________

Hardness (NV) 1580

1665

1725

Uniform
Carbide Grain Non-uniform
Uniform
Distribution_______________ _______________ _____________
M'structure

Coarse

Medium

Fine

Cobalt Layer
Thickness

0.17

0.16

0.14

(Lm)

_______________ _______________ _____________

Grain Size

1.07
0.98
0.83
_______ _____________

(tim)
Palmqvist
Fracture
Resistance
(kN/m)
Bulk
Toughness
(J/m2 )

Dia. of Wear
Scar; Sliding
Diet.: 8000 m

(Lm)

1186

1186

681

______________ ______________ ___________
221

221

133

_______________ _______________ _____________

1.16

1.16

0.83

_______________ _______________ _____________

Table (18): Summary of Krupp THR, Sandvik H1OF and
Kennametal F-285 cemented carbides evaluation test results.

PROPERTY

RRUPP, THR SANDVIK,

______________________ _____________ H1OF

KENNAMETAL,
F-285

Hardness, (IIV)

1450

1550-1650

1626

Compr. Btrength

4.95

4.75

6.82

Density (g/cm3 )

14.6

14.5

14.53

Youngs Modulus of
Elasticity (J/mm2)

590
580
580
____________ ____________ _____________

Poisson Ratio

0.23

Ther.Conductivity

120
70
68.2
___________ ___________ ___________

(W/m ' K)

5.3x106

0.22

5.2x106

0.228

5.8x106

Mean Coefficent of
Thermal
Expansion (/ C)

___________ ___________ ____________

Grain Size ()

-

0.6-0.8

less than 1

% of Cobalt

9

10

10

Trans. Rupture.
strength(N/mm2 )

2350

2200

3105

____________ ____________ _____________

Table (19): Important physical and mechanical properties
of Krupp THR, Sandvik H1OF and Kennametal F-285 Cemented
Carbides as reported in the literature [79].

Appendix' A'

AIRCRAFT

MANUFACTURER APPLICATIONS

AV-8B

B.Ae/McDonn- Wing skin, front fuselage,
eli Douglas horizontal tail skin, control
surfaces, outrigger fairing and
_____________ _____________ engine access cowling.
P-16,
Falcon

General
Dynamics

F/A-18,
Hornet

Northrop

B-lB

Rockwell

Grippen

Saab Scania Canard wing, fin box, flight
control surfaces and cowlings.

B757 and
767

Boeing

A330 and
340

Airbus

Learjet
2100

Learjet

Horizental and vertical tail
skins, leading edge and rudder

Wing skin, horizental and
vertical wing skins, control
surfaces, speed brakes, avionics
____________ ____________ bay door.
Weapon bay door, wing flaps,
avionics bay door, rotary
launcher.

Wing skin, control surfaces,
Fairings, undercarriage doors,
cowl ings

Floor panels, spoilers,
fin/fuselag fairing, control
surfaces, landing gear bay
____________ ____________ panel, tail bumper.
"ALMOST ALL" of structure

Appendix 'B'

Specification

'1 Scope

2.1 Types of twist drill

This Part of BS 328 specifies the requirements for the
following types of twist drills for general engineering use:

2.1.1 parallel shank jobber series twist drill. A drill
having two helical flutes and a parallel shank of
approximately the same diameter as the cutting end.

(a) parallel shank jobber series twist drills;
2.1.2 parallel shank stub series twist drill. A shortened
form of parallel shank jobber series twist drill, the
reduction in length being in the flute length.

fbi parallel shank stub series twist drills;
Ic) parallel shank long series twist drills;
(d) p arallel shank extra long series twist drills;

2.1.3 parallel shank long series twist drill. A lengthened
form of the parallel shank jobber series twist drill, the
increase in length being in the flute length.

(e) Morse taper shank twist drills;
(I) Morse taper shank extra long twist drills.
Appendix A çives a method of test for the drills and
appendix B contains summary tables of drill diameters in
millimetres and inches (table 15) and flute and overall
lengths (iable . 1 6) in the different series of drills.
NOTE. The titles of the publications referred to in this standaro
are listed on the inside back cover.

2.1.4 parallel shank extra long series twist drill. A
lengthened form of the parallel shank jobber series twist
drill, longer than the long series, the increase in length
being in the flute length.
2.1.5 Morse taper shank twist drill. A drill having two
helical flutes and a standard Morse taper shank.
2.1.6 Morse taper shank extra long twist drill. A
lengthened form of the Morse taper shank twist drill, the
increase in length being in the flute length.

2 Definitions

For the purposes of this Part of BS 328 the following
definitions apply.

Shank

I

Body clearance'
____-

Body
fit I

-

Overall length L

Figure 1. Twist drill terms. Genera) features
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Point

Land width
Body
clearance
diarneter/
Depth of—.___.,,..
body clearance

Chisel edge

Hee

Chisel edge
angle

F(aIoInt angle

iameter d

'._j \/or core thickness

'Face

Outer corner—'
edge corner

Lip clearance
angle

Relative lip height

Rake angle
(Helix angle
at PeriPherY)-\
Enlarged view
of clearance

Lip length\

Figure 2. Twist drill terms. Point geometry

2.2 Other terms
2.2.1 axis. The longitudinal centre line.
NOTE See figure 1.
2.2.2 back taper (longitudinal clearance).The reduction
in diameter per unit length of drill from the point towards
the shank.
2.2.3 body. The portion of a drill extending from the
extreme cutting end to the commencement of the shank
(2.2.32).
NOTE. See figure 1.

2.2.8 chisel edge corner. A corner formed by the
intersection of a lip and the chisel edge.
NOTE. See figure 2.
22.9 depth of body clearance. The amount of diametral
reduction per side to provide body clearance.
NOTE. See figure 2.
2.2.10 diameter. d. The measurement across the
cylindrical lands at the outer corners of a drill.
NOTE. See figure 2.

2.2.4 body clearance. The portion of the body surface
reduced in diameter to provide diametral clearance.
NOTE. See figure 1.

2.2.11 face. The portion of the flute surface, adjacent to
the lip, on which the chip impinges as it is cut from the
work.
NOTE. See hgure 2.

2.2.5 body clearance diameter. The diameter over that
surface of the drill body situated behind the lands.
NOTE. See figure 2.

2.2.12 flank. One of the surfaces on a drill point that
extends behind a lip to the following flute.
NOTE. See figure 2.

2.2.6 chisel edge. The edge formed by the intersection of
the flanks.
NOTE. See figure 2.

2.2.13 flutes. The grooves in the body of a drill that
provide lips, permit the removal of chips and allow cutting
fluid to reach the lips.
NOTE. See figure 1.

2.2.7 chisel edge angle. The obtuse angle included by
the chisel edge and a line from either outer corner to the
corresponding end of the chisel edge, the angle being
measured in a plane perpendicular to the drill axis.
NOTE See f,iure 2.

2.2.14 flute length. I. The axial length from the extreme
end of the point to the termination of the flutes at the
shank end of the body.
NOTE. See figure 1.
.
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2.2.1 5 heel. The edge formed by the intersection of the
flute surface and the body clearance.

2227 point angle. The included angle of the cone
formed by the lips.

NOTE. See figure 2.

NOTE. See figure 2.

2.2.16 helix angle. The angle between the leading edge
of a land and the drill axis.

2228 quick helix angle. A helix angle that is larger in
angular value (i.e. in number of degrees) than the normal
helix angle, thereby shortening the lead of helix.

NOTE. See figure 3.

NOTE. See figure 4.
Normal spiral
orhelix

__________ ______

Quickspiral
orhelix

________

_L

_________

_____

Figure 3. Normal lead and helix
NOTE. The lead is shorter than normal.
2.2.17 lands. The cylindrically-ground surfaces on the
leading edges of the drill flutes.
NOTE. See figure 1.
2.2.18 land width. The width of the land measured at
right angles to the flute helix.

Figure & Shorter lead and quicker helix

2229 rake angle. The angle between a face and a line
parallel to the drill axis.
NOTE 1. At the periphery of the drill the rake angle is equivaler't
to the helix angle.

NOTE. See figure 2

NOTE 2. See figure 2.

2.2.19 lead of helix. The distance measured parallel to
the drill axis between corresponding points on the leading
edge of a flute in one complete turn of the flute.

2.2.30 relative lip height. The distance between two
planes, perpendicular to the drill axis, each of which
passes through an outer corner of the drill.

NOTE. See figure t.

NOTE. Seefigure2.

2.2.20 left-hand cutting drill. A drill that rotates in a
clockwise direction when viewed on the point end of the
drill.

22.31 right-hand cutting drill. A drill that rotates in a
counter-clockwise direction when viewed on the point
end of the drill.

2.2.21 lip (cutting edge). The edge formed by the
intersection of a flank and a face.

2.2.32 shank. The portion of a drill by which it is held and
driven.

NOTE. See figure 2.

NOTE. See figure 1.

2.2.22 lip élearance angle. The angle formed by a flank
and a plane at right angles to the drill axis, normally
measured at the periphery of the drill.

2.2.33 slow helix angle. A helix angle that is smaller in
angular value (i.e. in number of degrees) than the normal
helix angle, thereby lengthening the lead of helix.

NOTE. See figure 2.

NOTE. See figure 5.

-

2.2.23 lip length. The minimum distance between the
outer corner and the chisel edge corner of a lip.
NOTE. See figure 2.

SZov spiral
or helix

2.2.24 outer corner. A corner formed by the intersection
of a lip and the leading edge of a land.
NOTE. See figure 2.
NOTE. The lead is longer than normal.
2.2.25 overall length. L. The lcrigih over the extreme
ends of the point and th shank.
NOTE. See faqure

Figure 5. Longer lead and slow helix

1.

2.2.26 point. The sharpened end of a drill, consisting of all
that part of the drill that is shaped to produce lips, faces,
fljnk and a chisel edge

2.2.34 web (core). The central portion of a drill situated
between the roots of the flutes and extending from the
point towards the shank.

NOTE SeeIit,re2

NOTE . The point end of the web or core forms the chisel edge.
NOTE 2. See figure 2
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2.2.35 web taper (core taper). The increase in the web or
core thickness from the point of the drill to the shank end
of the flutes.
2.2.36 web thickness (core thickness). The minimum
dimension of the web or core measured at the point end of
the drill.
NOTE. See figure 2.

3 Features of design
3.1 General
Twist drills shall be supplied sharpened and ready for use.
3.2 Flutes
The flutes shall be designed so that cutting lips are equal.
The drills shall be provided with body clearance

per batch or two drills in the case of batches of less than
100, the drills being selected at random.
NOTE. Any tests on drills below 3 mm or 'I. in diameter should be
the subject of agreement belweeri manufacturer arid pUrchaser.
5.2 Each drill tested shall withstand the test in appendix A
without seizing, choking or fusing and the points and lips
shall be fit for further service on completion of the test.
5.3 If any of the drills tested do not comply with the
requirements of 5.2. two further drills from the same
batch shall be tested and if either fails, the batch
represented shall be deemed not to comply with the
.requirements of this standard.
NOTE. The tests may be carried Out at the manufacturer's
premises or elsewhere as mutually agreed with the purchaser.

6 Dimensions

3.3 Point
The point shall be ground to provide lip clearance.
NOTE. The included point angle should be approximately I 18,
each lip being equally inclined to the axis of the drill.
3.4 Back taper
Back taper shall be provided on nominal diameters of
6.35 mm or 0.25 in and larger from point to shank within
the following limits:
(a) 6.35 mm diameter up to and including 40 mm
diameter: 0.0005 mm to 0.001 mm per millimetre or
0.0005 in to 0.001 in per inch;

6.1 Preferred sizes of drills shall have the dimensions
shown in tables 2,4. 6. 8. 9 or 11. The flute lengths of
Morse taper shank extra long twist drills shati be as given
in table 12.
6.2 Non-preferred sizes shall have flute and overall
lengths, and Morse taper shanks where applicable, in
accordance with tables 3, 5. 7 or 10.
6.3 Shanks shall be either parallel without driving tenon
as specified in tables 2 to 8 or of Morse taper as specified
in tables 9 to 12. The dimensions of Morse taper shants
shall be in accordance with BS 1660.

(b) over 40mm: 0.0005 mm to 0.0015mm per
millimetre or 0.0005 in to 0.0015 in per inch.
NOTE. Below 6.35mm or 0.25 in, back taper is not a
requirement but may be provided
3.5 Hand of cutting
Both right-hand and left-hand cutting drills are in
conformity with this standard, but unless otherwise
ordered, a right-hand cutting drill shall be supplied.

4 Marking
The marking shall be so applied and finished that it does
not interfere with the secure holding of the drill.
NOTE. The drills Should, whenever possible, be permanently,
neatly and legibly marked, preferably by rolling, with the
manufacturers name or trade mark and the size o the drill.
Additionally, drills made from high speed steel should, where
practicable, be markect with the lelters HSS.

5 Testing
5.1 Twist drills of 3 mm or Y, in diameter and above shall
be tested in accordance with appendix A at the rate of 2 %

7 Tolerances
7.1 The tolerance on the diameter. d. of a drill, as
measured across the lands at the outer corners, shall be
as shown in table I (i.e. h8 as specified in BS 4500:
Part 1).
7.2 The maximum value of each flute length and overall
length shall be the value specified in tables 3. 5.7 and 10
for the next larger sub-range of drill diameter. The
minimum value of each flute and overall length shall be
the value specified in tables 3, 5. 7 and 10 for the next
smaller sub-range of drill diameter.
In the case of taper shank drills, if the next larger overall
length is associated with a different taper shank from that
of the length in question, the permissible upper limit shall
be the next larger overall length reduced by the ditlerence
in the lengths of the taper shanks concerned: if the next
smaller overall length is associated with a different taper
shank from that of the length in question, the permissible
lower limit shall be the next smaller overall length
increased by the difference in the lengths of the taper
shank concerned.
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Table 1. Limits of tolerance on diameter
Diameter

Limits of tolerance h8

Over

Up to and
including

Over

mm

mm

in
-

p to and
including

Upper

lower

in

mm

0
0
0

Upper

(.ower

mm

In

in

-0.014
-0.014
-0.018

0
0
0

- 0.0006
- 0.0006
- 0.0007

3

3
6

0.0394
0.fl81

0.0394
01181
0.2362

6
10
18

10
18
30

0.236 2
0.393 7
0.708 7

0.393 7
0.708 7
1.181 1

0
0
0

-0.022
-0.027
-0.033

0
0
0

.0.00O 9
—0.001 1
—0.001 3

30
50
80

50
80
120

1.181 1
1.9685
3.149 6

1.9685
3.1496
4.500

O
0
0

-0.039
-0.046
-0.054

0
0
0

—0.001 5
—0.001 8
- 0.002 1

See BS 4500: Part 1.

Appendix 'C/1

3
4

5
10
12
13
15
20
SrJ
55
56
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
1.00

105
110
115
117
120
125
13C)
.
.1.
135
140
145
150
1.52
155
1 60
165
.1. .70
.190
.1.95
2L!0
205
210
21 S
29fl

235
245
255
256
265
270

OPEN "DATA" F0 r OUTPUT AS FiLE .1
INPUT "FILE NAME",t
PRINT 4U,A$
CLOSE J.
OPEN A$ FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 1%
PRiNT "HOLE MATRIX
INPUT "DEViCE TO WHICH UNFORMATTED AND FORMATTED OUTPUT SHOULD GO" , I
PRINT 111,D$
INPUT "METRIC OR IMPERIAL", ZJ.$
PRINT "FIR;T HOLE. CENTRE RELATIVE TO MACHINE DATUM POSITION"
INPUT "X DIMENSION" ;X1 , "Y DIMENSION" ;Y1
PRINT 1 1, "WOO 1 G3Q G90 MQ6"
INPUT "SPiN'1..F CW OR CCW" ;C$
INHJT "NUMBER OF HOLES TO BE DRILLFD BEFORE INSPECTION" 1N2
C]tCWc C2$="CCW"
IF cs = C:i$ GOT.: 50
IF C$.= C2$ GOTO ::5
GOTO 55
—
PRINT #1 , "NOC l 2 1103 M0O"c GOTO 90
PRINT H, "N002 M04 MOO"
INPUT "COOL.AI'J..ON OR OFF" ;
P1"ON"ç.U'2$="(.'FF"
IF P$=P1 GOTO 11.5
IF P.=P2$ GOTO 117
GOi 90
PRIftI 1,"I4cio3 I1fl3"c N=4ç GOTO .120
N=3
N1. z i.c ]:NPLFT "1OP NUMBER" ;S
INPUT "NI.JMRER OF ROWS" Ri
INPLII "DISTANCE BETWEEN ROWS" ;Y2
i1t 14
iN' (IT
H I '
INPU T "ARE: HOLES STAGGERED ; 1$
T1-"YES"ç r2s"NO"
IF T . =T1$ GOTO 1;.Q
IF T.=T2$ S.OTo 155
GOTC: I 35
INPUT "HOW MANY HOLES PER ROW 0 RI. ç GOT 0 190
INPUT "INCREfIEN I BETWEEN FIRST HOL.ES IN ROWS 2 AND I" ; X3
INI-'LIT "HOW MANY HOLES IN FIRST ROW" ; El
INPI I T HOW MANY HOLES IN SECOND ROW" P2
:rNrul "r:'Ri L L..1.NG iR TAPPNG ;
i1.::T)(RT!if'.f("ç (yr"Tpp1F4G"
IF i1G1 C;oTO 235
IF G1G2 G.OTi' .'9fl
GOTC' .1
.l,"N",N:"G51";"S",S;c GCYi.0 2;s
PP;hjT
PRj!!T ffJ.,ft,N;1.4;".',;
X : X1ç Y'1
!If'1' 111, "). " .,X; "Y' ,Y
ELSE .1
1F T$ : T2T. I t1[_(sI
(.:(%
:(( I
(RI I)
NN -1ç NI : I .1i 11
+ ('i2'.4 )
r.151 xx1
•lI R::U I •iN '<::'
H_
Ic : F41 N2 TI lEN
Ic 0010
.O;: 0010
IF (\j ::i TI UN _(:!JR
PRINT 41 , •• I.J" 'N-....... V; "'(" '(
j:1 il:' (r'.1J)
J. r:.:
1 IHEI.I.
N .1. t'4 .1 1
N f4 + I

275

X=xI-1-(x2*I)

276
277

IF N1N2 THEN GOSLJ 500c GOTO 285
IF N11 THEN GOSUB 550c GOTO 285

280
285
290

PRINT fti,'N"7N;"X"7X
NEXT I
NEXT R

295
300

N=N+l
PRINT #l,"N"N;GE:QMo0"

305

N=N+1
IF Z1$="IMPERIAL THEN PRINT $1 7 "N"1N;'XOY0F100MQ6"ç GOTQ 312
PRINT I N"7N;XO;YO";F100Q";H06"
PRINT If 1 , "ENDc GOTO 460
FOR R0 TO (RI-I) STEP 2
N=N+lc N1=N1+1
Y=Yi+(Y2:)
IF R0 THEN X=X1+X2 ELSE X=X1
IF N1N2 THEN GOStIG SQQç GOTO 340
IF Ni=1 THEN GOSUB SSOc GOTO 340
PRINT U17N"1N;X",X;y7y
FOR 1=1 TO (P1-i)
IF R=0 AND 1=1 THEN GOTO 365
N=N+lc N1=N1+l

307

310
312
315
320
325
330
331
333
335
340
345
350
355

X=x1^(X2I)

356
358
360
365
370
375
380
325
390
391
393
395
400
410
415
416

IF Nl=N2 THEN GOSLIB SOOc GOTO 365
IF N1=1 THEN GOSUB 550c GOTO 365
PRINT If1,"N",N;X",X
NEXT I
NEXT R
FOR R=1 TO (Ri-I) STEP 2
N=N-4-lc N1N1+1
Y=Y1+(Y2*R)
XX1+X3
iF N1N2 THEN GOSUB SOOç GOTO 400
IF N11 THEN GOSUI3 550ç tOTO 401)
PRINT #1,"N",N;"X",X;y",y
FOR 1=1 TO (P2-i)
N=N+1.c N1=N1+1
X=X1+X3+(X2I)
IF N1=N2 THEN GOSLIB SOQc GOTO 425
IF N11 THEN GOSUB SSOc GOTO 425
PRINT 1t1 , "N" ,N; X" ,X_

418
420
425
430
435

NEXT I
NEXT R
N=N+1
440
PRINI Ifi, "N ,N; ':OF1Q0"
445
N=N-'-1
450
IF Z1$"IMPER1AL" THEN PRINT 441, "H .. ,N; "XOYOFIOONO6"ç GcTO 455
452
PRINT #1, "N ,N; "XL1YOFI000NO6"
455
PRINT #1,"END"
460
CLOSE 1%
465 CHAIN "DANDU"
170
GOTO 1000
5110
PRINT #1, "N" ,
"x" ,X; ....., Yc. NN+1
505 PRINT It!, N ,N; "G2U1flhI"cN=N-1cN1 =0
507 PRINT #1,"N",N;"H6"
510
RETLIRN
550
GOTO 5b0
560
PRINT It1,"N",N;"f10 MC'O"çr N=N+J
562
JFP$=P2$ GOTO s.
564
PRiNT 441, "N", N "HO: :"ç N::N- 1
IF G$= "TAPPING" THEN GOTO 570
562
PRINT II!, "N" ,N; "X" ,X; •.y. ,Y "S. ,;ç: Gflr 5:1)
570
PRINT )l1.,"N",N;'G8X",X;"Y",y;"S",S
520
N=N+lc RETURN
ri
1 flilfl

5

A=QcB =0

f.

T 1=0
GOTC 81)
fin-ri
r r.t I'1 rr

G3. .1. c

s..,—..........-........-I IiL. WAI.)IS .1 N N MACHINES AND PRODUCES A CoNTROL TAPE"

21)

INPUT "DSG oR WADKIN" ,
Zl$="DSGcZ2s::"WA1)KTN"
sc i IF
GOTC' 70
IF 2$ = 72 &1)Tl) 81) ELSE GOTO 30
7C
Z.1.=1tPRINT "FOR DSG ONLY hE1RIc DiMENs:1:oNs4r ACCEPTABLE
GUll) 85
1:11 /1. = 2
85 ]:F T1=J. GulO f..i.O
OPEN "DATA' FOP INPuT AS It_E 1%
INPUT itl , A5$c( . L.OSE :1.
94 OPEN A5$ FOR i N PUT AS FILE 1%cGOTO 110
100 PR]:ftr A$s : A=OcGOTO 120
3 .10 INI-'t.IT #1. ,
.120 INPUT
130 Y %LEN(A$) c NO c :GCI c: X = oc: Y = ocsocF=ofMQcz 0ç1 =Uç:K ::IIçI-4Qç:T=fl
1.40 FOR I%1% TO .Y
150 B$=MID(A,I%,J%)
1.6(1 IF A$="ENr" GOTO 630
I. 71) IF B$="N" GOTU 320
I R1]I IF C$ = "H" GoTt: 330
190 IF B$= 5 G" GOTO 340
20C IF i="z" GOTO :,o
210 iF B$="M" (110
22LI IF F="I GOTO 390
230 IF R$="X" GOTI' tlQfl
24C IF B$="K" GOT() 410
2511 IF B$=Y" GOTO 420
261 I IF B$= ......GOTO 431i
:' 7
IF B$="S" GOTO 440
2:E:C:I IF B$="F" GUTc1 450
290
1i(:'TO 1,75
301. IF N 0 GOTO 460
—
GOTO 310
310 IF A=1' GCTO 120 ELSE GOTO 100
321 NN-f lc:IF N=2 GOTO 470 ELSE GOTO 290
33(1 -:f-1+i cIF H2 GOTO 560 ELSE GOTO 290
3/4 U G=c;-i- lc:JF G=3 AND 212 THEN GOTO 480
...—. , -............— — ----4 C)

ANU L -L j I Flb.N iI.) 10 490 ELSE GOTO 290

.1 r

360 ZZ+1çIF Z=2 GOTO 570 ELSE GOTO 291'
370 MM+]çIF M=3 AND Z1=2 THEN GOTO 500
31 t12 P\Nfl

I .1 II I[TN (( I Tt 5)51 FL —
i)
i1.1+lc:1F 1=2 GOlO 5:-:U EL_SE GOTI) 2911
4111' X-X4 I çI F X2 GOTO 520 ELSE c;crrc ''(
iI .11' V K .1 — I
U i-I F b 1 TI ,' _i1
K ' L' T(
4711 Y Y- ic:1F Y=2 GO' rI:: 530 EL.E 'IF( i 29it
i ._ 1
:— ] + I ci F T 2 GOTO £00 ELSE GOTO 290
S :4-j çIF S2 GUi 0540 EL..SF. GO TO 290
:._; 1C1
F= : GIITO C11 El C;E P....FO r)r,)
46 1 PR N F "ERRORc — NI) N NUMLf-:R"crr:s - ro 3112
4711
t IR i: 1 ()ç: PR fl"......tiNR N hi.h I R E P " ç: G 1)TIi 291)
4:-Ui
l(
. I Üç: PRT NT " TWO 1; NUMBE•1*; " çGOi C) 2911
4
1,t ' I 1k
I
11N1
3 fl
L NUMRE I
iu I C
5

,s(

Sill,
ii

I iiç: !-'R1N1......WI) M NJMEMjE " ç:GOTI) 2U
_ 10 F 11 NT
Ill IE Fl NI IFlk[ r
.
-r t
GftIhI 1. t1.;:PI-c1 N] " ONE: X Ni I MRE P ç Gi)Tt . 290
PRINT "ONE Y N'. I t1Bric:;11 0 290
ir

GOSUB 6.1.OcPRINT "ONE S NUMBER"çGOTO 290
GoSuB 610c PRINT "ONE F NUMBER çGOTO 290
GOS'JB 61OçPRINT "ONE H NUNIBER"cGOTO
GOSUB AJOç: PRINT "ONE 2 NUMBER"çGOTO 290
GOSUB 6.iOc PRINT "ONE I NUMBER"çGOTO 290
GOSUB 61 Qc : PRINT " ONE K NLJMSER"cGOTO 290
GOSLJfS 6.iOc:PRINT "ONE T NUMBER"çGOTO 9911
PRINT "ERRORc: - MORE THAN "
A=.1.c13 E--1c REruRN
NEXT IX
IF B>Q GOT0 20311
NI OçCL.OSE 1 çOI'EN 45$ FOR INPUT AS FILE I %
GOTO 6813
ItJPI.rr ff1 ,
640 INPUT" Mc-:'rRIc OR :LMPERIAL" ,T$
6511 Tls = "NErRIcrcT2s="IMPERIAL"c:IF T1$=T$ GOTO 630
660 IF T2$ = T$ GOTO t,70 ELSE GOTO A4fl
670 • rJ = lciF 71=1 GOTO 71'
675 GC'TU i:.91j
630 T12
690 OPEN FODATA" FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 2%c:PR.INT fl2,D$
IF 21=1 coro 1300
700 PRINT ff2, "çB2$="
710 INP 'r #1., 4 $c YZ=t .EN(A$)cIF A$=EN p " GOTO 2050
R 1% 1 % -1 Ci '(%
715
720 sa = MIr:'(As.1 1z,1z)c: r.F B$(>°N" GOTO 740
730 PRINT ff9, '; çG0(I IOSOçGOSUB U OOçGOTO 750
740 NEXT 1%
750 A0
10 Y
760 F0 IZ=I
765 [s=Mir)(As,i%,3%)c.]r: B$<>'G" GOTO 780
770 PRINT 4t2,B$; cAA 4 I cGCiSIJB iOSOçV=VAL (B$) cGOSUB 11513
IF 4=2 GOTO :i 0
780 NEXT IX
F 4=0 G(Y1 Ci 30fl
7:1:5
- ••
790 PRINr
" ; çGtTO 8.10
Rflr) E'R1NT 117,"
:E: 10 1:F Y%=Z% G0TC 7130
r(f iz-1z
CIYI=MTfl(4$,]X,IZ);IF P$c>
i,i
Gieli'
540
550
560
570
530
590
600
:•. 1 0
,; 21)
625
630
635
e.

ft

4U
050

380
.::c,f
o

PRINT ff7, . ; s:G0UB 1050cV=V4L (B$) cGO.'B l2OClcGOTt) OAO
NEXT
PRINT 2, "
IF Y?% GOTO 70
FUR I%=I % TO '%cB$=MID(4$, IX, 1X)çJF B$< > "Y" GOTO 091'
PRI NT 4t2 , B$: cGOSUB 1Q5OcV=VAL (8$) çGOUB l200çGc'TO 910
NEXT 1
( Ri NT it 2 ,
IF '(:=?% GOT......100
r::'R I =I % TO Y cB$ = MID(A$, IX, IZ)çIF B$<> "S" GI1TO 9/'0

i. I::l irr 7 ,; s : I yI.jL lOSOc: V=VAL. (8$) cGOSUB I lSOçGO TO 60
,,
940 NEXT .r:
.'jt. if ff2,

IF "(::7% GOTI' 700
:=.i x io y ;rB

- MI p (A$ .1%, 1z)ç:rF
> •;.
-0
I
1'R I I'T ff2 F$ ç:13(
1(JSOç V=VAI._ B $ ) ç: G'J[3
5I)çGOi0 1 liii'
...,,.:;i( NEXT 1%
.1 IJOC: PRI NT ff2 , "
.
1.1'] CI F' lIii
I=1lr(A$,Jz,1cIr R$<'> N
(-f'Ui 1t10
.1 1J2C] P1UN1 . ff2, 8$; çG'.I G 1.osoçV=VAj. (8$) cGOSl.IR 1365
NEX1 3 Xc GOl C' 7131)

.1050 B2$=B2$+13$cLi$=""
.1.06(1 IZIZ+1cE31$=MID(t1$, 1%, i%)cBi=ASC1I(B1$)
1070 IF B1>57 GOTO 1090
1.075 IF '31<32 GOTO 1.090
.10:30 B$=B$+Bi.$cB2$B2$. +'31$cZZ = LEN(t32$)cG0TO 1060
1090 IZI%-1Zc:RETLIRN
1100 N1=N1+2cIF N.l1.1iO0 THEN N1=2
111 C) IF Ni >99 THEN PRINT 442 USING "$14144 " ,N1 ; çGQTO 1140
1.120 IF NI.> 9 THEN PRINi 142 USING "0414$ " ,N1 ;cGOTO 1140
1130 PRINT 442 USING ,, 004$ ",N1;
11.40 RETURN
1150 IF V>9 GOTO 1156
.1.153 PRINT 442 USING "('1$ " , V;çGOTO 1160
1.156 PRINT 412 USING ,, it44 " ,V;
1160 RETURN
11.65 IF V> 9 GOTO 13.75
1170 PRINT 412 USING "014" , V ; cGOTO 1.180
1175 PRiNT 442 USING "tt#",V;
1120 f-ETURN
1200 IF T1=1 GOTO 1230
1205 VzINT(100V+Q.S)/J.QO
123.0 PRINT 412 USING 1$4444$4t$t ",V;
1220 RETURN
4444t44 ",V;
123C) PRINT 442 USING
1240 RETU RN
1250 IF Ti=i GOTO 1220
144L## ",V;
1.260 PRINT #2 USING
1270 RETURN
1280 PRINT #2 USING
iflLlf444t • ' , V3.290 RETURN
.1 300 PRINT #2çB2$=""
131(1 INPUT 441 ,A$c : Y%LEN(A$)cIF A$EN[)" GOTO 2050
1.320 FOR i%=].% TO Y%çB$=Mtt:'(A$,IZ ,iZ)cJ.F 13$<>"N" GOtO 1340
1330 PRINT 412, '3$; c : GOSUB IOSOçGOSL'B 1 100cGOTO 1.350
1340 NEXT IZ
1350 FOR I% . 1 TO Yc:B$MID(A$,IZ,i%)cIF B$<>"G" Gu'TO .1370
1360 PRINT 442, '3$; c. GOSUB lOSOcV=VAL ('3$) cGOSUB 1 1.5OcGOTO 141 5
1370 NEXT IZ
1375 cro .14.1.0
13:O FOR I%1% TO Yc:'3$MID(4.$,I%,1Z)c:iF B$<>"H" GOTO 1(10
I 39C) PRINT #2,B$ ;çGOS I..l R 1fl5OçVVAL (B$)cGOSUB 19.1.OcGOTO I 405
1 400 NEXT 1.
1402 GOTO 1.430
.1 4.05 IF Y%=Z GOTO 1300
0
cOO
1 41J7 PRINT #2, "
.
141.0 PRINT #2, "
" c.G()TO 1420
I 415 IF V94 THEN Gl1
1 4 16 IF V33 ThEN 01
1.43.7 :ir V95 THEF'! 0]
.1.4 1:3 iF v=36 THEN GJ.:.4
1.420 IF Y%=7% GUT 0
3 47 c;oIo 1 3:1Q
0 '
TA'4',T,i%) II- B$<
, t '
F ')1 t=1
1440 PRINT #2 , '3$ ; cGOS I J'3 .1O5i!S:VVAI.. ('3$) ç GOSUB
.1.4.SCJ N1iXE

'
1.

Gtiri I ''U
f )5çGOTO 1 4 "1)

1.11.60 PRINT #2,
.1470 U
- ?, ,00' 1 00
.1420 EOR I
TO Ytc : L$=MI0(A$. , I , I.%)ç:i F B$< > "Z" Gi:TO 150i
1 49(1 PRiNT #2, '3$; çGoSUB .1.OSOcVVAI . ('3$) c:GC1SUB .1.8(!Sc:GO o
15(10 NEXT 1%

.1510 PRINT #2,°'
1520 iF Y%zZZ GOTO 1300
.1530 FOR IX=1Z TO Y%cB$=MID(A$,I%,1%)cIF B$<>"I" GOTO 1550
1540 PRINT #2 , B $;ç GOSUB J.O50cVVAL([3$)cG0SUB 1.#OScGOTO 1570
1550 NEXT IZ
1560 PRINT #2, "
.1570 IF Y%Z% GC:'T0 :1300
1580 FOR I%1 TO Y%cB$=t-1ID(.$, 1%, 1%)c:]F 'fs< > " K" GOfl) 1600
.1590 PRINT #2 ,13$; çGOSUI3 lOSQcV=W',L (13$) ç:iQSLI13 J.:05çGnrc) I 620
1 600 NEXT 1%
1610 PRINT #2,"
1.620 IF YZ=Z% GOTO 1300
1630 FOR I%1 Z TO Y%cB$;f1iD(.$, IX, 1%)c.IF B$<> "5" GOTO 1650
1640 PRINT $12 , B $;S GOSLIB 1050cV=VtL(B$);GosuE3 1.910c:GOT) 1670
1.650 NEXT 1%
1.660 PRINT 1t2,"
.1670 IF YZZ% GOTO 1300
1.680 FOR I%=1% TO Y%cB$ = MiD(A$,I%,1z)cIF B .$<>"T" GOTO 1700
.1.690 PRINT #2, 13$- cGOSL IB 1. Q5OcV = VAL(B$)cGoSuS I8OSçGC:'TO 3 720
1700 NEXT IX
3.710 PRINT #2,"
.1 720 IF Y%Z% GOTO 1300
1730 FOR I%=1% TO Y%cS$=MID(A$,I%,1z)cIF B$<>"F" GOTO 1750
1740 PRINT #2, B$;cGOSUB 1Q5OcV = VAL(B$. )cGc?sLI R 1.93OçGOTO 1770
1750 NEXT 1%
1760 PRINT #2,
1770 IF Y%Z% GOTO 1300
1780 FOR IX=1% TO Y X c B $ = NID(A$,I%,J.%)cIF B$<>"M" GOTO 1800
1790 PRINT #2, B$;cGOSUL 1O5QcV=VAL(B$)cGOSuB 3.165
1800 NEXT I%rGOTO 1300
1805 IF V<0 GOTO 1845
.1 807 IF GI 3 GC:'TO 2000
1.808 IF G1=4 GOTO 2040
181.0 IF V>100Q THEN F'RINT #2 USING ' #HL### ",V;çGOTO 1820
3815 IF V>10O THEN PRINT #2 USING
0##4L### ",V;çGOTO 1.880
1020 IF V>10 THEN PRINT #2 USING " Q0##$t# ",V;çGOTO 1880
J::25 IF V>=1 THEN PRINT #2 USING " 00OL### ",V;cGOTO 1880
1830 IF V>0.. 1 THEN PRINT #2 USING " 0000..4t$t# ",V;cGOTO 1880
.1.035 IF V>=Q..OJ. THEN PRiNT #2 LI S1NG " 00000## " ,V;çGOTO 1280
1.240 PRINT #2 USING
0000W O0# " , V s:GOTO 1880
1U5 IF V<=-1000 THEN PRINT #2 USING "-##$t$L#4$# ",-V;çGOTO IE:SQ
1.0 IF V<=-1C)O THEN PRINT #2 IJS1NG "-O$t##. ##41 " ,-V;çGOTO 1880
1855 IF V < z --10 THEN PRINT #2 USING "-0O## - #*# " ,--V; çGOTO 1880
1860 IF V< =-1. THEN PRINT #2 LIS1NG "-000# " - v i cGOTO 18O
.1865 IF V< =--0 - 1 THEN PRINT #2 Ls:rNG "-OQC)CL ### , V ; çGOTO 1880
1:70 1 R V < =-U UI THF N PR1 NT i U. I NG - 0000 01$ t , -V ç i
3 2
1kIN I # 1M
-000n flQ4$ , - V.,
.1.OE : O RErIIRN
3 flr IF V >999 1 HEN PRINT #2 USING "##
" , V; c:GiiTO 3.905
.1 807 IF v=o IHEN PRiNT #2 , "0000" ; cGOTO 1905
I r.o IF V> 99 THEN F'RI.Nl I2 USING "0#1*4! " , V; cG i YIfl 1905
I -.'iIll ,r v<jri HIIH I PIN1 #2 tIiII(., fi
,V cI,iijiu 1 ,t5
I 9Q7 PRINT #2 USING "0### " , 9 0*: TN1 (v/ ji) -FV;
1905 RETURN
.1 910 IF V>9 THEN F'RINT #2 USING "4tt1 t " , V c:GOTO 19
1.91.5 IF: V> 9 THEN PRINT i
NI' "O##
, V ; çGOT$) .1.925
.1920 PRINT #2 USING "(lOU ",V;
1925 Ri TURN
.1 3O IT t;i. =2 GOTO I 955
19:55 1 F V> 1000 TI-lEN. PRINT #2 USING "4f4$## - " , V; çGIYIO 1975

1940 IF V>=100 THEN PRINT #2 USING "0### • ',V;cGOTO 1.975
1945 ]F V>=1Q THEN PRINT #2 USING "003$# " ,V;cGOTO 1.975
1950 PRINT #2 USING "000# ",V;cGOTO 1975
1955 IF V>1 THEN PRINT #2 USING "##U# ",V;fGOTO 1975
1960 IF V>=CL.1 THEN PRINT sf2 USING 0.### ",V;cGOTO 1975
1965 IF V>=ILQI THEN PRINT #2 USING O..4f4541 ",V;cGOTO 1975
1970 PRINT #2 USING "0..QOSt ",V;
3.975 RETIJRN
2000 IF V>=1Q THEN PRINT "THREAD PITCH TOO LARCE"çGOTO 2000
2005 IF V>=i THEN PRINT #2 USING "Oft.#####",V;çGOTO 2035
2010 IF V>CL1 THEN PRINT 442 USING "00####ff",V;çGOTO 2035
2015 IF V>=0..0.l THEN PRINT #2 USING "0005f$tsf#",V;cGOTO 2035
2020 IF V>0..0O? THEN PRINT #2 USING "0000#4t#",V;çGOTO 2035
2025 IF V>=0..00jOl THEN PRINT 442 USING "0050004t44",V;cGOTO 2035
2030 PRINT #2 USING "00..0000#",V;
2035 G1OcRETURN
2040 IF V) =100 THEN PRINT "EXTENDED LEAD TOO LARGE"cGOTO 2080
2041. IF V>=1O THEN PRINT 442 USING "0#4L##4$#",V;cGOTO 2047
2042 IF V>1 THEN PRINT #2 USING "OO##44##",V;cGOTO 2047
2043 IF V>Q..1. THEN PRINT #2 USING 000.44#4f#",V;cGOTO 2.047
2044 IF V>QQI. THEN PRINT #2 USING "000..OsfSt#",V;cGOTO 2047
2045 IF V>CLQO1 THEN PRINT 442 USING "000500##",V;cGOTO 2047
2046 PRINT 442 USING ' . 000 00044" , V;
2047 GI. 0c RETURN
2050 PRINT #2, "END"
c?QQ CLOSE 1 , 2
2070 CHAIN "FORM"
20:30 END

2 OPEN "FODATA" FOR INPUT AS FILE. 1%
5 INPUT #1 ,D$
6
/
1 (-1

25
30
35
/ifl

50
60
61
70

10
INPUT" PAPER TAPE.?",t3$
IF F3$="YE$" OR B$="NO" GCtTO 10 ELSE GOT: 7
GUTO 25
PRINT "FORMATTEr:' c:uTf1 iT"
INPUT 44.1. ,A$
IF A$="END" GOTo '.0
PR.TNT AS
GOT 0 3(1
CLOSE .I,2%
Gf'TO ;'o
IF . B$="NO" GOTO 70
CHA]: N "WADCON"

Appendix 'C/2'
INPUT: WADKIN NC DRILL/MILL

FILE NAME

PPG97.

HOLE MATRIX
DEVICE TO WHICH UNFORMATTED AND FORMATTED OUTPUT SHOULD GO ? KB
METRIC OR IMPERIAL ? METRIC
X DIMENSION ? 15
I DIMENSION ? 15
SPINDLE CW OR CCW ? CW
NUMBER OF HOLES TO BE DRILLED BEFORE INSPECTION ? 10
COOLANT ON OR OFF ? OFF
STOP BAR NUMBER ? 1
NUMBER OF ROWS ? 11
DISTANCE BETWEEN ROWS ? 18
HOLE PITCH ? 18
ARE HOLES STAGGERED ? NO
I-lOW MANY HOLES PER ROW ? 20
DRILLING OR TAPPING ? DRILLING

Appendix 'C/3'
1
2
3
4

OPEN "rIATA" FOR INPUT AS FILE 1%
INPUT 41,A$
CLoSE: i
OPEN F0DAT4 FC:'R INPUT AS FILE 2
5 OPEN "WA[)"-FMID(A$,4%,3Z) FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 1%
6 INPUT #2A$
7 INPUT 2A$
E: FOR I 1 TO 70
9 PRINT $Ii,CHR$(Q) ;cNEXT I
3.0 INPUT f2%,A$
.15 C$=""
20 Y%:: LEN(A.$)
40 FOR I%=1% TO YZ
50 13$MID(A$,I%,1%)
00 IF 3$"E" GOTO 305

90 IF B=" " GOTCi
95 IF B$".." GOTO 292
100 IF B$='F" GOTO 200
3.05 IF B$="c;" GOTO 205
3.10 IF B$"M" GOTC) 210
115 IF S$="N" GOTO 215
125 IF E$="S" GOTC:' 225
130 IF B$="X" GOT) 230
135 IF B$"Y" GOTO 235
140 IF B$="1" GOTO 20
145 IF $="2" GOTO 245
150 IF 1$="3" GOTO 2.50
155 IF B$=4 GOTO 255

160 IF B$='5 GOTO 2o0
165 IF f"6" GOTO 265

3.70 IF B$-"7" GOTO )7Q
175 IF F Z "8" GOTO 275
130 IF B="9" GOTO 280
.1.85 IF "0" GOTO 285
187 IF 3$="" GOTO 287
200 C% 7 0çGOTO 290
205 C=71cGOTO 290
210 C=77cGQTO 2911
215 CZZ7GfGOTC) 290
225 C%83gGOTO 290
230 12%8ScGOTO 290
235 C=S9çGQTO 290
240 C%=49cGOTO 290
245 C%=SOçGOTC:' 290
25(3 C%=51.cGOTC' 290
255 cr.=Sc'c:Gi)TO 290
260 C%=S3cGOTO 290
265 C%54cGOTO 290
2711 C%SSçGOTO 290
275 C%56çGOTO 290
3O C%=SJcGOTO 290
2:J5 C:48c:GOTO 290
287 C% :: 45%çGOTO 290
290 cs+CHPS(cz)
22 NEXT I
293 1.)$(HR$(13)
294 E$=CHf$(1U)
297 PRiNT #1, C.$;D$;E$
:tC (;(:'r(
. Li
j(t5 FOR T=.1 Ti) 70
:v. PRINT t.i , ci•irs(o) ; cNE.XT I
:;0:7 (1.0SF I , 2
• :i_r II.I1)

N002 GF:0
N004
NOOL. G:E:1
IO.i. C1
NOl 2
HI l l 4
NOl 6
NO] 9
NQ22
N074
NC.l2. tSO
NO2:E:
NO30
NO32 GR.l
NO34
NO36
N0:3

N040
N042
N1)4 4
N04 6
N049

NOSO

M0.
MC'3M00

G9C:'

15jr, y
X
x
33_cO Y
X
5L0Ci
X.9..
F:7.rjj
X
1
X
- (: lO
x 12:;oo
X 1'l1!iO
X 15900

1SMO SIn.
15.00

X.1

15.0O

77c:to

Y

F.100
M06
M03 MOO

X 195M0 Y
X 21300
X 231..0C:i
X 249.00
X 267..Oii
X 25500
x 30:Loo
X 32100
X 339..00
X 35?1'o Y

15.00 SQl

15.00

N052 G8O

NO 54
NO 56
NO5 G::1
N060
NQ'.2
NO.4
NO2(.
NO7-

N076

MOO
1O6
MO3MOC:'

X
151i0 '(
X 3300
5.1 .110
X
69.00
Y
X 97.00
x liis.00
X 123.00
X 14L00
X 159.011
X 177.1 1 0 Y

33.00

501.

3300

[17: Gf::fl

MOO
MCli.
MO3M.CJ0

t!O::: Ii
NO:-.:?

NO:::4 G91.
N00r.
NO:::

x 1 95 - P0
713.110
'
flii

N090

x

[1C/4.

NO-r.
t
Ni C'?
N.1IT'4 G::Cl
Ni C'-.

y

?47 ..

1;

(J1

Xx 31!31!11
>( 321. - 011
X 339.110
X 357fl':' Y

33 or:
MOt-,

N ifl::

N.1 I 11
-!1 I?
Nil 1

33.O0 50.1

x

x
>:

I
.

>:

'i

.. 11 i.• I Y
(1.11
IJII

*•; - (111 5c Il

N11t.
N.1.21'
lI.1 22.
N124
N121:.
N12:E:
NJ 30 G:0
N.132
NI. 31.
ii.:s. :•i
NI./iO
N1.42
N144
N14t.
NJ.4E:
Niso

X
x
X
X

69u(:
7..oci
.105 - 01)
.123 - 00

>( 159. 00
X J.77.00 Y

M( :-.
x

195_ flU 'i'
X 21 3 00
:.'i r,(
:
X 2/i9_ (111
X 267. 1111
X 2C:5OQ
x :o:.cc:
x 321 OO

N152

X :s3900

N154
N1.56 GO
N15:E::
NI6Cs
N.162 G::1
N1.tD4

X 357..00 Y

N] 7C'
N172
N174
N176
NI 70
N1.:.:CJ
N3.02 (:Q
N1::4
N] k.
N1.0:3 G::1
N.1.90
N192
N194
Ni.96
N190
N202
N21J4
't l e. .

51.00

51.00 5rIi

51.00
MOO
tiCk.

MO:mr!o
X
15.00 '(
X
33..OQ
X
51. C10
X
69..(JQ
X
7 - 00
X 1O5.Ju!
x 123.Oc:
X 141. Q0
X 1 59 .00
X
1.77fJ0 Y
.

69.00 SO]

'
'(
X 213.00
X 231.00
X 249.00
X 267.00
X 2r:5.Q0
x 3o: - on
X 32 J..
X
39 - Oil

69..0O SO!

X 357 - Oo '(

69. 00

69..00

.

f;::f1

N2iO
N2 1 2
N214 c:.l
,.•
N2.1

r11H.

MP
\

'
\
y
(
:<
:
:

15_U '(
33
51.00
- çç
7flt
iii _
1 73 ill. .cui
i

S(J.

•;: :r. I

MOO
till;.
Mo:;Mno

0700 SO!

:''

.

Nil:'.

t106
MO3MOO

N236
N240 G:-:1.
N2 42
N24 4

N24 6
N24:3
N251)
N2 52
N2 54
N2S6
N258
N2'-.O G::O
N2t-.4
N2' . G1
N260
N270
N272.
N274
N276

N27 :3
N280
N282
N284
N2 :36 G21)
N2s:3
N2 90
N292 (:}.

N294
N296
N290
N
N302
N3C)4
N31k
N30E
N3 10

.195. 00 '(
X
X 21300
'..< '5 (ill
X 249.00
X 267 - 00
X 25.110
y

X

x
x

•cf:

87.00 501.

(If!

32.11)'J
33.(l(l
::;s; - 1311 '(

07.00
MOO
MC6
MO3MQI:'

1SUl) Y
33.0'
X
sic:'O
x
X 69.00
X 0700
X 105.0(1
X 123.0''
X 141 ..00
X 159.0(1
X l77..O0 Y
x

105.00 501

105.00
111111

M06
NO3t100
X .195.U' Y
X 213.00
X 231 _ü
X 24'U0
267. III)
X
y
2::S (UI
X 303.01

105.Q0 501

X 321.01!
X 339.00

x 357.0(1 Y

105.00

N$ic' (.;:.:i

Mliii

N314
i3 16
c-.:1
N3'1

t-1.i-I...
•1

N322

24
N32.
N 2N33T'
r.1332
N334
N.
N33:: c:(
N 3411
N342
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Appendix 'D'
CALCULATION OF POLAR MOMENT OF INERTIA OF
KLENK, GANDTRACK, PRECISION AND SOLID CARBIDE DRILLS

The polar moment of inertia, I is the sununationof the moment
of inertia about the X-axis and Y-axis. The moment of inertia
of Kienk, Gandtrack, Precision and Solid Carbide drills was
calculated by dividing the drill cross section into a number
of rectangles and triangles. A good approximation has been made
by careful selection of the best fit triangles and rectangles
to the drill curves. The moment of inertia of a triangle around
its axis on the centroid (C) as shown below is given by the
following relation

yJ'

I

I

•1
i.

1'"

L
Area =A=bh

= Moment of Inertia around X-axis = (b h3)/l2
I, = Moment of Inertia around Y-axis = (h b3)/l2

The moment of inertia of a right triangle around the x-axis
( I i ) and the y-axis (Iv) passing through the centroid (C) is
given by;

__F>x

—b

Area = A = (bxh)/2
i = (b h3)/36
= (h b3)/36

The moment of inertia of any triangle around its axes passing
through the centroid (C) is given by
V

f- - h

tx
x

x = (b + c)/3
y=h/3
A = (bxh)/2
= (bxh3)/36
I=(bxhx (b2 -bc+c2 )}/ 36

The moment of inertia around any other axis

can be

calculated by

= I +

A (d )2

where d is the perpendicular distance between the area
centroid from the x'- axis.
Similarly
= I + A (d)2

where d is the perpendicular distance between the area
centroid from the y'-axis.

POLAR MOMENT OF INERTIA OF TEE GMDTRACK DRILL
7),
/

I, = Polar Moment of Inertia of drill = I+ I,

= Moment of Inertia around X-axix
I, = Moment of Inertia around Y-axis
('x)1 = Moment of Inertia of rectangle 1,2,3,4 around x-axis
('x)456 = Moment of Inertia of rectangle 4,5,6 around x-axis
('x)167 = Moment of Inertia of rectangle 1,6,7 around x-axis

= Moment of Inertia of rectangle 1,2,3,4 around Y-axis
'y)456 = Moment of Inertia of rectangle 4,5,6 around Y-axis
(1y)167 = Moment of Inertia of rectangle 1,6,7 around Y-axis

=

( 'x ) 1

+2(Ix)456

2('x)167

= 2.46 + 18.31 + 0.92 = 19.85

= ('y)1a3' +

2( ' y) 456 - 2('y)loT

I, = 30.6 + 10.98 - 13.5 = 28.08

=

+ I, = 19.85 + 28.08 = 47.93 mm4

Polar Moment of Inertia of the Gandtrack Drill = 47.93 mm4
Minimum Moment of Inertia of the Gandtrack Drill = 19.85 mm4

POLAR MOMENT

OF INERTIA OF THE PRECISION DRILL

.11

N
"_7.. • \...

--1

NN

= ('x)1

+ 2( 'x ) 456 - 2'x)167

= 1.68 + 27.24 ^ 0.91 = 28.01

= ('x)i

+

2 ( IX ) 456 -

2('x)167

= 27 + 11.9 +13.74 = 25.16

=

+

=28.01 +25.16 = 53.17

Polar moment of inertia of the Precision drill = 53.17 nun4
Minimum Moment of Inertia of the Precision drill = 25.16 nun'

POLAR MOMENT OP INERTIA OF THE KLENK DRILL

L

=

As

+

('x)1Z3 =
=

ly = 4•37

ly = (1y) 1Z3 + ( ' y)456
As

=

y)456

I = 2(I,)
I = 32.29

=

+ I, = 4.37 +32.29 = 36.66

Polar moment of inertia of the Kienk drill = 36.66 mm4
Minimum Moment of Inertia of the Kienk drill= 4.37mm4

POLAR MOMENT OF INERTIA OF THE SOLID CARBIDE DRILLS

—.x
-

= ( 'i ) i

+ 2 ( ' X) 127 +2 ( ' X ) 356

= 1.63 + 3.61 + 7.72 = 12.96

I,, =

+ 2 ( I y) 127 42('y)356

= 24.39 + 9.598 + 17.319 = 51.31

=

+ I,, = 12.96 + 51.31 = 64.48

mlu4

Polar Moment of Inertia of the Solid Carbide Drill= 64.48
Minimum Moment of Inertia of the Solid Carbide Drill= 12.96

mm4

1fl1U4

Appendix 'E'
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Fig. (1): The outer corner wear of the Klenk-1 drill in the first
stage of drill testing;
New Drill: x, Regrind 1: , Regrind 2: , Regrind 3: v.
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Fig. (2): The outer corner wear of the Klenk-2 drill in the first
stage of drill testing;
New Drill: x, Regrind 1: , Regrind 2: *.
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Fig. (3): The outer corner wear of the Klenk-3 drill in the first
stage of drill testing;
New Drill: x, Regrind 1: , Regrind 2: *, Regrind 3: v.
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Fig. (4): The outer corner wear of the Klenk-4 drill in the first
stage of drill testing;
New Drill: x, Regrind 1: , Regrind 2: *, Regrind 3: v.
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Fig. (5): The outer corner wear of the Klenk-5 drill in the first
stage of drill testing;
New Drill: x, Regrind 1: , Regrind 2: *, Regrind 3: v.
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Fig. (6): The outer corner wear of the Gandtrack-1 drill in the
first stage of drill testing;
New Drill: x, Regrind ].: , Regrind 2: *.
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New Drill: X, Regrind 1:
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Fig. (8): The outer corner wear of the Gandtrack-3 drill in the
first stage of drill testing;
New Drill: X, Regrind 1: , Regrind 2: *, Regrind 3: v.
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Fig. (9): The outer corner wear of the Gandtrack-4 drill in the
first stage of drill testing;
New Drill: x, Regrind 1: , Regrind 2: *, Regrind 3: v.
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Fig. (10): The outer corner wear of the Gandtrack-5 drill in the
first stage of drill testing;
New Drill: x, Regrind 1:
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Fig. (11): The outer corner wear of the Precision-i drill in the
first stage of drill testing;
New Drill: x, Regrind 1: .
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Fig. (12): The outer corner wear of the Precision-2 drill in the
first stage of drill testing;
New Drill: x, Regrind 1: , Regrind 2: *.
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Fig. (13): The outer corner wear of the Precision-3 drill in the
first stage of drill testing;
New Drill: x, Regrind 1: , Regrind 2: , Regrind 3: v.
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Fig. (14): The outer corner wear of the Precision-4 drill in the
first stage of drill testing;
New Drill: X , Regrind 1: , Regrind 2: *, Regrind 3: v.
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Fig. (15): The outer corner wear of the Precision-5 drill in the
first stage of the drill testing;
New Drill: X, Regrind 1: , Regrind 2: *, Regrind 3: v.
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Fig. (16): The outer corner wear of the Carbide-i drill in the
first stage of the drill testing;
New Drill: x, Regrind 1: , Regrind 2: *, Regrind 3: v.
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Fig. (17): The outer corner wear of the Carbide-2 drill in the
first stage of the drill testing;
New Drill: X, Regrind 1:

, Regrind 2: , Regrind 3: v.
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Fig. (18): The outer corner wear of the Carbide-3 drill in the
first stage of the drill testing;
New Drill: x, Regrind 1: a, Regrind 2: *, Regrind 3: v.
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Fig. (19): The outer corner wear of the Carbide-4 drill in the
first stage of the drill testing;
New Drill: x, Regrind 1: , Regrind 2: , Regrind 3: v.
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